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Canes can wait to find out how good they really are, but Martin Necas has to start now 
By Luke DeCock 
Raleigh  
If Martin Necas can demonstrate the same resolve on the ice 
that he’s taken in his mental approach to the most important 
season of his career, he’s going to be fine. 

There’s no hiding from the way Necas played last season, 
nor is he trying. There’s not much at stake: Just his future 
with the Carolina Hurricanes and the trajectory of the rest of 
his career. 
“Especially after last season, I tried to think before every 
practice, before every game, that I want to be better,” Necas 
said. “I know I can be better. I want to prove on the ice to 
everyone. Obviously, I’ve got to take the next step for this 
team and that’s what I’m trying to do.” 
The present and future of the 12th pick in the 2017 draft is 
one of the very few questions the Hurricanes have that will 
be answered in the next 82 games, not the 28 (or so) after 
that. That makes it, even on the opening night of this new 
season Wednesday against the Columbus Blue Jackets, 
perhaps the most pressing question they face — almost by 
default. 
Playing on the right side with Jesperi Kotkaniemi and Andrei 
Svechnikov, Necas will be given every opportunity to 
demonstrate he’s the player he’s shown himself to be in 
flashes, bringing his game-changing speed and ability to 
slice through a defense on a regular basis, not in fits and 
starts. 
And even if the ship has sailed on his future at center, he’s 
still a right shot who can take faceoffs, a commodity in short 
supply on the roster, which means the Hurricanes have even 
higher stakes riding on his success. His promising preseason 
was just that, promising. For the 23-year-old, it’s now or 
never. 
“It’s always been there,” Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour 
said. “That pace has been there since we’ve got him. It’s 
preseason, and he’s got to continue that when it counts for 
real, but it’s certainly better than not seeing it. He’s certainly 
been impactful in every game he’s played.” 
In a moment when the Hurricanes are expected, barring 
unforeseen disaster, to safely make the playoffs, their 
season really begins then, months from now. That becomes 
the hard part for a team that believes it’s a contender, 
mustering the enthusiasm to grind through a regular season 
when you are most often the superior team (against teams 
like … Columbus). 
There will be external influences on that, for sure — the 
return of the fabled State Fair road trip after Wednesday’s 
opener will demand a little extra determination to avoid 
getting off to a slow start, and the outdoor game at Carter-
Finley Stadium will induce a welcome burst of enthusiasm at 
the depth of the doldrums of the season — but the 
Hurricanes clearly have sufficient talent and depth to assure 
their eventual participation in the postseason, six long 
months away. 
The real questions will come then: On Frederik Andersen in 
net, if Max Pacioretty is the answer to their scoring issues 

against better teams and goaltenders — and whether he’ll be 
fully fit by then — whether Kotkaniemi is ready to handle 
playoff matchups centering a scoring line when there’s 
nowhere to hide and if Brent Burns is the key to unlocking a 
power play that has stalled in the playoffs in the past (it 
would be shocking if he isn’t). 
Those are legitimate uncertainties, the variables upon which 
the ultimate success of this season hinges, and there’s no 
way to speed any of that up. Only time, and the crucible of 
playoff competition, will tell. Necas is different. He can’t wait 
that long. 
His speed and skill are unquestioned, but he cost himself 
untold millions with a milquetoast regular season a year ago 
that bled seamlessly into an entirely anonymous postseason. 
That led to a two-year bridge deal at $3 million per season, 
chump change for a player of his talent. He has only to look 
one draft pick later, where Nick Suzuki is making $7.875 
million on an eight-year deal. Suzuki has clearly turned out to 
be the better player, the legit center Necas was drafted to be, 
but Necas shouldn’t be so far behind — and wouldn’t be, if 
he’d cashed in with a big year last season. The Hurricanes 
listened for interest in Necas over the summer but weren’t 
explicitly shopping him, and it would have taken a significant 
offer to pry him loose because they still believe in his talent.  
“One hundred percent,” Hurricanes general manager Don 
Waddell said. “If there wasn’t (belief) we could have qualified 
him at $950,000 and if he doesn’t take it let him sit there. But 
he’s more valuable than that.” 
You could say now he has two years to prove himself, but if 
Necas doesn’t take a major step forward he’ll be proving 
himself somewhere else next fall — and the Hurricanes need 
him to do it immediately.  
They need him to be the player they believe he can be, that 
he has shown he can be at times, and start down a path of 
performance that could even lead him back to center — he 
said after last season that’s where he wants to be, but wasn’t 
given that opportunity in training camp — but at worst gives 
the Hurricanes a top-six scoring winger with uncommon 
unpredictability. 
If that happens, that $3 million next season will be a stone-
cold bargain, and the Hurricanes will be moving salaries to 
make room for Necas instead of the other way around. As of 
this date, heading into this season, everything’s on the table. 
They know it. Necas knows it. Everyone knows it. 
“It’s always confidence,” Necas said. “When I have 
confidence, not just confidence, but when I’m playing good, 
I’ve got to play every shift the same way. You see me on the 
puck every time, every shift. That’s when I play the best. I 
know I can do it. I’ve just got to get on that level where I can 
do it consistently every game.” 
In many ways, the Necas situation epitomizes this specific 
stage of the franchise’s progress. The Hurricanes have 
advanced past the second round of the playoffs once in the 
past four years. What was good enough once isn’t good 
enough anymore. Those who can will continue to push things 
along. Those who can’t will be left behind. 
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There aren’t many aspects of the Hurricanes that are as 
uncertain, if any. The Hurricanes are waiting for the spring. 

Necas can’t wait. From Game 1 to Game 82, he has no time 
to wait.

 

 

Oddly specific NHL predictions for all 32 teams’ 2022-23 season

By Sean McIndoe

One of the things we’ve learned during hockey’s analytics 
revolution is that shooting percentage can be deceiving. 
When a player has a season in which the shots are going in 
at a higher rate than his established career number, we 
should be suspicious that the year will turn out to be a fluke, 
or at least an outlier, and not a new long-term norm. In other 
words, just because somebody gets lucky one year doesn’t 
mean we should expect them to repeat that in the future. 
This is my way of managing expectations for this year’s 
oddly specific predictions. 
For those of you that are new, this is the column where I 
make one way-too-specific prediction for each NHL team. 
Anyone can say that a team will be better, or that a star will 
put up great numbers, or that a rookie will break out. But how 
much better, and what exact numbers, and on which specific 
date will the breakout happen? Only a fool would try to get 
that sort of thing exactly right. And since I’m a fool, I try to do 
it every year. (It’s also an excuse to dig up weird stats about 
teams and players, but consider that a bonus.) 
For most teams, my picks whiff completely. Occasionally, I 
get one right, or at least close enough that everyone 
pretends to be impressed. In a good year, that may even 
happen a few times. 
But last year, something weird happened. I didn’t just get one 
of the predictions right, I nailed a one-in-a-million shot. 
Veteran Dallas Stars defenseman Joel Hanley had never 
scored a regular-season NHL goal in his career. I predicted 
that he’d finally get one, which was a bit of a reach but not all 
that impressive on its own. But then I took it way too far by 
predicting the specific game it would happen. And then it did, 
on that exact night, and … yeah. 
What I’m saying is. Do not expect me to do that again. I’m 
the Ville Leino of the prediction game, don’t get too invested. 
But we can still have fun with another set of predictions, even 
if regression tells us that I might be due for an 0-for-32. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

What do these players have in common: Wayne Simmonds, 
Brandon Duhaime, Liam O’Brien, Givani Smith? There are a 
few answers we could go with. None of them had more than 
six goals last year. None of them, it’s fair to say, are in the 
lineup primarily because of their ability to beat a goaltender. 
But here’s one more: They all shot 5.4 percent or better last 
year, meaning they were more dangerous than the Flyers 
were in the shootout. 
Philadelphia went an amazing 1-for-19 on the entire season, 
a 5.3 percent success rate, with the lone goal (from Kevin 
Hayes) not coming until April. That’s the worst number ever 
by a team with at least 10 attempts. Brett Kulak, a defensive 
defenseman with 15 career goals in eight seasons, shot 5.4 
percent last year, meaning he had more success scoring 

goals in regular game situations against five defenders than 
the Flyers did when they could take a free shot with anyone 
in the lineup. 
All of which is to say, of course the Flyers will score twice in 
their first shootout of the season. 

New York Rangers 

Igor Shesterkin was amazing last year, earning the Vezina 
Trophy and first-team All-Star honors while finishing as a 
finalist in Hart voting and posting some of the best era-
adjusted numbers since Dominik Hasek. Is there anything 
this guy didn’t do? Yes — score a goal, but he’s going to fix 
that this year. 

Anaheim Ducks 

We can just go ahead and do John Klingberg trade 
speculation now, right? Eric says we can, and that’s good 
enough for me. I’m going to say that he sits out the March 1 
game against the Capitals as speculation swirls, then gets 
dealt the next day. 

Buffalo Sabres 

Ryan Miller is scheduled to have his number retired on 
January 19. Hopefully he sticks around after the ceremony, 
because he’ll get to watch a shutout. 

Calgary Flames 

The Flames lost one of the best playmaking left wingers in 
the league when Johnny Gaudreau left, then replaced him on 
the first line by trading for Jonathan Huberdeau. But who’s 
better? We’ll find out this year, by watching the two go head-
to-head in a year-long scoring race and declaring whichever 
player ends up with the most points as the clearly superior 
star. Except we can’t, because they’re going to finish tied in 
points. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Speaking of Gaudreau, we need to mention one of the 
season’s most anticipated games, when the Blue Jackets 
visit Calgary on January 23. Will Gaudreau make a dramatic 
return by scoring the winning goal? Or will he have to watch 
in shame as his de facto replacement beats him to it, as 
Huberdeau gets the winner instead? Neither, since because 
the hockey gods like to confuse our precious narratives, 
they’re going to give that night’s winner to MacKenzie 
Weegar. 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Is this the year the Hurricanes win the big trophy? It sure is, 
as they capture the franchise’s first Presidents’ Trophy. 
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Normalize caring about regular-season accomplishments! 
And do it quickly, because they’re losing in the second round 
of the playoffs. 

Boston Bruins 

The Bruins made it all the way through last season without 
ever scoring a six-on-five goal, the only team that could say 
that. Well, other teams could say it, but it wouldn’t be true. I 
can’t tell your team what they are and aren’t allowed to say. 
There’s no law against lying about your team-based hockey 
stats, so I guess in that sense every team in the league could 
say that if they wanted to. The point I was trying to make is 
that the Bruins are the only team it would be true for, if the 
concept of truth even matters anymore in this crumbling 
abyss we call a society. 
Where was I? Oh right, the Bruins will score a six-on-five 
goal in their opener in Washington. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Hawks fans don’t read this. It takes four months for Patrick 
Kane to finally see the writing on the wall and agree to waive 
his NTC for a deadline trade. Then he gets hurt and Chicago 
can’t move him. 

Florida Panthers 

I’m not sold on the Panthers being anywhere near as good 
as last year, but they can at least start that way thanks to a 
cupcake schedule. They’ll win 11 of their first 13. 

Arizona Coyotes 

My prediction is that you’re going to be sick of mullet jokes 
by the first intermission of their first home game, but these 
are supposed to be difficult, so let’s come up with something 
else. Let’s predict a big year for Jakob Chychrun, who hits 
the 20-goal mark in his final game of the regular season. 
(Yes, this is one of those predictions where careful readers 
will note that I didn’t say what team he’ll be playing for when 
he does it.) 

Los Angeles Kings 

First things first. Kings fans are very mad at me right now 
because of a recent column in which I mentioned Dustin 
Brown getting a statue. I didn’t really criticize it or even make 
fun of it, I just mentioned it was happening, and this appears 
to have struck a nerve because several Kings fans have 
spent the week defending Brown’s honor. As part of that 
education session, I realized that somewhere along the line I 
had come to believe that Brown was going to be the first 
King to get this honor, which he is not. That’s on me, and I 
apologize to the Kings and their fans for the mistake. I’m also 
going to make fun of the Dustin Brown statue all year long 
now, because I’m petty like that. 
Anyway, one interesting thing about last year’s Kings is that 
they were the only team in the league that went the whole 
season without getting even a single misconduct penalty. 
Let’s tie this all together by predicting that at least one King 
will get the dreaded 10 minutes on Dustin Brown statue 
night, which is scheduled for February 11. 

Washington Capitals 

It’s become a tradition that every year, I like to pick one team 
that’s supposed to either take a big step forward and tumble 

back, and instead will finish with the exact same point total 
as the season before. I’m never right, but that isn’t stopping 
me, and a Capitals team with a new goalie and a bunch of 
injuries seems like a decent candidate this year. 

Minnesota Wild 

Can the Wild pass the Avs to win the Central? Can they win 
a round? Can they even win it all? I have no idea. But they’ll 
win their February 19 afternoon game against the Predators, 
3-2 in overtime. 

Colorado Avalanche 

Here’s a weird stat for a team that scores as many goals as 
last year’s Avs — they went the whole season with just one 
assist by a goalie, and that one came from fourth-stringer 
Justus Annunen, who only made one start. Alexandar 
Georgiev didn’t have an assist last year either, but he’s 
getting one in his first three starts this season. 

Nashville Predators 

One of the wilder statistical stories of last year was the 
Predators absolutely running away with the lead in major 
penalties drawn. They had 61, and the gap between them 
and the second-place Wild was bigger than the gap between 
the Wild and the 28th-place Blues and Capitals. Mark 
Borowiecki, Tanner Jeannot and friends got the Preds into 
the 60s in the majors column. No other team in the last 
decade has even cracked 50. Things OK, Nashville? You 
guys going through something down there? 
Anyway, at some point the Predators are going to be the only 
team left still doing this, at which they’ll run out of guys to 
fight. So let’s go old school and predict that at some point 
during the season, a Predators practice will feature the rare 
teammate-vs-teammate scrap. 

Edmonton Oilers 

On the other end of the five-minute spectrum, we find 
Edmonton and Columbus, the two teams who tied for the 
fewest fighting majors in the league last year with just seven 
each. (Or, as the Predators call it, “a feisty period.”) Let’s go 
ahead and predict that when the Oilers host the Blue Jackets 
on January 25, we get a fight within the first five minutes. 

New Jersey Devils 

It’s always weird to predict a coaching change, but with Lindy 
Ruff’s Devils coming off a few years of disappointing results, 
facing much higher expectations, and hiring Jack Adams 
finalist Andrew Brunette as associate coach, it’s not hard to 
see where this could end up if they start slow. Let’s predict 
that they do, and the change comes after a tough road swing 
through Alberta in the first week of November, just before the 
schedule serves up Ottawa, Arizona and Montreal for a new 
coach to start strong with. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Here’s a weird Lightning stat from last year. They didn’t lose 
a single game in regulation when playing their second game 
in two nights. They went 10-0-2 in the regular season and 
added another win in the playoffs in what are supposed to be 
some of the schedule’s toughest games. It goes without 
saying that the streak will end in the first opportunity this 
year, as the Penguins beat them in regulation on October 15. 
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Detroit Red Wings 

A fun offseason subplot was the low-key rivalry between the 
fan bases of the Red Wings and Senators over which team 
improved enough to be the one that makes the jump from 
rebuilding into the playoff hunt. So it goes without saying that 
both teams will annoy everyone by finishing tied in the 
standings. 

Ottawa Senators 

Ah hell, I love a feel-good story as much as anyone, so let’s 
try to summon one by predicting a Claude Giroux hat trick in 
his first game back in Philadelphia. Sure, he hasn’t had one 
since 2017-18, but we’re swinging for the fences here. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Sidney Crosby has had two seasons in which he scored 89 
points, plus two more at 84, and one more at 85. But he’s 
running out of time to have a season with exactly 87 points, 
and since we know he’s weirdly obsessive about that 
number, let’s say he does it this year. 

St. Louis Blues 

Jordan Binnington led all goalies with 14 PIM last year, but 
he did it with a 10-minute misconduct doing most of the 
heavy lifting. Despite having a bit of a temper, he’s never 
earned a major in his NHL career … until this year. 

Montreal Canadiens 

A few years ago, I had a rare direct hit on one of these by 
predicting that offseason acquisition Josh Anderson would 
have two goals in his first game as a Hab. If Hollywood has 
taught me anything it’s that shameless reboots are always 
popular, so let’s run it back this year by making the same 
prediction for Kirby Dach. 

Seattle Kraken 

The NHL doesn’t have a comeback player of the year award 
like other leagues do, presumably because it would get in the 
way of the 14 different trophies we give out for being a good 
dude. Too bad for Philipp Grubauer, who rediscovers his 
game by matching his career average with a .914 save 
percentage. 

San Jose Sharks 

Let’s do this: A midseason trade is sending James Reimer 
back to the Maple Leafs. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

We all know the track record of postseason failure in 
Toronto, and maybe nothing highlights it more than a 
seemingly impossible stat. The Leafs are 0-and-9 in the cap 

era in playoff games in which they have the chance to 
eliminate an opponent. They’ve lost at least one such game 
in every series they’ve played, including in every season of 
the Auston Matthews era. Well, this is the year the streak 
ends, because the Maple Leafs run the table. They don’t lose 
a single chance-to-advance game all postseason. 

Vancouver Canucks 

It’s the annual Jakob Markstrom shutout prediction, which 
only works when it’s Vancouver-adjacent. But this time with a 
twist. At some point this year, Markstrom will post a shutout 
streak of at least 100 minutes over the course of two games 
without getting credit for a shutout in either of them. 
Also, since Markstrom rudely doesn’t play for the Canucks 
anymore, let’s give Vancouver a real prediction about the 
guy who replaced him: Thatcher Demko finishes third in 
Vezina voting. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

A new coach, a talented roster, a team that didn’t make the 
playoffs last year but probably will this year, and one notable 
flaw (goaltending) that this coach just happens to specialize 
in. Predicting that Bruce Cassidy will be a Jack Adams 
finalist almost feels too easy, even though the oddsmakers 
don’t seem to agree. So let’s go one further and say he 
finishes as the runner-up. 

Winnipeg Jets 

The Jets started last season with three straight losses, and 
never quite made up that ground. This is normally where I’d 
do my usual switcheroo-style prediction, except the 
schedule-maker isn’t doing these guys any early favors. Let’s 
at least nudge them up a bit, as they go from an 0-3 start to 
1-3. After all, they have to beat the Stars in the Rick 
Bowness return to Dallas, right? 

New York Islanders 

One of the many awful Islanders stats from last year: They 
were basically hopeless when trailing after two periods, as 
they won just once in 31 games. By contrast, the Panthers 
were 39-0-1 when leading after two. You know where this is 
going, and the two teams happen to play each other in their 
opener, so let’s go ahead and pencil in that Islanders 
comeback. 

Dallas Stars 

Finally, after his 100th-game heroics last year, we have to do 
something for our boy Joel Hanley. Let’s up the ante on last 
year’s prediction. Hanley scores another goal, this one in his 
150th career game, and this time it’s his first career game 
winner. 
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NHL 2022-23 season preview: Bold predictions, awards and Stanley Cup picks 
By Austin Nivison & Chris Bengel 

The 2022-23 NHL season is here, and that means it is time 
to break out the crystal ball and make some predictions.  
The beauty of this time of year is that the possibilities are 
endless. Every team has some degree of hope that this year 
can be better than the last (well, except for the Arizona 
Coyotes and Chicago Blackhawks). We have put together 
some bold predictions for the 2022-23 campaign, including 
which teams might crash the postseason, how far those 
teams might go, and which players will pop. After that, we 
get into which players will take home awards and which team 
will hoist the Stanley Cup. 

Bold Predictions 

Nivison: The New Jersey Devils will reach the playoffs 

The Devils might be the kings of winning NHL offseasons. 
They've made some key additions in each of the last few 
summers, but the moves have led to zero postseason 
appearances in four years. At the risk of falling into that trap 
myself, I think this Devils team has a very real shot at 
reaching the 2023 Stanley Cup Playoffs. New Jersey is 
loaded with talented players under the age of 25, lead by 
Jack Hughes. 
The team's underlying numbers were worthy of a better finish 
last season, but abysmal goaltending sank the Devils to 
seventh place in the division. Is Vitek Vanacek the savior 
between the pipes? Probably not, but he can't be any worse 
than what New Jersey got from that position last year, right? 
The Devils get average goaltending and reach the 
postseason for the first time since 2018. 
Nivison: The Toronto Maple Leafs will reach the Eastern 
Conference Finals 
If someone had no memory of recent NHL postseasons, they 
would look at this roster and wonder why this is a bold 
prediction. But remember... this is the Maple Leafs we're 
talking about. I stood on the table for them ahead of the 
playoffs last year, only to see them fall to the Tampa Bay 
Lightning in yet another first-round exit. Fool me once, 
shame on you, but I will ultimately forget about it and ride 
with you again just months later. This roster is just too 
tantalizing to bet against. 
Auston Matthews is the reigning league MVP. Mitch Marner 
is a top-five winger in the league. William Nylander still 
seems to be underrated. The blue line is deep. The only 
question about this team is in net, and Toronto can score its 
way out of trouble when need be. Yet, this franchise has not 
seen the second round of the playoffs since 2004. That 
changes in 2023. Toronto breaks through and goes on a 
deep run. 
Nivison: Jason Robertson will lead the NHL in goals 
I wanted to go way off the board for this last one. With a new 
contract hot off the fax machine, Robertson is poised for a 
massive season with the Stars. Robertson is coming off a 
41-goal season in 2021-22, and he has proven that he can 
score in a variety of ways. Robertson has the skill and shot 
to create his own scoring opportunities, but being on the 
NHL's best line helps, and he has a nose for the net. He isn't 

afraid to take some punishment around the crease in order to 
punch home some greasy goals. At just 23, Robertson is still 
entering the prime of his career, and he is set up nicely to fill 
the net in 2022-23. 
Bengel: The Ottawa Senators will end their playoff drought 
I'm a huge fan of what the Senators did in the offseason. The 
front office swung for the fences when they acquired Alex 
DeBrincat from the Chicago Blackhawks on draft night and 
parted with a significant amount of draft capital to do it. Just 
days later when free agency opened, they landed winger 
Claude Giroux on a three-year contract to bring some much-
needed veteran leadership to the team's locker room. 
This was a team that scored just 2.7 goals-per-game last 
year and needed a shot in the arm. Adding two extremely 
talented playmakers to play on Ottawa's second line is huge, 
considering that they already have Josh Norris and Brady 
Tkachuk in the fold. If the defense can improve in front of 
goaltender Anton Forsberg, I have no doubt that this is a 
playoff team. 
Bengel: The Tampa Bay Lightning will be eliminated in the 
First Round of the Stanley Cup Playoffs 
It may seem a tad premature to put the Lightning in the grave 
so quickly, but the signs are there. This is the third-oldest 
team in the NHL and it's simply not nearly as talented of a 
roster than the one that went to the Stanley Cup Final in 
each of the past three seasons. They're going to miss Ondrej 
Palat and Ryan McDonagh more than I think a lot of people 
realize. I also think that the Eastern Conference is going to 
be incredibly deep this season and that could easily signal a 
first round exit for the Lightning.  
Bengel: Alex DeBrincat will lead the league in goals 
I'm also going to go off the board and predict this season's 
goal-scoring leader. As if you couldn't tell, I'm a big believer 
in what the Senators are building. DeBrincat is fresh off of a 
season in which he scored 41 goals playing alongside 
Patrick Kane. Now he'll be skating on a line with Claude 
Giroux a majority of the time and, while Giroux isn't quite the 
playmaker that Kane is at this stage of his career, he's still 
an elite passer that DeBrincat will benefit from playing with. It 
certainly isn't going to surprise me if DeBrincat shatters his 
career-high in goals and leads the NHL in that department 
during the 2022-23 season. 

Award Predictions 

Nivison 
 Hart Trophy: Connor McDavid, Edmonton Oilers 
 Vezina Trophy: Juuse Saros, Nashville Predators 
 Norris Trophy: Cale Makar, Colorado Avalanche 
 Calder Trophy: Marco Rossi, Minnesota Wild 
 Jack Adams Award: Jim Montgomery, Boston 

Bruins 

Bengel 

 Hart Trophy: Connor McDavid, Edmonton Oilers 
 Vezina Trophy: Jake Oettinger, Dallas Stars 
 Norris Trophy: Roman Josi, Nashville Predators 
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 Calder Trophy: Matty Beniers, Seattle Kraken 
 Jack Adams Award: Jay Woodcroft, Edmonton 

Oilers 

Stanley Cup Predictions 

Nivison 

 Western Conference Final: Calgary Flames over 
Colorado Avalanche 

 Eastern Conference Final: Carolina Hurricanes over 
Toronto Maple Leafs 

 Stanley Cup Final: Calgary Flames over Carolina 
Hurricanes 

Bengel 

 Western Conference Final: Edmonton Oilers over 
Colorado Avalanche 

 Eastern Conference Final: New York Rangers over 
Toronto Maple Leafs 

 Stanley Cup Final: New York Rangers over 
Edmonton Oilers 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/spt-columns-blogs/luke-decock/article267104331.html 

https://theathletic.com/3673871/2022/10/11/nhl-predictions-down-goes-brown/ 
https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/nhl-storylines-to-watch-in-2022-23-avalanche-attempt-repeat-plus-will-blackhawks-trade-patrick-

kane/ 
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1254457 Columbus Blue Jackets 

 

Columbus Blue Jackets hoping leaner, quicker Adam Boqvist has 
breakout season 

 

Brian Hedger 

 

The Blue Jackets’ goal, eventually, is to pack “good weight” onto Adam 
Boqvist.  

For now, going into the 22-year old defenseman’s fourth season, they’ll 
take his offseason strength gains despite a drop in bulk.  

“There’s lots of things I think he needs to improve, and in the four months 
that he was gone he improved in a lot of those areas, which is a huge 
step for him,” said coach Brad Larsen, who challenged Boqvist to add 
muscle in the offseason. “He is a little bit stronger, he’s a little bit lighter, 
but I think it’s OK to be lighter if you’re stronger.”  

How much lighter?  

“I think I’ve lost, like, 12 to 15 pounds,” Boqvist said. “I’ve leaned out a 
little bit and put some muscles on. I feel better on the ice, as well, so I’m 
happy with that and I think they were happy, as well.” 

How big is Blue Jackets defenseman Adam Boqvist? 

The NHL is no different than other leagues when it comes to fudging a bit 
on height and weight. Inches are often gifted to players who are vertically 
challenged and weight can be adjusted up or down.  

Boqvist is a good example.  

Depending where you look, he’s either 6 feet or 5-11 and weighs 
anywhere between 179 pounds to 190. The Blue Jackets list him at 6-0, 
189, but those measurements haven’t changed since the team’s final 
game last season.  

That means they haven’t been updated. The current camp roster says 6-
0, 182, but using 189 as a starting point, Boqvist might now be in the 174 
to 177 range after factoring in his offseason weight loss.   

That’s just weight. Height is a different puzzle.  

The Chicago Blackhawks, who drafted Boqvist eighth overall in 2018 and 
traded him to the Blue Jackets in a July 2021 deal for Seth Jones, listed 
him at 5-11. Hockey Reference and Cap Friendly also use 5-11 — both 
going with 179 pounds — while the Blue Jackets and Elite Prospects say 
6-0.  

Whatever the actual measurements are for the Swedish defenseman, 
what’s irrefutable is the fact he’s not the NHL’s biggest rear guard. He 
doesn’t have to be, either. 

Blue Jackets need Adam Boqvist to tap star potential 

Boqvist, who had 11 goals, 11 assists and 22 points in 52 games last 
season, was a top-10 pick for his offensive abilities. At the time, former 

Blackhawks general manager Stan Bowman used San Jose Sharks star 
Erik Karlsson as an NHL comparison.  

Turning that potential into stardom will require Boqvist to stay healthy for 
a full season, something he has yet to do, and become less of a liability. 
The Blue Jackets, who agreed to a three-year contract extension with 
him in July, are hopeful he can reach those goals sooner than later.  

“He’s still a young man,” Larsen said. “You can’t correct everything in one 
summer. It’s impossible. But if you see a guy willing to put the work in 
and make strides, that’s what I wanted to see. And you saw it. He looks 
much better just on the eye test.”  

That’s partly why Boqvist is getting another shot to play with Zach 
Werenski on the top defense pairing. They played limited minutes 
together last season, successfully, but injuries and Boqvist’s defensive 
shortcomings forced Larsen to find other combinations.   

“If good players get time, it’s not what you want as a ‘D-man,’” Boqvist 
said. “I’ve got to stop the play and not let them just run around. I think 
that’s what I was working with, losing some weight, so I could get faster. I 
had a little baby fat that I didn’t need to have, so I feel better now and I 
think I’m ready for it.”  

Larsen is almost ready to agree. His defensive pairings aren’t set in 
stone heading into the season-opener Wednesday at the Carolina 
Hurricanes, but Boqvist and Werenski might be the Jackets’ top two 
starting out.  

Boqvist’s offseason is a big reason why.  

“The one thing with ‘Bo’ that was apparent last year was the back half of 
shifts, where it felt like he would fall off a cliff and die, as far as his 
conditioning,” Larsen said. “We challenged him to get stronger and in 
better shape, and there’s still some growth (left) there, but I saw a big 
step. There’s improvement there.” 
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Blue Jackets send Emil Bemstrom to minors, settle roster 

 

Aaron Portzline 

 

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Emil Bemstrom didn’t so much lose his spot on the 
Blue Jackets’ roster during training camp. It was taken from him. 

The veteran forward, who has dressed in 117 games over the last three 
seasons, was jumped on the depth chart by Yegor Chinakhov, Kent 
Johnson, and Justin Danforth, coach Brad Larsen acknowledged on 
Monday. 

Bemstrom, 23, cleared waivers and was sent to AHL Cleveland to start 
the season. 
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“We made some tough calls on guys,” Larsen said, “but all for the right 
reasons. Some guys pushed in camp. Some guys raised their games. 
Some guys stayed the same or didn’t (push). 

“This could be a real defining moment for his career. Bemmer always 
works hard. But look at Chinakhov. Look at Danforth. They took that spot. 
It’s really as (simple) as that. The players always decide, and that’s what 
happened.” 

The Blue Jackets made a series of moves to get down to the NHL’s 23-
man roster limit. 

Goaltender Joonas Korpisalo, who is recovering from hip surgery last 
April, was placed on injured reserve along with forward Joona Luoto 
(lower-body). 

Rookie defenseman David Jiricek, the No. 6  pick last summer, was sent 
to AHL Cleveland to begin his North American pro career. Jiricek, 18, 
could have returned to his native Czechia to play, but the Jackets opted 
to keep him close by. 

The Blue Jackets opted to keep 14 forwards, meaning Kent Johnson, the 
No. 5 pick in 2021, and Liam Foudy, the No. 18 pick in 2018, survived the 
final cuts. 

Foudy, who missed a large chunk of last season following shoulder 
surgery, would have needed to clear waivers before he could be sent to 
AHL Cleveland, and the Blue Jackets did not want to risk losing him. 

The forward lines in Monday’s practice: 

Johnny Gaudreau – Boone Jenner – Patrik Laine 

Yegor Chinakhov – Jack Roslovic – Jakub Voracek 

Gus Nyquist – Cole Sillinger – Justin Danforth 

Eric Robinson – Sean Kuraly – Mathieu Olivier 

That leaves Foudy and Johnson as the likely extra forwards heading into 
Wednesday’s season opener in Raleigh. 

“Kent is still here because he deserves to be here,” Larsen said. “From 
where he was last year to the camp he had this year, his ability to 
execute a play at high speed … he deserves to be here. He’s not going 
to sit on the shelf long, I can tell you that.” 

Chinakhov not only made the opening-night roster but carved out a spot 
on the second line by leading the NHL in preseason scoring with six 
goals. He had only seven goals in 62 NHL games last season. 

The Blue Jackets had fewer decisions to make on defense. Nick 
Blankenburg, who played seven games at the end of last season after 
leaving the University of Michigan, earned the final spot on the roster 
ahead of Jiricek. 

The pairs, as of Monday, were: 

Zach Werenski – Adam Boqvist 

Vladislav Gavrikov – Andrew Peeke 

Jake Bean – Erik Gudbranson 

The Blue Jackets’ goaltending plans have been mapped out for more 
than a week now. Elvis Merzlikins is the undisputed No. 1, but Daniil 
Tarasov — expected to be the No. 1 for AHL Cleveland this season — 
will start the season in Columbus as his backup. 

Korpisalo has been skating for several weeks, but only recently began 
joining the group for practices. He did not appear in any preseason 
games, and will almost certainly need a rehab assignment with AHL 
Cleveland before he’s cleared to return to the NHL. 
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Sharks’ home opener roster features big differences from last season 

 

Curtis Pashelka 

 

The Sharks pared their active roster down to 22 players Monday, a list 
that, unlike recent seasons, does not feature a rookie. 

The Sharks were allowed to carry 27 players on last week’s European 
trip, which ended with two losses to the Nashville Predators at O2 Arena 
in Prague. But the Sharks had to submit a salary-cap compliant roster of 
no more than 23 players to the NHL by Monday at 2 p.m (PT). 

Any suspense as to who was going to be on the roster was eliminated 
Sunday when the Sharks placed goalie Aaron Dell and winger Jeffrey 
Viel on waivers and assigned forwards Thomas Bordeleau and William 
Eklund and defenseman Nick Cicek to their AHL affiliate, the Barracuda. 
Dell and Viel cleared waivers Monday. 

Forward Alexander Barabanov and defenseman Markus Nutivaara are 
starting the season on injured reserve. Both players are eligible to be 
activated this week — if they’re healthy — in advance of Friday’s home 
opener against Brent Burns and the Carolina Hurricanes. 

Defenseman Nikolai Knyzhov was also placed on IR and is not expected 
to be back until February or March as he recovers from a torn Achilles 
tendon. 

Barabanov (upper body) appears to be getting closer to a return as he 
skated again Monday morning at Sharks Ice. Nutivaara (lower body) was 
considered day-to-day before the Sharks left for Europe on Oct. 1 but his 
status is uncertain. 

The Sharks had a handful of rookies on their opening night roster last 
season, including forwards Eklund, Viel, Jasper Weatherby, and Santeri 
Hatakka. 

No rookies are with the club right now, though, as Sharks management 
made a conscious effort to make sure first-year players earned NHL jobs 
out of camp and weren’t just handed opportunities to play. 

As another example of how much the Sharks have changed, seven of the 
22 players who were on last year’s opening night roster are no longer 
with the organization. 

Per CapFriendly, the Sharks right now, with a 22-player roster, have 
$230,000 in space left under the NHL’s salary cap of $82.5 million. 

Here was the Sharks roster as it was announced Monday afternoon. 

FORWARDS (13): Nick Bonino, Logan Couture, Jonah Gadjovich, Noah 
Gregor, Tomas Hertl, Luke Kunin, Kevin Labanc, Oskar Lindblom, 
Steven Lorentz, Timo Meier, Matt Nieto, Nico Sturm, Evgeny Svechnikov. 
INJURED (1):  Alexander Barabanov. 

DEFENSEMEN (7): Matt Benning, Mario Ferraro, Scott Harrington, Erik 
Karlsson,  Jaycob Megna. Radim Simek, Marc-Edouard Vlasic. INJURED 
(1): Markus Nutivaara. 

GOALIES (2): Kaapo Kahkonen, James Reimer. 
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Sharks Set Opening Night Roster...for Now 

 

Sheng Peng 
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The San Jose Sharks have set their opening night roster…for now. 

There aren’t any surprises: The Sharks cut their Euro trip roster down to 
22 yesterday, and winger Alexander Barabanov and defenseman Markus 
Nutivaara, both sidelined by lower-body injuries, aren’t on the 23-man 
roster that is set to play the Carolina Hurricanes on Oct. 14. In fact, both 
Barabanov and Nutivaara were put on IR. 

The roster is set! 

HOME OPENER   pic.twitter.com/x5mvqI18XN 

— San Jose Sharks (@SanJoseSharks) October 10, 2022 

The good news is, and as San Jose Hockey Now reported earlier today, 
Barabanov and Nutivaara appear close to returning. The Mercury News 
more or less confirmed that about Barabanov later in the day: 

Alexander Barabanov skated by himself again this morning at Sharks Ice 
and went through a pretty vigorous workout. We'll see if he's able to join 
the Sharks for a full practice tomorrow or later this week. Missed almost 
all of camp, so there's some catching up to do. 

— Curtis Pashelka (@CurtisPashelka) October 10, 2022 

On top of that, according to Puckpedia, while these cap-compliant 
opening night rosters must be submitted into the league by 2 PM PT 
today, they’re not final for the San Jose Sharks, in regards to this Friday. 
Teams “can make changes after the first cap day (Tuesday).” 

If Barabanov and Nutivaara are ready by Friday, the Sharks could have 
some interesting decisions to make as to who to waive. Jonah Gadjovich 
or Evgeny Svechnikov up front? Jaycob Megna or Scott Harrington on 
the back-end? 
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What I'm Hearing About Barabanov, Nutivaara's Injuries 

 

Sheng Peng 

 

There’s good news on the injury front for the San Jose Sharks. 

The Sharks cut their roster to 22 players yesterday, waiving Aaron Dell 
and Jeffrey Viel, and sending down prospects William Eklund, Thomas 
Bordeleau, and Nick Cicek. 

Eklund, Bordeleau Sent Down: Who’s Next Shark to Get Demoted? 

But what’s going on with injured winger Alexander Barabanov and 
defenseman Markus Nutivaara? Neither made the trip to Europe, but if 
healthy, both will almost certainly be on the Sharks’ 23-man roster. 

Final season-opening rosters are due at 2 PM PT today. 

San Jose Hockey Now is hearing that Barabanov and Nutivaara, both 
dealing with lower-body injuries, are on the right track. They may not 
necessarily be ready for the Oct. 14 home opener against the Carolina 
Hurricanes – therefore, they may not be on the San Jose Sharks’ 23-man 
roster today – but there’s hope that both will be back in the line-up very, 
very soon. 

Specifically, it’s SJHN’s understanding that Barabanov should be ready 
in less than a week, and Nutivaara appears close to participating in 
practice once again. 

Barabanov’s return to the Sharks’ top line could help balance San Jose’s 
attack up front. Both Logan Couture and Nick Bonino’s lines have 
suffered from a bit of a revolving door at wing so far. Oskar Lindblom and 
Noah Gregor have not yet secured their spots on those lines yet. 

Meanwhile, Nutivaara was ticketed to skate with Erik Karlsson to start the 
new season. But because of Nutivaara’s injury, Karlsson played the two 
contests in Prague with two different partners, Scott Harrington and 
Mario Ferraro. 

The San Jose Sharks’ first post-European practice will be held on Oct. 
11. 
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Sharks Could Use Mike Reilly, But Can They Fit Him In? 

 

Sheng Peng 

 

One NHL scout thinks that Mike Reilly would immediately become the 
San Jose Sharks’ third-best defenseman. 

So why did the Boston Bruins waive the 29-year-old yesterday? 

“He hasn’t lost a step,” the scout noted. 

The Bruins, however, are in cap crunch and are deep on defense, so 
they waived Reilly (two years left, $3 million AAV), along with forwards 
Nick Foligno and Chris Wagner yesterday. 

Could Boston’s loss be San Jose’s gain? 

Since 2019-20, the left-hander has averaged 18:49 a night for Boston 
and the Ottawa Senators. He’s also taken a regular power play and 
penalty kill shift. 

In some ways, Reilly sounds exactly like the No. 4 defenseman that the 
San Jose Sharks could use. They could use another rearguard 
consistently capable of weathering high-leverage 5-on-5 minutes. And 
after Erik Karlsson, they could use another reliable puckmover on the 
power play. 

“As long as the contract works,” the scout noted. 

Reilly’s contract is a little hefty, but it appears that the San Jose Sharks 
can fit in Reilly’s contract – just barely. 

FORWARDS 2022-23 

Hertl, Tomas 8,137,500 

Couture, Logan 8,000,000 

Meier, Timo 6,000,000 

Labanc, Kevin 4,725,000 

Kunin, Luke 2,750,000 

Barabanov, Alexander 2,500,000 

Lindblom, Oskar 2,500,000 

Bonino, Nick 2,050,000 

Sturm, Nico 2,000,000 

Lorentz, Steven 1,050,000 

Gregor, Noah 950,000 

Nieto, Matt 850,000 

TOTAL 41,512,500 

DEFENSE 2022-23 

Karlsson, Erik 11,500,000 
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Vlasic, Marc-Édouard 7,000,000 

Ferraro, Mario 3,250,000 

Reilly, Mike 3,000,000 

Simek, Radim 2,250,000 

Nutivaara, Markus 1,500,000 

Benning, Matt 1,250,000 

TOTAL 29,750,000 

GOALIES 2022-23 

Kähkönen, Kaapo 2,750,000 

Reimer, James 2,250,000 

TOTAL 5,000,000 

BUYOUT 2022-23 

Jones, Martin 2,416,667 

Balcers, Rudolfs 8,334 

TOTAL 2,425,001 

INJURED 2022-23 

Knyzhov, Nikolai 850,000 

TOTAL 850,000 

RETAIN 2022-23 

Burns, Brent 2,720,000 

TOTAL 2,720,000 

2022-23 TOTAL 82,257,501 

That’s 12 forwards, seven defensemen, and two goalies. I’m assuming 
that the Sharks waive forwards Evgeny Svechnikov and Jonah 
Gadjovich, and defensemen Jaycob Megna and Scott Harrington. 

I’m still keeping Nikolai Knyzhov’s $850,000 salary cap hit on the books 
because it provides the Sharks some salary cap benefit. As long as San 
Jose doesn’t use LTIR, they can continue to accrue cap space on a daily 
basis. 

They can also opt to put Knyzhov on LTIR, which should allow the 
Sharks to fit in Reilly and a 13th forward. 

Another option would be to send Radim Simek to the minors and bury 
$1.125 million dollars of his $2.25 million AAV ticket in the AHL, then 
keep Harrington or Megna as your No. 7 d-man. That’s a tough move 
after promising the Czech defenseman a fresh start in the off-season, but 
Reilly would be an upgrade. 

Whatever the avenue, it’s obviously a tight cap squeeze, so claiming 
Reilly might not be in the cards for the Sharks. 

But Prague certainly didn’t dispel the notion that they could use another 
solid defender, and in Reilly, there’s a relatively expensive but viable 
blueliner available to them. 

Anyway, we’ll know shortly if anybody puts in a claim on Reilly. 

UPDATE: 

#SJSharks don't claim or waive anybody today. Viel, Dell clear waivers, 
they're headed to Cuda. 

Still think #SJSharks passed up a chance to make a worthwhile 
improvement to their roster in Reilly: https://t.co/vYiwgt0J4S 

— Sheng Peng (@Sheng_Peng) October 10, 2022 

Special thanks to Puckpedia for his assistance on all cap matters. 
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In Kraken camp with few surprises, Daniel Sprong was top underdog 
story 

 

Kate Shefte 

 

The Kraken’s second training camp went more or less according to script 
— no big surprises. 

Matty Beniers picked up where he left off at the end of last season, 
scoring a goal in each of his four preseason games. At 18, Shane Wright 
rarely looked out of place. Wright was a strong possibility for an 
immediate NHL jump the moment he was drafted fourth overall this year. 

If there were an underdog story, it was Daniel Sprong converting a 
professional tryout into a one-year deal. Depth signings John Hayden 
and Michal Kempny pushed for opening-night spots but ultimately 
cleared waivers and were assigned to the Coachella Valley Firebirds of 
the American Hockey League on Monday. Everyone who was initially 
supposed to make the team made it. 

Though he warned that things could still change before the Kraken’s 
season opener Wednesday at the Anaheim Ducks, coach Dave Hakstol 
seemed happy with his assembled, largely familiar group. The work 
continues — everything needs to be faster, more fluid. 

“The completeness of what we’re doing and the execution has to 
continue to rise,” Hakstol said. “You start looking around the room to your 
veterans who have been through it before and know the elevation that’s 
necessary to go from where we’re at today to where we have to be at on 
Wednesday.” 

Sprong scored six times in 16 appearances with the Kraken last season 
but entered camp without a firm arrangement. Goals weren’t the problem. 
There was a referenced coaches’ wish list that included two-way play 
and “hunger around the net.” 

“I think the message was loud and clear, what I got in the offseason,” 
Sprong said. “I think everyone knows in this league I can provide offense, 
but it’s the other side of the game [that needs work]. 

“I think in the three games I’ve played in, in the practices, I’ve shown that 
I’ve listened and matured in that. I think I’ve had a good camp.” 

His one-year, two-way contract with a $750,000 NHL salary was 
announced Oct. 3. 

Sprong, who saw power-play time in preseason games, missed practices 
Saturday and Monday at Kraken Community Iceplex. Hakstol said the 
forward is taking care of immigration paperwork and will rejoin the team 
as soon as possible, hopefully within the next few days. He didn’t commit 
to Sprong’s availability for the season opener. 

Kole Lind, who appeared in 23 games last season (2 goals, 6 assists), 
was on the cusp. He was placed on waivers Oct. 2. Cale Fleury was the 
extra defenseman Monday and due to injuries and Sprong’s absence, 
there were exactly four lines out there. 

The Kraken didn’t make it through the two and a half weeks without 
getting dinged up. Jaden Schwartz is day-to-day because of a lower-
body injury. He dealt with hand and upper-body injuries last season. 

Joonas Donskoi was caught in a tangle of limbs in front of his own bench 
during a preseason game in Vancouver, left the bench and has been 
day-to-day because of an upper-body injury since. 

The two big offseason acquisitions at forward, Andre Burakovsky and 
Oliver Bjorkstrand, took their place on the top two lines as anticipated. 
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Beniers, Alex Wennberg and Wright make up the middle, with Brandon 
Tanev, Morgan Geekie and Karson Kuhlman on the fourth line. 

“I thought we ran a really competitive camp,” Kuhlman said. “I thought 
everyone was pushing each other quite a bit. 

“We’re going to be playing for points every night from here on out. I think 
the mindset and the competitiveness needs to stay up.” 

Captaincy update 

Hakstol doesn’t see a “C” handed out this season after all. 

Without a captain since Mark Giordano was traded in March, the coach 
said Monday that he’s decided to “go with assistant captains,” and that’s 
his vision for the entire season. The alternate captains are Jordan Eberle, 
Yanni Gourde, Adam Larsson and Schwartz. 

“It’s a real good, strong leadership group and a real good group of guys 
that we trust, but more importantly are trusted inside of this dressing 
room,” Hakstol said. 

One option was to elevate one of the Kraken’s alternate captains. 
Another was to bet on Beniers, who turns 20 Nov. 5. Current captains 
Sidney Crosby of the Pittsburgh Penguins, Gabriel Landeskog of the 
Colorado Avalanche and Connor McDavid of the Edmonton Oilers all 
assumed that role at 19 years old. 

The Penguins and Oilers both used a rotation of alternate captains the 
season before giving the “C” to their teenage star. All three had played at 
least 45 games before the move. Beniers has just 10 regular-season 
NHL games to his name. 
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Preseason NHL power rankings: Where the Kraken stand entering Year 
2 

 

Staff 

 

As the Kraken get set to open their second season Wednesday night at 
Anaheim, here are our preseason NHL power rankings: 

1. Colorado Avalanche 

Defending champs are so stacked they’re getting used to jettisoning 
goalies without missing a beat. 

2. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Three consecutive Cup finals appearances. Show these guys some 
respect, please. 

3. Carolina Hurricanes 

Brent Burns wasn’t “free” like their other summer acquisitions, but they 
traded for him in hopes of winning it all this season. 

4. Florida Panthers 

Not quite the Toronto Maple Leafs yet, but only because they finally won 
a playoff series — barely. 

5. Toronto Maple Leafs 

They’ll either win a playoff series soon or, more likely, the misses will 
start impacting regular seasons. 

6. Minnesota Wild 

Three consecutive opening-round exits and six in the past seven 
seasons. The Maple Leafs of the Western Conference. 

7. New York Rangers 

Like his previous expansion Vegas team, coach Gerard Gallant’s squad 
arrived early. This time, he needs an encore. 

8. Edmonton Oilers 

Jack Campbell provides goaltending for playoff run. But did we mention 
he came from the Maple Leafs? 

9. Calgary Flames 

GM Brad Treliving has NHL Executive of the Year locked up even before 
his team plays a game. 

10. St. Louis Blues 

Always a playoff threat, though nobody can quite pinpoint why. 
Goaltending needs a bounce-back season. 

11. Boston Bruins 

Must have raised the mandatory retirement age in Massachusetts for this 
core to still be intact. 

12. Pittsburgh Penguins 

As reliable as 2% inflation and $3-a-gallon gas when it comes to making 
playoffs. Oh, wait … 

13. New York Islanders 

Can system that got them within one goal of shortened-season Cup final 
still work over 82 games? 

14. Vegas Golden Knights 

They’ll have Jack Eichel and Mark Stone for full season of offense. Who 
needs goaltending? Um, they do. 

15. Washington Capitals 

That slamming sound is their window, and it might be on Alex Ovechkin’s 
fingers given his Putin ties. 

16. Nashville Predators 

Defense can score, they didn’t lose Filip Forsberg, and goalie Juuse 
Saros carries team at times. Otherwise, meh. 

17. Vancouver Canucks 

Can smarter front office make all the difference? It will have to, because 
the team hasn’t changed much. 

18. Los Angeles Kings 

Made playoffs quicker than expected. Now they feel just a tad overrated. 

19. Dallas Stars 

Nearly pulling off fluke playoff series win with hot goalie didn’t change 
flaws. New coach Peter DeBoer has work ahead. 

20. Seattle Kraken 

Preseason wasn’t fluke. If they eliminate dumb penalties and costly 
giveaways, they’ll compete with anyone. 

21. Ottawa Senators 

Love young talent with Josh Norris, Tim Stutzle, plus Alex DeBrincat 
addition. Now they need to learn how to win. 

22. New Jersey Devils 

Years of high draft picks will either produce quickly, or coach Lindy Ruff 
gets fired. Fasten seat belts. 

23. Buffalo Sabres 
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Come on, we’re still talking Sabres. One season in which they weren’t 
feasted upon nightly doesn’t change all. 

24. Winnipeg Jets 

This was a Cup threat only three or four seasons ago. Still have goalie 
Connor Hellebuyck, but rest going downhill. 

25. Detroit Red Wings 

You see GM Steve Yzerman’s plan moving forward, though like a cargo 
freighter on distant horizon. 

26. Anaheim Ducks 

Mason McTavish vs. Matty Beniers for Calder Trophy is biggest Pacific 
Division opening-week matchup. 

27. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Landed free agent Johnny Gaudreau. Now what? Only Columbus team 
contending into January is Ohio State. 

28. Philadelphia Flyers 

Can’t see a John Tortorella team not improving from fourth worst overall. 
They’ll be fifth worst. 

29. Chicago Blackhawks 

They can’t even tank properly. Seriously, what a mess and 
embarrassment for a once-proud franchise. 

30. San Jose Sharks 

New front office, coaching staff. But things still might get worse before 
they get better. 

31. Montreal Canadiens 

Early injuries have them in Connor Bedard sweepstakes. Future can’t 
arrive soon enough. 

32. Arizona Coyotes 

Good news is, placing last overall won’t be biggest humiliation. Playing in 
5,000-seat college arena will be. 
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Kraken’s Shane Wright ‘couldn’t ask for a better situation’ than Seattle 

 

By Kate Shefte  

 

The neighborhood eyesore, the Wrights’ garage door. Looking like it had 
survived a shelling, because it had — from two athletic and competitive 
teenagers.  

The younger child, Shane, had proudly put his first hockey puck through 
it at about 6 years old. Balled-up plastic bags kept birds from coming 
inside. An older couple walking by once commented that it looked 
mangy. 

“We were an embarrassment to our neighborhood,” their mother, Tanya 
Wright, recalled.  

After many years of dedicated service, the garage door in Burlington, 
Ontario, was retired and replaced. The kids have upgraded their 
equipment. Maddie, 21, studies kinesiology and plays soccer at the 
University of Waterloo.  

Shane, 18, was selected fourth overall by the Kraken in the 2022 NHL 
entry draft. He did what he needed to do to lock down a roster spot in 

training camp. If he’s deemed not quite ready for a full NHL season, he’d 
return to juniors.  

“I think he’s ready. But it is what it is,” Tanya said. “We’ll support 
whatever decision.”  

It was a good sign when general manager Ron Francis on Friday teased 
Wright’s regular-season debut in an interview with The Seattle Times. 

“We’re hoping he can be here all year,” Francis added. 

Seattle is a less-pressurized environment than the one Wright came from 
near Toronto, and the one he appeared bound for in Montreal. That could 
work in his favor in the long run.  

“I don’t think anyone can ever say they’re fully ready,” big sister Maddie 
said. “But as far as having done all the preparation, having the tools and 
the support you need to get through it, I think he’s well set.   

“If anyone can do it, I’m pretty sure Shane can handle it.”  

*** 

Shane is an avid golfer and a YouTube-taught guitarist. If all goes well, 
the plan is to splurge on an instrument to keep in Seattle.  

He has been in bed and reading by 10 each night, even during the past 
summer. Regimented, controlled, focused.  

“I would call it slightly boring,” Maddie joked.  

That’s how he’s coped with the pressure, his parents suspect. For about 
as long as he can remember, his hockey-crazed home country of 
Canada has kept tabs on him.  

“I think all those little routines are ways that he managed those eyes and 
that pressure and people looking at him and watching him,” Tanya said. 
“This is one thing he could do and shut out other people’s opinions and 
noise.  

“He has literally been under scrutiny in this sport since he was 9 years 
old.”  

Shane, at about 2½, and Maddie tried a skating program. Maddie didn’t 
take to it like Shane did. She also didn’t melt down when teammates 
failed to follow the rules or take it seriously enough.  

“Super competitive, thought everybody should already understand how 
games work, that you have to win,” Tanya said of little Shane.  

“I was mortified, always. That never happened with Maddie.”  

The hockey buzz started young.   

“Wow, he did really well today, and he’s the youngest kid on the ice,” 
Tanya recalled. “You just keep supporting him and giving him 
opportunities and try to be normal about it.”  

They made a family decision to have Shane’s father, Simon, who works 
as a director of sales for a large Canadian-based health and wellness 
organization, spend weekdays with Shane about an hour away from 
home, where he could play in the Greater Toronto Hockey League. 
Tanya, who teaches high-school math and science, stayed home with 
Maddie in Burlington.  

“Is he on a path? This is the only way to know,” Simon recalled thinking. 
“You’ve got to push him to the edge of it to see.”  

Clearly, Shane thrived. He was part of a small and elite club of hockey 
players granted exceptional status to play major junior a year early, at 15. 
He had to write an essay. He underwent a psychological evaluation at his 
kitchen table.   

Shane was on the NHL track. The milestones that Maddie put so much 
care and attention into weren’t even on her brother’s radar. She asked if 
he even knew when his school’s prom was and was brushed off.  
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“I’d ask him sometimes, ‘Do you wish you did this?’ ” Maddie said. “And 
his answer would always be like, ‘Nope, I love what I do.’ ”  

He’s watched Sidney Crosby, Simon said, to see how the superstar of 
Shane’s youth handled and behaved himself. Simon suggested Shane’s 
longtime number, 51, is sort of based on Crosby’s number-selection 
method. Crosby’s birthday is Aug. 7, hence No. 87. Wright’s birthday is 
Jan. 5.  

That’s about as fanciful of an anecdote as you’ll hear about Crosby for 
long stretches.  

“There’s a reason you don’t hear much about Sid in the news. He’s very, 
very careful and controlled in how he manages himself,” Simon said. “I 
think [Shane] saw that as: ‘It works pretty good for this guy.’ ”  

*** 

Shane doesn’t text randomly. But from Seattle, his parents started getting 
random, daily texts: “I love this place.”  

“No ‘hello.’ Just, ‘I love it here,’ ” Tanya said.  

They’re not heavy social-media users, in some part because they raised 
a hockey phenom. People could say whatever they wanted.   

Shane didn’t shoot up the draft board — he was the presumptive top 
overall pick for quite some time. He had an outstanding first year with the 
Kingston Frontenacs of the Ontario Hockey League. His 66 points in 58 
games earned him the CHL Rookie of the Year award. A year away from 
competitive play during the pandemic scrambled the outlook, and a 
delayed sophomore season that didn’t blow away projections was seen 
as something of a disappointment.   

He’s been studied and scrutinized. Not all of it was kind. Not all of it was 
true.  

“He’s got good character. He’s coming from a good place. We know who 
he is — he’s a good kid,” Tanya said.  

When it came time to pick a key piece of a rebuild, the Montreal 
Canadiens went another direction. So did the New Jersey Devils and 
Arizona Coyotes. He’d bombed the interviews, some speculated.  

Like everyone else online before and after the draft, the Wrights were 
amused by the jokes surrounding Shane’s supposed glare at the 
Canadiens’ table after the Kraken picked him. Then, as these things 
often do, it got traction, got warped and got weird.  

There are also positive developments, which friends will pass along. 
During an autograph session early in Kraken camp, Shane received a 
written request from a deaf fan. He sprinted back to the locker room for a 
stick. The exchange was widely shared, and Tanya teared up when she 
saw it.  

“I know that that’s the kid that he is,” Tanya said. “But I love when other 
people get a glimpse of that, too.”  

“I just hope he doesn’t run out of hockey sticks,” Simon added.  

Tanya is on leave this semester. The fall is for watching Shane’s first 
NHL training camp and his big-league debut. They had dinner the night 
before his first preseason game, and his parents could tell he was 
nervous.  

“I knew he was just going to step in and understand he’s the rookie with 
the most to learn, but not be intimidated in this space. I do think he 
knows he belongs here,” Tanya said.  

Crosby famously lived with Pittsburgh Penguins captain Mario Lemieux 
at the start of his career, an arrangement that lasted several years. 
Kraken alternate captain Jaden Schwartz hosted Shane for about a week 
before rookie camp. Schwartz called him a good house guest — very 
polite.  

“When I was young, I was fortunate to have a lot of good veterans and 
leaders around to help me out, show me the ropes, give me tips here and 

there,” Schwartz said. “Being a little bit of an older guy now, it’s nice to 
help those guys out.”  

Another member of the team leadership, Yanni Gourde, said unlike his 
own 18-year-old self, Wright hasn’t shied away from getting involved and 
speaking up.   

“You can’t be impressed by anything. You’ve just got to go out there and 
play your game, do what you do best, do what made you successful to 
get to this level,” Gourde said. “If he does that, he’s got the skill set, the 
talent. He’s got every tool in the bag, too, to be successful.  

“It’s going to be fun to watch him play.”  

*** 

Canadiens general manager Kent Hughes created a stir when he called 
the preseason performances from Juraj Slafkovsky, the player Montreal 
took first overall, “a little underwhelming” to that point. Slafkovsky, who 
ultimately made the opening night roster, had yet to score.  

Wright had a few close calls but didn’t score in the preseason. You won’t 
hear Francis make a similar comment.  

Seattle has a busy sports market, and hockey officially joined it just a 
year ago. Wright won’t often be recognized in public. He’s used to 
watching eyes, but now he gets to see how he likes a lower profile.  

“This community has been an absolute perfect spot in so many ways,” 
Simon said.  

And now he’s a valued member of the neighborhood.  

“I’m living out my dream here. I’ve living out something I’ve been working 
toward and dreaming of my entire life,” Shane said after his preseason 
debut. “Couldn’t ask for a better situation.” 
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LeBrun: 10 burning questions ahead of the 2022-23 NHL season 

 

Pierre LeBrun8-10 minutes 11/10/2022 

 

The NHL season starts for real this week, and not a moment too soon. 

I just wish it would have gotten going about three weeks ago. 

As I’ve mentioned about 10,000 times, the NHL’s regular season should 
get going around Sept. 20 and the Stanley Cup should be awarded by 
May 31. 

But unless I’m ever named NHL commissioner or executive director of 
the NHL Players’ Association, well, that particular NHL calendar 
revolution won’t happen. 

Enough whining. There’s plenty of intrigue as the 2022-23 season begins 
— Year 28 for me covering the NHL. Geez, time flies. 

Let’s have some fun with it. Here are 10 burning questions ahead of the 
season, along with my attempts to answer them: 

Will we get a Stanley Cup Final repeat matchup? 

Yes. Remember how entertaining those back-to-back Penguins-Red 
Wings Cup finals were in 2008 and 2009? Some of the best hockey I’ve 
covered. Which is how I felt last June covering Lightning-Avalanche, an 
absolute elite, elite championship matchup that produced a superb level 
of hockey, especially considering the ailments and injuries both rosters 
were fighting. Well, I’m predicting a repeat. I do believe the Hurricanes 
are right there as a contender, but I’m calling it now: It’s going to be 
Lightning-Avalanche again in 2023. 
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Our staff predictions for the 2022-2023 NHL season have arrived. 

Which player will be a big disappointment? 

Johnny Gaudreau. And maybe that’s unfair, but given the drama that 
surrounded his free-agent decision, the pressure I think he’s going to put 
on himself to justify his decision and the adjustment he’s going to need to 
make to his new Columbus surroundings, I don’t think we’re seeing 115 
points this season from him. He’s still going to be very good, but think 95-
point-esque. It’s going to feel light given the circumstances. Here’s 
hoping Gaudreau proves me wrong. 

Who will win the Jack Adams Award? 

I’ve got Jay Woodcroft for coach of the year. Why not keep the trophy 
within Alberta, eh? Darryl Sutter will gladly hand it over. What will hurt 
Woodcroft’s chances is that there’s a “surprise” element that’s often 
weighed in Jack Adams votes. The Flames last season surprised in the 
manner in which they dominated en route to their division title. Well, 
that’s what I see here for the Oilers. The Flames aren’t going anywhere, 
but I foresee a dominant regular season for Connor McDavid’s club with 
Jack Campbell solidifying the net and Woodcroft having an entire 
offseason to prepare his club properly after taking over midway through 
last season. Woodcroft has clearly connected with this group of players. 

Will Grubauer bounce back after a season from hell? 

Yes. Consider these numbers: .918, .926, .923, .917, .916, .922. Those 
were Grubauer’s NHL save percentages from 2015-16 through 2020-21. 
And then last year: .889. I get that Grubauer benefitted to some extent 
from good programs in Washington and Colorado in those previous 
seasons. But to drop off a cliff like that with expansion Seattle was 
beyond the wildest expectation. It says here he finds his career norm this 
season. 

Will the Golden Knights make the playoffs? 

Yes. And I suppose part of my answer lies in the fact that I like Logan 
Thompson. He was thrust into a tough situation last season with Vegas 
decimated by injuries and put up a .914 save percentage in 19 NHL 
games. Thompson doesn’t have a clear No. 1 starter job — he’s going to 
have to earn his starts — but I think he will do just that. As for the rest of 
the Knights roster, they’re owed some positive regression on the health 
side of things, right? It won’t be easy, but I believe the Knights get back 
into the playoff dance as a lower seed. 

Who will win the Calder Trophy? 

I’ve got Sabres defenseman Owen Power for rookie of the year. The first 
overall pick from the 2021 NHL Draft will have some stiff competition, 
including from the guy taken right after him, Matty Beniers, who I think 
will have a fantastic rookie season in Seattle. But one thing we’ve seen 
with voters from our group at the Professional Hockey Writers’ 
Association is a clear appreciation for how hard it is to break into the NHL 
and play big minutes on the blue line. It’s why Moritz Seider was the 
absolute correct choice in winning the Calder last season. Cale Makar 
also won the Calder in 2020 and Aaron Ekblad in 2015. I think Power will 
follow in their footsteps. 

Who will win the Hart Trophy? 

Last season’s playoff MVP, Cale Makar, will become the first 
defenseman since Chris Pronger in 2000 to win the regular-season MVP 
award. Which in itself is beyond crazy. Why have so few defensemen 
won? Pronger was the first D to win the trophy since Bobby Orr in 1972. 
Somehow, seven-time Norris Trophy winner Nicklas Lidstrom never won 
the Hart. Anyway, in 2022-23 Makar is primed to break through for his 
positional brethren. We saw in last season’s playoff run that he’s in the 
conversation for best player in the world at age 23, and there may well be 
some voter fatigue with Auston Matthews and Connor McDavid. 

The goal is simple: blend analytics and scouting to figure out where the 
league’s best stand going into the NHL season. 

Will the Kings trade a right-handed D? 

Yes. But not anytime soon. My sense is that the Kings’ front office wants 
to let the season play out a few months before potentially looking at their 
logjam on the right side of the blue line. Five of the seven defensemen 
named to their opening night roster are right-handed. And that’s not even 
counting Jordan Spence, who played 24 NHL games last season when 
injuries hit the Kings. They’re stacked with righties. Which most teams 
would die for. But expect the Kings to be patient for a while. They’ve got 
a bunch of guys coming back from injuries suffered, and they’ll want to 
see how everyone bounces back. But I do believe they move one of their 
right-handed D before the March 3 trade deadline. 

Which team will be the most aggressive at the trade deadline? 

Colorado. Maybe I’m being swayed by a comment, unsolicited to some 
degree, that new Avalanche GM Chris MacFarland made to me in a 
recent interview, when we chatted about replacing Nazem Kadri and his 
production on the second line. 

“Listen, we’ve got about $1.8 million in cap room,” MacFarland said. 
“That’ll be something we look at, and if we feel we have to address it in-
season and it makes sense, then we’ll do it. 

“But we’re excited to see if Alex Newhook can take a step. He’ll get a 
chance.” 

Newhook will get a real look, no question. But the Stanley Cup 
champions will leave no stone unturned in trying to repeat. I feel 
confident in saying they will take a few aggressive swings before the 
March 3 trade deadline. 

Will the Maple Leafs finally win a playoff series? 

Yes, sir. It is happening, people. This is the season the Shana-plan 
delivers a playoff series win, if not more. And I’m not saying that just to 
help soothe some crushed souls in the Toronto sports market after an 
embarrassing Blue Jays weekend. No, I truly believe the Maple Leafs will 
flip that massive anvil off their backs. The collective playoff scar tissue 
will mean something. For starters, I see the Leafs and Lightning battling 
for the top spot in the Atlantic Division, and regardless of which team 
wins out, I predict a 1-2 finish there, which means no first-round matchup 
between those clubs. I believe Matt Murray and Ilya Samsonov will be 
pleasant surprises for the Leafs — not great exactly, but good enough. 
And then the Leafs will win their first playoff series since 2004. The boys 
on TSN’s Overdrive won’t have to relive the exact same radio show post 
first-round they’ve had since they’ve had forever. 
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The Athletic / Oddly specific NHL predictions for all 32 teams’ 2022-23 
seasons 

 

By Sean McIndoe 

51m ago 

 

One of the things we’ve learned during hockey’s analytics revolution is 
that shooting percentage can be deceiving. When a player has a season 
in which the shots are going in at a higher rate than his established 
career number, we should be suspicious that the year will turn out to be a 
fluke, or at least an outlier, and not a new long-term norm. In other 
words, just because somebody gets lucky one year doesn’t mean we 
should expect them to repeat that in the future. 

This is my way of managing expectations for this year’s oddly specific 
predictions. 

For those of you that are new, this is the column where I make one way-
too-specific prediction for each NHL team. Anyone can say that a team 
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will be better, or that a star will put up great numbers, or that a rookie will 
break out. But how much better, and what exact numbers, and on which 
specific date will the breakout happen? Only a fool would try to get that 
sort of thing exactly right. And since I’m a fool, I try to do it every year. 
(It’s also an excuse to dig up weird stats about teams and players, but 
consider that a bonus.) 

For most teams, my picks whiff completely. Occasionally, I get one right, 
or at least close enough that everyone pretends to be impressed. In a 
good year, that may even happen a few times. 

But last year, something weird happened. I didn’t just get one of the 
predictions right, I nailed a one-in-a-million shot. Veteran Dallas Stars 
defenseman Joel Hanley had never scored a regular-season NHL goal in 
his career. I predicted that he’d finally get one, which was a bit of a reach 
but not all that impressive on its own. But then I took it way too far by 
predicting the specific game it would happen. And then it did, on that 
exact night, and … yeah. 

What I’m saying is. Do not expect me to do that again. I’m the Ville Leino 
of the prediction game, don’t get too invested. But we can still have fun 
with another set of predictions, even if regression tells us that I might be 
due for an 0-for-32. 

Philadelphia Flyers 

What do these players have in common: Wayne Simmonds, Brandon 
Duhaime, Liam O’Brien, Givani Smith? There are a few answers we 
could go with. None of them had more than six goals last year. None of 
them, it’s fair to say, are in the lineup primarily because of their ability to 
beat a goaltender. But here’s one more: They all shot 5.4 percet or better 
last year, meaning they were more dangerous than the Flyers were in the 
shootout. 

Philadelphia went an amazing 1-for-19 on the entire season, a 5.3 
percent success rate, with the lone goal (from Kevin Hayes) not coming 
until April. That’s the worst number ever by a team with at least 10 
attempts. Brett Kulak, a defensive defenseman with 15 career goals in 
eight seasons, shot 5.4 percent last year, meaning he had more success 
scoring goals in regular game situations against five defenders than the 
Flyers did when they could take a free shot with anyone in the lineup. 

All of which is to say, of course the Flyers will score twice in their first 
shootout of the season. 

New York Rangers 

Igor Shesterkin was amazing last year, earning the Vezina Trophy and 
first-team All-Star honors while finishing as a finalist in Hart voting and 
posting some of the best era-adjusted numbers since Dominik Hasek. Is 
there anything this guy didn’t do? Yes — score a goal, but he’s going to 
fix that this year. 

Anaheim Ducks 

We can just go ahead and do John Klingberg trade speculation now, 
right? Eric says we can, and that’s good enough for me. I’m going to say 
that he sits out the March 1 game against the Capitals as speculation 
swirls, then gets dealt the next day. 

Buffalo Sabres 

Ryan Miller is scheduled to have his number retired on January 19. 
Hopefully he sticks around after the ceremony, because he’ll get to watch 
a shutout. 

Calgary Flames 

The Flames lost one of the best playmaking left wingers in the league 
when Johnny Gaudreau left, then replaced him on the first line by trading 
for Jonathan Huberdeau. But who’s better? We’ll find out this year, by 
watching the two go head-to-head in a year-long scoring race and 
declaring whichever player ends up with the most points as the clearly 
superior star. Except we can’t, because they’re going to finish tied in 
points. 

Columbus Blue Jackets 

Speaking of Gaudreau, we need to mention one of the season’s most 
anticipated games, when the Blue Jackets visit Calgary on January 23. 
Will Gaudreau make a dramatic return by scoring the winning goal? Or 
will he have to watch in shame as his de facto replacement beats him to 
it, as Huberdeau gets the winner instead? Neither, since because the 
hockey gods like to confuse our precious narratives, they’re going to give 
that night’s winner to MacKenzie Weegar. 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Is this the year the Hurricanes win the big trophy? It sure is, as they 
capture the franchise’s first Presidents’ Trophy. Normalize caring about 
regular season accomplishments! And do it quickly, because they’re 
losing in the second round of the playoffs. 

Boston Bruins 

The Bruins made it all the way through last season without ever scoring a 
six-on-five goal, the only team that could say that. Well, other teams 
could say it, but it wouldn’t be true. I can’t tell your team what they are 
and aren’t allowed to say. There’s no law against lying about your team-
based hockey stats, so I guess in that sense every team in the league 
could say that if they wanted to. The point I was trying to make is that the 
Bruins are the only team it would be true for, if the concept of truth even 
matters anymore in this crumbling abyss we call a society. 

Where was I? Oh right, the Bruins will score a six-on-five goal in their 
opener in Washington. 

Chicago Blackhawks 

Hawks fans don’t read this. It takes four months for Patrick Kane to finally 
see the writing on the wall and agree to waive his NTC for a deadline 
trade. Then he gets hurt and Chicago can’t move him. 

Florida Panthers 

I’m not sold on the Panthers being anywhere near as good as last year, 
but they can at least start that way thanks to a cupcake schedule. They’ll 
win 11 of their first 13. 

Arizona Coyotes 

My prediction is that you’re going to be sick of mullet jokes by the first 
intermission of their first home game, but these are supposed to be 
difficult, so let’s come up with something else. Let’s predict a big year for 
Jakob Chychrun, who hits the 20-goal mark in his final game of the 
regular season. (Yes, this is one of those predictions where careful 
readers will note that I didn’t say what team he’ll be playing for when he 
does it.) 

Los Angeles Kings 

First things first. Kings fans are very mad at me right now because of a 
recent column in which I mentioned Dustin Brown getting a statue. I 
didn’t really criticize it or even make fun of it, I just mentioned it was 
happening, and this appears to have struck a nerve because several 
Kings fans have spent the week defending Brown’s honor. As part of that 
education session, I realized that somewhere along the line I had come 
to believe that Brown was going to be the first King to get this honor, 
which he is not. That’s on me, and I apologize to the Kings and their fans 
for the mistake. I’m also going to make fun of the Dustin Brown statue all 
year long now, because I’m petty like that. 

Anyway, one interesting thing about last year’s Kings is that they were 
the only team in the league that went the whole season without getting 
even a single misconduct penalty. Let’s tie this all together by predicting 
that at least one King will get the dreaded 10 minutes on Dustin Brown 
statue night, which is scheduled for February 11. 

Washington Capitals 

It’s become a tradition that every year, I like to pick one team that’s 
supposed to either take a big step forward and tumble back, and instead 
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will finish with the exact same point total as the season before. I’m never 
right, but that isn’t stopping me, and a Capitals team with a new goalie 
and a bunch of injuries seems like a decent candidate this year. 

Minnesota Wild 

Can the Wild pass the Avs to win the Central? Can they win a round? 
Can they even win it all? I have no idea. But they’ll win their February 19 
afternoon game against the Predators, 3-2 in overtime. 

Colorado Avalanche 

Here’s a weird stat for a team that scores as many goals as last year’s 
Avs — they went the whole season with just one assist by a goalie, and 
that one came from fourth-stringer Justus Annunen, who only made one 
start. Alexandar Georgiev didn’t have an assist last year either, but he’s 
getting one in his first three starts this season. 

Nashville Predators 

One of the wilder statistical stories of last year was the Predators 
absolutely running away with the lead in major penalties drawn. They had 
61, and the gap between them and the second-place Wild was bigger 
than the gap between the Wild and the 28th-place Blues and Capitals. 
Mark Borowiecki, Tanner Jeannot and friends got the Preds into the 60s 
in the majors column. No other team in the last decade has even cracked 
50. Things OK, Nashville? You guys going through something down 
there? 

Anyway, at some point the Predators are going to be the only team left 
still doing this, at which they’ll run out of guys to fight. So let’s go old 
school and predict that at some point during the season, a Predators’ 
practice will feature the rare teammate-vs-teammate scrap. 

Edmonton Oilers 

On the other end of the five-minute spectrum, we find Edmonton and 
Columbus, the two teams who tied for the fewest fighting majors in the 
league last year with just seven each. (Or, as the Predators call it, “a 
feisty period.”) Let’s go ahead and predict that when the Oilers host the 
Blue Jackets on January 25, we get a fight within the first five minutes. 

New Jersey Devils 

It’s always weird to predict a coaching change, but with Lindy Ruff’s 
Devils coming off a few years of disappointing results, facing much 
higher expectations, and hiring Jack Adams finalist Andrew Brunette as 
associate coach, it’s not hard to see where this could end up if they start 
slow. Let’s predict that they do, and the change comes after a tough road 
swing through Alberta in the first week of November, just before the 
schedule serves up Ottawa, Arizona and Montreal for a new coach to 
start strong with. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

Here’s a weird Lightning stat from last year. They didn’t lose a single 
game in regulation when playing their second game in two nights. They 
went 10-0-2 in the regular season and added another win in the playoffs 
in what are supposed to be some of the schedule’s toughest games. It 
goes without saying that the streak will end in the first opportunity this 
year, as the Penguins beat them in regulation on October 15. 

Detroit Red Wings 

A fun offseason subplot was the low-key rivalry between the fan bases of 
the Red Wings and Senators over which team improved enough to be 
the one that makes the jump from rebuilding into the playoff hunt. So it 
goes without saying that both teams will annoy everyone by finishing tied 
in the standings. 

Ottawa Senators 

Ah hell, I love a feel-good story as much as anyone, so let’s try to 
summon one by predicting a Claude Giroux hat trick in his first game 
back in Philadelphia. Sure, he hasn’t had one since 2017-18, but we’re 
swinging for the fences here. 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

Sidney Crosby has had two seasons in which he scored 89 points, plus 
two more at 84, and one more at 85. But he’s running out of time to have 
a season with exactly 87 points, and since we know he’s weirdly 
obsessive about that number, let’s say he does it this year. 

St. Louis Blues 

Jordan Binnington led all goalies with 14 PIM last year, but he did it with 
a 10-minute misconduct doing most of the heavy lifting. Despite having a 
bit of a temper, he’s never earned a major in his NHL career … until this 
year. 

Montreal Canadiens 

A few years ago, I had a rare direct hit on one of these by predicting that 
offseason acquisition Josh Anderson would have two goals in his first 
game as a Hab. If Hollywood has taught me anything it’s that shameless 
reboots are always popular, so let’s run it back this year by making the 
same prediction for Kirby Dach. 

Seattle Kraken 

The NHL doesn’t have a comeback player of the year award like other 
leagues do, presumably because it would get in the way of the 14 
different trophies we give out for being a good dude. Too bad for Philipp 
Grubauer, who rediscovers his game by matching his career average 
with a .914 save percentage. 

San Jose Sharks 

Let’s do this: A midseason trade is sending James Reimer back to the 
Maple Leafs. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

We all know the track record of postseason failure in Toronto, and maybe 
nothing highlights it more than a seemingly impossible stat. The Leafs 
are 0-and-9 in the cap era in playoff games in which they have the 
chance to eliminate an opponent. They’ve lost at least one such game in 
every series they’ve played, including in every season of the Auston 
Matthews’ era. Well, this is the year the streak ends, because the Maple 
Leafs run the table. They don’t lose a single chance-to-advance game all 
postseason. 

Vancouver Canucks 

It’s the annual Jakob Markstrom shutout prediction, but with a twist. At 
some point this year, Markstrom will post a shutout streak of at least 100 
minutes over the course of two games without getting credit for a shutout 
in either of them. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

A new coach, a talented roster, a team that didn’t make the playoffs last 
year but probably will this year, and one notable flaw (goaltending) that 
this coach just happens to specialize in. Predicting that Bruce Cassidy 
will be a Jack Adams finalist almost feels too easy, even though the 
oddsmakers don’t seem to agree. So let’s go one further and say he 
finishes as the runner-up. 

Winnipeg Jets 

The Jets started last season with three straight losses, and never quite 
made up that ground. This is normally where I’d do my usual switcheroo-
style prediction, except the schedule-maker isn’t doing these guys any 
early favors. Let’s at least nudge them up a bit, as they go from an 0-3 
start to 1-3. After all, they have to beat the Stars in the Rick Bowness 
return to Dallas, right? 

New York Islanders 

One of the many awful Islander stats from last year — They were 
basically hopeless when trailing after two periods, as they won just once 
in 31 games. By contrast, the Panthers were 39-0-1 when leading after 
two. You know where this is going, and the two teams happen to play 
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each other in their opener, so let’s go ahead and pencil in that Islanders 
comeback. 

Dallas Stars 

Finally, after his 100th-game heroics last year, we have to do something 
for our boy Joel Hanley. Let’s up the ante on last year’s prediction. 
Hanley scores another goal, this one in his 150th career game, and this 
time it’s his first career game-winner. 
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NHL99: A project ranking the greatest players in modern NHL history 

 

The Athletic NHL Staff5-6 minutes 11/10/2022 

 

Who is the greatest NHL player of all time? 

Easy, right? Wayne Gretzky. 

Who else but the player who, over the course of a 20-year NHL career, 
scored the most goals, assists and points in league history? At the time 
Gretzky retired, he held 61 NHL records and most still stand today. 

Gretzky’s place atop the charts hardly seems debatable, so we’re not 
going to debate it. Instead, it’s the other 99 spots that follow No. 99 we 
need to sort out. 

Welcome to NHL99, a project that aims to put a fresh spin on a familiar 
idea: Who are the top 100 players in post-1967 expansion NHL history? 
Let’s face it, there’ve been multiple previous attempts to name the best 
players of all time, so that’s our starting point and the primary tweak. 

We didn’t want to go over the same old ground again. Instead, we 
wanted to try something new, and the post-1967 NHL seemed like a 
good starting point. Why? Because that’s when the game, and the 
business of hockey, fundamentally changed. Instead of six teams, there 
were suddenly 12. Instead of a league dominated almost exclusively by 
Canadians, a trickle and eventually a flood of players arrived from every 
corner of the world. 

Today begins the countdown. We’re calling it NHL99 because there are 
99 spots up for debate on our Top 100 list and the number 99 resonates 
for hockey fans everywhere. 

So, spoiler alert, Wayne Gretzky is No. 1 on our list. One could argue 
Gretzky actually belongs in the Hall of Fame in two categories – as a 
player and as a builder. Arguably, no single individual did more to grow 
the NHL game, on and off the ice, than Gretzky. 

But it gets interesting, and controversial, after Gretzky. Nine writers from 
The Athletic were given votes in this project: Eric Duhatschek, Dom 
Luszczyszyn, Shayna Goldman, Ian Mendes, Scott Wheeler, Sean 
Gentille, Michael Russo, Sean McIndoe and James Mirtle. The voters 
each submitted a list of 100 players in the spring of 2022, before the start 
of the playoffs, and points were awarded based on position: 100 points 
for No. 1 on the list, one point for No. 100, and so on. Gretzky earned a 
perfect 900 points. At the end of the project, we’ll unveil everyone’s 
ballots and the point totals. If this sounds familiar it’s because The 
Athletic has done similar projects with the NBA, NFL and MLB. 

With our list of Top 100 set, the countdown begins now. But this is more 
than just a countdown. From now until February, we’ll unveil one player a 
day, six days a week, along with an in-depth feature hopefully full of 
stories, angles and anecdotes about these players you’ve never read 
before. More than 40 writers from across The Athletic newsroom 
contributed to this project. 

Now, a few important caveats about the process, beginning with an 
acknowledgment that any list discussing the greatest of all time is going 
to be subjective and can involve some recency bias. And again, our 
focus is strictly on the NHL from 1967 until now. 

That needs to be made very clear because you won’t find Gordie Howe 
on our list. Is it sacrilege to have a best-players-of-all-time list without Mr. 
Hockey? Maybe, but Howe only played 369 NHL games from 1967-68 
onward and spent six seasons in the WHA. So he’s out. You also won’t 
find Bobby Hull or Maurice Richard or Howie Morenz. 

Our thorniest and most complicated choices involved players who 
straddled the two ends of the spectrum. Some slipped through the cracks 
because their greatest impacts came prior to 1967. Some, who will 
eventually qualify, didn’t make the list because they are still in the early 
stages of their careers. 

Our threshold was 400 games completed at the end of the 2021-22 
regular season, which is the games-played criteria to qualify for an NHL 
pension. So Auston Matthews (407 career games) made it, barely. Cale 
Makar did not; he has only played 173 NHL regular-season games. It is a 
difficult line to draw, but you have to draw the line somewhere. 

The overall goal was simple: To tell 100 compelling stories about 100 
impactful NHL players and ultimately, perhaps, generate a conversation 
about who might have made the list and was overlooked. 

One caveat though: If you want to add your favorite player or dispute one 
of our selections, you’ll also need to subtract someone from the list. 

Which you’ll discover in time, as the list counts down, might be easier 
said than done. 

No. 100: Marc-Andre Fleury 
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NHL99: Marc-Andre Fleury’s humor, humbleness and infectious love for 
hockey run deep 

 

Michael Russo17-21 minutes 11/10/2022 

 

VARENNES, Que. — The long driveway is filled to the brim with trucks. 
Landscapers are there, putting the finishing touches on the new house, 
and a dock is being put in on this refreshingly breezy July day about 40 
minutes southwest of Montreal. 

Knowing there’d be no room to squeeze another car into the driveway, 
Marc-Andre Fleury is outside at the edge of his garage to greet his guest 
with the friendliness that has long been the signature of the jovial, 
gregarious man affectionately known throughout the hockey world as 
“Flower.” 

Fleury has a stick in his hand and is fiddling with a foam puck when he 
spots me zigzagging past the work trucks. 

“Welcome,” Fleury says, smiling wide and flashing his perfectly white 
teeth. 

Fleury extends his right hand, then opens the door to his home: “After 
you.” 

“Have you eaten? Can I make you a sandwich?” Fleury, with a French-
Canadian accent, asks. 

When I politely decline, Fleury says, “How about some water? Natural or 
sparkling?” 

Fleury pours two glasses of San Pellegrino and grabs a peanut butter 
CLIF bar for himself. 
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He has just gotten home from a workout. There are still six days 
remaining on his Minnesota Wild contract after he was acquired from the 
Chicago Blackhawks before last season’s trade deadline. But Fleury is 
wearing a black Vegas Golden Knights T-shirt, left over from his four-
year career there that included a Vezina Trophy and an unexpected trip 
to the Stanley Cup Final in the organization’s inaugural year. 

“Well, it was free,” Fleury, laughing hard, says when explaining the shirt. 

He opens a glass door to a back patio, then sits on a wicker couch. He 
crisscrosses his legs and begins petting his Goldendoodle, Fiston. 

“We lost our other Golden at Christmas,” Fleury says. “It was hard on the 
kids. You know … they’re always there. It’s hard to lose a dog.” 

Fleury looks up, takes a deep breath, then a bite of the CLIF bar. He 
stares through a picture-perfect canopy of green trees and toward the St. 
Lawrence River 100 yards away. A cargo ship that says “DULUTH, 
MINNESOTA” is slowly cruising west to east past his property. The ship 
has navigated all the way from Lake Superior through the Great Lakes 
and is on its way to the Atlantic Ocean. 

“Peaceful, isn’t it?” Fleury says as he massages the neck of a very 
content Fiston. 

Fleury, even at 37 and after 19 NHL seasons, still loves every minute of 
being a hockey player and is excited about what lies ahead. But at this 
moment, this is his happy place and he’s contemplating all the 
possibilities of what’s on that ship, where it has come from and where it 
may be going. 

Europe? Africa? Asia? South America? 

“All day, every day, those ships go by,” Fleury says. “Cool, isn’t it?” 

When the super-athletic, acrobatic eventual Hall of Famer and the man 
who kicks off The Athletic’s NHL99 project as the 100th-best player in the 
NHL’s modern era isn’t stopping pucks, winning games, playing practical 
jokes on his teammates, hanging with his wife and playing with his three 
children, this is a glimpse into his life. 

On this day, hours before Fleury would decide to forgo free agency and 
re-sign with the Wild for two years, he is relaxed, downright hospitable 
and reflective about where he’s come from and what he thinks his NHL 
legacy will be. 

When reminded about his three Stanley Cup championships with the 
Pittsburgh Penguins, his five All-Star Game appearances, his Vezina and 
Jennings trophies and the fact that in NHL history only Martin Brodeur 
and Patrick Roy have won more than his 520 regular-season and 92 
playoff games, Fleury smiles, blushes and stares once more at the blue 
St. Lawrence River. 

“It’s hard to believe,” he says. “It’s surreal. Those were my heroes.” 

Fleury grew up in the small town of Sorel-Tracy, Que. — 50 kilometers 
from his current home. 

Surrounded by cornfields and cattle farms, Fleury lived on one end of a 
long road. On the other end of the same road was the home of Veronique 
LaRose, who used to play hockey with Fleury’s younger sister, Marylene. 

Fleury has known Veronique since they were in elementary school. At 14 
years old, he was so shy he didn’t have the nerve to ask her to be his 
date at a school dance. He had his sister ask Veronique instead. They 
went to the dance and really began dating later in their teenage years. 

This summer, Marc-Andre and Veronique celebrated their 10-year 
wedding anniversary after being together the 10 years before that. 

Their two daughters, 9-year-old Estelle and 7-year-old Scarlett, learned 
to skate when Dad played in Vegas and are both hockey players. Their 
3-year-old son, James, is starting to love hockey for different reasons. 

“He loves going to the games because he likes popcorn and eating 
snacks,” Fleury says, laughing. “I’m like my dad was with me. I don’t 
push hockey on them. I never will. If they love it, they’ll play.” 

Fleury’s dad, Andre, was a hard-working man, a carpenter who built a lot 
of homes in Sorel-Tracy. 

“Every day, long hours,” Fleury says. “Sweating in the summer, freezing 
in the winter.” 

Andre lost his right eye when he was 6 playing hockey. He took a stick to 
the face in a weekend tournament, “and back then, there was no doctor 
to treat him over the weekend.” 

“But,” Fleury continues, “he loved hockey.” 

Andre had a sense of humor about losing his eye. He’d always tell his 
son to keep his “eye” on the puck, pun intended. And he continued to 
play hockey, only he moved to right wing so he could see oncoming 
checkers with his left eye “so he wouldn’t get hammered,” Fleury says, 
laughing at the thought. 

Andre died three years ago at 63 of lung cancer. 

What’s so tragic about it, Fleury says, is that Andre “smoked — smoked 
a lot,” but when his own dad — Fleury’s grandfather — died of lung 
cancer, he quit cold turkey. Then years later, having not smoked all the 
while, Andre was diagnosed with the disease that killed his father. 

“My dad took me to every practice, all the tournaments, but he never 
pushed me toward hockey,” Fleury says. “He always told me to just have 
fun and work hard. In the summer, he didn’t make me play hockey. 
Soccer, baseball — he was just as happy watching me play. It was good 
how he never pushed it on me. He just let me fall in love with it naturally.” 

Allan Walsh, Fleury’s longtime agent and friend, witnessed how much the 
loss affected Fleury. 

“His dad was very quiet and worked his ass off for his family,” Walsh 
says. “You could see in his eyes what Andre meant to Marc. When things 
weren’t going well in hockey, Marc would reach out to his dad and have a 
conversation, and his dad gave him advice. And it always, always made 
a difference.” 

And then there’s Fleury’s mom, France, who has six siblings. She’s a 
dental hygienist, which may explain her boy’s great teeth. 

“She’s on me all the time about them,” Fleury says. “One time, after I had 
braces, I did a flip on a trampoline, landed on my teeth and they all caved 
in. I had to get braces again and she was like, ‘What are you doing to 
your beautiful teeth?’” 

Fleury is one of the friendliest, most affable athletes in hockey. Just 
watch him in pregame warmups and the way he waves at fans, poses for 
pictures and allows fans to throw jerseys at him for autographs as he 
stretches. 

He gets all this from his mom, who has the exact same smile as her son. 

“My mom is always in a light mood, always happy, smiling, helping 
people,” Fleury says. “Family is big in my life. Every summer, we have a 
big party with all my family we don’t get to see a lot during the season.” 

Fleury’s sister is two years younger. He says they fought a lot growing 
up, but when he left at age 14 to play midget and then 15 to go to Cape 
Breton for major junior, the distance brought his sister and him closer 
than ever. They missed each other desperately and today are as close 
as can be. 

In fact, any chance they get, Fleury and his sister will go on the ice to 
play hockey. 

“It’s one of my favorite things to do,” Fleury says. 

If you know anything about Fleury, you know he’s one of the NHL’s 
biggest practical jokers. 
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Nobody is safe. 

Former Golden Knights teammate Jonathan Marchessault says the 
hardest thing is Fleury’s “sneaky about it” then “denies it till he dies.” 

He’s been known for cutting laces on skates and hiding in equipment 
bags. 

At the 2022 NHL Media Tour, Fleury got old Penguins teammate Sidney 
Crosby good by taking seven rolls of tape and binding Crosby’s gear up 
into a ball. In 2011, Fleury was the ringleader of a famous scheme 
revealed on “Road to the Winter Classic” when a handful of Penguins 
veterans played a rookie prank on Mark Letestu and Ben Lovejoy by 
sneaking into their hotel room while at dinner and removing every piece 
of furniture and reconfiguring it in the hallway. 

“I like hotel rooms,” Fleury says, smiling wryly. “You know, guys go out to 
dinner, you’ve got some time and you put everything in the hallway or 
just make a big tornado in there. I like getting in the room and messing 
with everything.” 

Fleury has learned how to manipulate a toilet. He’ll sneak into a 
teammate’s hotel room, unplug the rubber refill tube in the tank, then just 
barely position the end of the hose so it’s resting under the lid. Inevitably, 
when a teammate goes to the bathroom and flushes, he’ll get pummeled 
with water directly to the stomach. 

“And it’s not like a water pistol where it’s one spray,” Walsh says, 
laughing. “This lasts 20 seconds, and when you’re in an enclosed, tight 
hotel bathroom, there’s nowhere to go. You can’t go left, right. You can’t 
get out of the way. The water’s just coming at you and coming at you.” 

Before Game 7 of the 2009 Stanley Cup Final, the game in which Fleury 
made the miraculous game-saving stop on Nicklas Lidstrom in the dying 
seconds, Fleury went back to the MGM Grand in Detroit after the 
morning skate. He was trying to take a pregame nap, but in the room 
next to him, several people were partying. They were loud, drinking and 
playing music, and the noise caused Fleury to toss and turn for two hours 
before the most important game of his life. 

At 3:45, Fleury put on his suit, but before heading to the team bus, he 
took a waste basket, filled it with water, leaned it on the door of the room 
next to him, banged on the door, sprinted down the hallway and, just as 
he turned the corner, he heard the door open and somebody scream. 

Yes, before Game 7 of the Stanley Cup Final, Fleury played an epic 
prank on a complete stranger in the next room. 

“I remember once getting in his car and the entire car is full of giant bags 
of confetti,” Walsh says. “I had to sit with this massive bag of confetti on 
my lap that went all the way to the roof. I go, “I’ve got to ask you, what 
the f— is this?’ And he goes, ‘I have some plans,’ with that big Flower 
smile.” 

In his early days in Pittsburgh, Fleury roomed with Marc Bergevin, one of 
the league’s biggest pranksters during his playing days. Bergevin once 
came back to the room at night and placed a book with an enticing title 
on the nightstand between their beds. The rookie threw the remote 
control to Bergevin, which was common in the old days. Bergevin went to 
the bathroom, kept the door ajar and laughed out loud when he heard his 
roomie scream. Fleury had picked up the book, looking at the front cover, 
then the back, then opened the book and got the shock of a lifetime. 

Literally. Fleury was jolted by the prank book. 

“Berge used to do little tricks all the time,” Fleury says. “He taught me 
well.” 

It’s hard to believe the youthful Fleury is 37 years old and 32 victories 
from passing Roy for second all-time in the regular season. 

Walsh remembers June 21, 2003, like it was yesterday. 

The night before the draft, Walsh hosted a party with Fleury, his family 
and his other draft-eligible clients and family members. They had no idea 
what team would select Fleury. 

But on draft day, Walsh received a call with a scoop. The Panthers, three 
years after acquiring Roberto Luongo at the 2000 draft, were planning to 
trade the No. 1 overall pick and another pick to the Penguins for the Nos. 
3 and 55 picks and winger Mikael Samuelsson. The reason? The 
Penguins wanted Fleury. 

Walsh was meeting Fleury in the lobby of their hotel four blocks from the 
arena. 

“I took Flower aside and told him, ‘I have some information, but I don’t 
want to ruin in any way this experience for you. So if you want to be 
surprised, I know where you’re going and I know what team is taking you, 
but I don’t want to tell you unless you want to know,’” Walsh recalls. “He 
goes, ‘Tell me, tell me, tell me.’ I said, ‘You sure,” and he yells, ‘F—ing 
tell me!’ 

Walsh told him he was going No. 1 overall to the Penguins. 

“He looked right through me, like I could actually see the different swirling 
thoughts going through his mind the whole time,” Walsh says. “He was 
speechless for 10 seconds. He finally goes, ‘Geeeeeezzzzz.’” 

Fleury asked: “What do we do now?” 

“I said, ‘For starters, I think we should get our ass to the rink,’” Walsh 
says. 

During that four-block walk, Fleury got bombarded by autograph and 
photo seekers. It was boiling hot outside. Finally, Walsh put his hand on 
Fleury’s waist and ushered him along. They got to their seats 10 minutes 
before the draft started and were soaked with sweat from the sweltering 
Nashville heat. 

“Marc literally had sweat dripping from his forehead and a drenched shirt 
when his name was called,” Walsh says. 

Fleury made the Penguins as an 18-year-old, a huge jump going from 
major junior to the NHL. Of course, this is the same guy who jumped 
from bantam AA to major junior. 

In his NHL debut, he stopped 46 of 48 shots in a 3-0 loss. 

“Those were tough years,” says Ed Olczyk, Fleury’s first coach with the 
Penguins. “The plan was to rid ourselves of all of our assets — the 
Robert Langs and Marty Strakas — and build from the draft knowing that 
we had no goalies coming and no center-icemen. We knew Florida didn’t 
need a goalie, so Craig (Patrick) moved up to assure we got a guy we all 
thought we could build from the goal crease out. 

“Flower was so infectious. His love of the game, his smile, his 
personality, his skill level, it was all there under one umbrella.” 

But the Penguins were an unstable organization at that point, bleeding 
money and shuttling Fleury back and forth to the minors or to the 2004 
world juniors, then permanently back to Cape Breton so they wouldn’t 
have to pay his bonuses. 

“He was upset and emotional,” Olczyk remembers. “I remember him 
saying to me with tears in his eyes, ‘I don’t want my bonuses. You can 
keep them. Just let me stay.’ Those were hard conversations because I 
wanted him there, too.” 

There was a lot of losing in those early years in Pittsburgh. But after 
drafting Fleury in 2003, the Penguins landed Evgeni Malkin, Crosby and 
Jordan Staal in the first rounds of the next three drafts. 

“Those were three great players to build up the middle with, but at the 
beginning, we were losing a lot,” Fleury says. “That was hard because 
you see in the paper the No. 1 pick can’t stop a puck and is losing all the 
time. That’s when I learned to stop reading the paper, which was tough. 
All my life, my dad and me, we always got the newspaper and read all 
the sports in the news.” 

But Fleury persevered, began winning games and helped backstop a 
very special Penguins team to the pinnacle. 
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“At the end of the day, I just want to win,” Fleury says. “But what I’ve 
found out over time, when I smile, when I’m having fun, then I play 
better.” 

Like his mom, Fleury may always be smiling, but he’s a fierce competitor. 
There are so many stories from Pittsburgh about his battles every 
practice with Crosby. But it’s his fun style on the ice and that off-ice 
demeanor that has allowed him to galvanize franchise bases — 
especially in Vegas after he willingly went there as the Golden Knights’ 
expansion goaltender — and why he’s so popular, so beloved, league-
wide. 

Just look at last season, when he won his 500th game and recorded his 
69th shutout in Montreal. The Canadiens had such a bad season, it quite 
frankly may have been the highlight of their season when Canadiens fans 
serenaded Fleury in the final minute by chanting his name. 

“I didn’t expect that,” Fleury says. “I mean, I grew up a Habs fan. They 
were always my favorite team. It was pretty amazing.” 

Fleury simply loves playing hockey. It’s why he signed on for two more 
years with the Wild. 

“When you win Cups, it’s something you always chase to do it again,” he 
says. “I’m just fortunate that I can still do it, to play for this long. Had 
some injuries, but nothing too devastating. I feel lucky. I feel like I got to 
do what I love for so long.” 

Fleury then leads a tour of his house. In the basement, there are 
paintings on canvas of some of his proudest moments, as well as 
posters, years and years of pads and all of his masks — not just from the 
NHL but also from when he was a kid and in junior. There are also 
special ones that used to belong to Brodeur and Roy. 

He also has keepsakes from his dad, who saved many pictures and 
newspaper articles highlighting the boy he was so proud of. 

“Look at his numbers and the longevity and the success individually, the 
success of the teams he’s played on — part of three Stanley Cup 
champions. This is a slam-dunk, no-brainer Hall of Famer,” Olczyk says. 
“The young man that’s become a man and everything he’s been able to 
accomplish in the game and in his family speaks for itself. It’s hard not to 
like and love the guy.” 
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How ESPN/Turner fared in Year 1, big storylines and more: Our NHL 
media roundtable 

 

Richard Deitsch23-29 minutes 11/10/2022 

 

Let us inform you of this at the beginning of the season because the 
adjustment is going to take some time: 

This year’s Stanley Cup Final (on U.S. television) will air on TNT or TBS. 

As part of its seven-year media rights agreement with the NHL, Turner 
Sports gets the Stanley Cup Final in 2023, 2025 and 2027 while 
ESPN/ABC has it in 2024, 2026 and 2028 (as well as last year). 

Speaking of last year, the six-game series between the Avalanche and 
Lightning averaged 4.59 million viewers on ABC. Call it the proverbial 
good news/bad news for the league. The series surpassed the Stanley 
Cup Final average for the pandemic-filled 2020 and 2021 seasons but 
was the least-watched final since Penguins-Sharks averaged 3.95 million 
in 2016. 

The NHL has an overflow of young stars (Connor McDavid, Cole Makar, 
Auston Matthews) and what looks like great theater this season. (Check 

out our 2022-23 NHL team previews). The on-ice stories are terrific. Amid 
a boon time for skill and speed is the utter disgrace that is Hockey 
Canada, an organization embroiled in scandal over the organization’s 
handling of alleged sexual assaults. 

In an effort to preview some of the media-centric stories in the NHL this 
year, I paneled five of The Athletic’s accomplished hockey writers: 

• Shayna Goldman is staff writer who focuses on blending data-driven 
analysis and video. 

• Mark Lazerus is a senior writer covering the Chicago Blackhawks. 

• Fluto Shinzawa is a senior writer covering the Boston Bruins. 

• Ian Mendes is a senior writer covering the Ottawa Senators and the 
NHL. 

• Saad Yousuf is a staff writer covering the Dallas Stars. 

What is the most under-covered story in the NHL and why? 

Goldman: That there’s a lack of development of minorities in coaching 
which limits opportunities for those with different backgrounds and 
experiences. It all circles back to how we’re holding the sport 
accountable to look like the world in which it lives. The more hockey 
doesn’t grow with the world around it, the more it will negatively impact 
their bottom line. 

Lazerus: It’s being covered, and it’s being covered well — including by 
Katie Strang, Ian Mendes and Dan Robson here at The Athletic — but I 
don’t think enough can be written about the Hockey Canada story. 
Hockey Canada settled a lawsuit earlier this year with a woman who 
alleged that eight hockey players — including members of the 2018 
Canadian World Juniors team — sexually assaulted her four years ago 
during a gala celebrating that team’s gold medal. The overwhelming 
majority of that team is currently in the NHL and have issued lawyerly 
statements that they weren’t involved or didn’t know anything about it, 
and they repeat those lawyerly statements when we ask them directly 
about the case. 

With the lawsuit settled, and the players all identified as John Does in 
that lawsuit, it’s entirely possible that the names will never come out, at 
least not in any official or legal manner. But the fact that there are almost 
certainly credibly accused sexual assaulters currently playing in the NHL 
is distressing, to say the very least. It speaks to the larger issue of the 
toxic hockey culture that, 12 years ago, turned a blind eye to video coach 
Brad Aldrich sexually assaulting Chicago Blackhawks prospect Kyle 
Beach. Hockey Canada’s spectacularly tone-deaf response isn’t helping. 
It’s finally starting to cost the organization sponsors, but until it forces real 
change at the top, nothing will change, and they’ll never regain their 
credibility, and the sport will continue to take collateral damage. 

It’s not easy to be a hockey fan these days if you’re a woman. It’s not 
easy to be a hockey fan these days if you’re a person of color. It’s not 
easy to be a hockey fan these days if you’re queer. It’s not easy to be a 
hockey fan these days if you’re anyone with a conscience. The sport we 
love doesn’t always love you back, but it’s been barreling toward a 
reckoning for years, and the 1-2 punch of the Beach scandal and the 
Hockey Canada lawsuit should be a tipping point. It’s partially up to us in 
the press to press the issue, and to give voice to the marginalized and 
dismissed portions of the fan base. Personally, I want hockey to be a 
warm and welcoming place, where players and fans of all kinds feel 
accepted and safe. Professionally, I know we’re not in the business of 
advocacy journalism, but I don’t believe we have to pretend to be 
impartial when it comes to holding people accountable for their actions, 
or lack thereof. 

One night in London: Allegations of sexual assault and a reckoning for 
Hockey Canada 

Mendes: I think the answer is abuse within the sport as a result of power 
dynamics. I think TSN’s Rick Westhead broke the door down with his 
reporting about Kyle Beach last year, but it would seem hard to believe 
that’s the only case of abuse that’s occurred over the past decade or so 
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in the NHL. And I think a lot of these stories aren’t pursued because we 
live in a world of access journalism in the NHL ecosystem. So if you want 
to talk to general managers, coaches and league executives, you 
probably don’t want to be poking around these types of topics. That’s 
why it takes a Westhead or a Katie Strang to come in from the outside 
and blow it all open. However, as journalists, we all need to start asking 
ourselves about our role in all of this. If these stories are floating around 
and we’re not pursuing them on our beat, are we complicit in any way? I 
think the answer is yes. So I think we need to do a better job of taking our 
collective flashlight as journalists and pointing them into dark spaces in 
this sport. 

Shinzawa: There’s not enough reported on wealth in the NHL and at all 
other levels. The price of the sport eliminates so many players and 
families from participation. Everybody has to make an effort to bring the 
price down somehow. Otherwise, hockey will continue to favor those who 
can afford it. I think there is also the concern of players of privilege 
advancing to the NHL with not as much experience with adversity as 
others of less means. Maybe this is just the reality of the sport. 

Yousuf: The NFL’s recent situation highlighted this further, but I have 
always felt that the handling of concussions is something that isn’t 
covered to the level it should be. Hockey is a gladiator sport, similar to 
football, and there are vicious hits to the head taken by players, whether 
it be by another player or by a hard crash into the boards or a tumble on 
the ice. This could extend to injuries in general and how players play 
through it, but given the severity of head injuries, I think concussions and 
how the league handles protocol could at least be highlighted more than 
it is right now. 

This represents Year 2 for ESPN and Turner Sports as the U.S. 
rightsholder. How would you evaluate Year 1 for both entities as it relates 
to the sport’s presentation in the U.S.? 

Goldman: The bar was pretty low going into these partnerships, so both 
ESPN and Turner Sports cleared it. However, there’s definitely room to 
grow on both sides. ESPN needs to figure out how to maximize their 
personnel for a better broadcast experience. Turner Sports so far has the 
energy level right with their panels, which ESPN could learn from, but 
they should take notes from ESPN on how to feature women in more 
prominent roles. Both could continue to expand their use of data-driven 
insights as well, for a deeper look at games. Something that is promising 
from the Turner Sports side is that hockey coverage there doesn’t feel 
like an afterthought, which was the case with NBC at times. So overall, it 
was a fine enough start that both should build on moving forward. 

Lazerus: I’d give the edge to TNT for the first year for the actual game 
presentation and studio show, but being on ESPN is what’s so crucial to 
the NHL. ESPN covers what ESPN has, and there was more hockey talk 
on ESPN’s various platforms last year than in the previous 10 combined. 
Hockey’s never going to get the airtime of the NFL or NBA, or even 
baseball and college sports, but when you’re crawling through the desert, 
a few drops of water feels like a downpour. People whine about ESPN+ 
because change is weird and scary, but it’s a better user experience than 
the old NHL.tv and costs a lot less. The new TV deal has been huge for 
the league and will continue to be. 

Mendes: I really thought the TNT panel was a breath of fresh air that we 
desperately needed in the hockey world. They weren’t afraid to go 
outside of the box, and working in Charles Barkley on occasion was 
entertaining. We need more of that vibe in Year 2. Liam McHugh is an 
underrated host and I’m glad he had an opportunity to really show off a 
bit more of his personality on the TNT set. I thought Emily Kaplan was 
the breakout star of Year 1 on ESPN. They already had the best analyst 
in Ray Ferraro, but adding Kaplan’s storytelling — both in features and 
in-game reports — made ESPN’s broadcasts really pop. 

Shinzawa: I did not watch either closely. Heard there is room for 
improvement with ESPN. That said, it only helps the sport to be available 
on ESPN’s platforms. 

Yousuf: I thought the presentation was solid. There were some bumps in 
the road, which is to be expected in an inaugural season, but a lot of 

those things were correctable. I think they did a better job when 
discussing and showing some of the more popular teams in the NHL, but 
where I would like to see a next step be taken is how they treat some of 
the bottom-half markets. Naturally, it’s easier to talk about Auston 
Matthews and the Toronto Maple Leafs, but when a team like the Florida 
Panthers is thriving the way they did last season, having a more holistic 
approach would be good to see. 

What is the biggest challenge for you at the start of the regular season? 

Goldman: Taking everything in stride and trying not to under/overreact to 
how a player or team starts. We have to have patience to really gather a 
good sample (getting to about the 20-game mark helps to start identifying 
trends and such), and it’s a challenge since we can’t wait a month or two 
to really start digging in. The easy answer is having a “small sample” 
disclaimer on everything to start the regular season, and not drawing too 
much from that, but it’s definitely a hurdle every year. 

Lazerus: In Chicago, the biggest challenge is holding readers’ interest. 
The Blackhawks are in full-blown tank mode in hopes of landing Connor 
Bedard in next summer’s draft, so there’s very little for the fan base to get 
excited about this season. The Blackhawks have a massive and durable 
fan base, a healthy combination of the stalwarts who endured the dark 
ages of the late 1990s and early 2000s and the new die-hards forged 
during the golden age of 2009-2017. So the Blackhawks aren’t in danger 
of losing those fans permanently, but they’ll surely have wandering eyes 
for the foreseeable future. Game stories and micro-analysis and 
breakdowns of the special-teams units — the kind of stuff you can make 
hay with when you’re covering a contender — aren’t going to make a lot 
of sense this season. It’ll be about looking at the big picture, about 
prospect development, and about finding fun stories along the way to 
keep things light. Thank goodness we have locker-room access again. 
Covering a team like this over Zooms and press conferences would be a 
nightmare. Please stay away, monkeypox. 

Lazerus: Blackhawks defiant on the entire hockey world telling them 
they'll stink 

Mendes: I think it’s going to be about establishing connections with the 
players in a face-to-face environment again. The pandemic has meant a 
lot of our interactions with the players have been over Zoom or in a press 
conference. For me, it’s about trying to re-establish trust and 
relationships with players, which is something we really haven’t been 
able to do over the past two seasons. So as locker rooms open up again 
for the regular season, I think that’s the top item on my agenda. 

Shinzawa: Taking a long-term perspective of the season. You want to 
cover everything extensively at the start. But you also have to keep the 
big picture in mind. I regularly struggle at thinking about more expansive 
features and profiles that require layered reporting. 

Yousuf: My biggest challenge usually revolves around FOMO (fear of 
missing out). There is so much fan excitement for the return of hockey, 
and training camp rosters are bloated. Some fans are more excited about 
the veteran redemption stories while others are craving to get to know 
the young prospects coming up. On top of it all, there are the usual 
underlying storylines that each team has that can’t be ignored either. 
Once the season begins, I’ve found that the games give me more 
structure to follow but at the start of the season, there’s a lot more 
variance and the tendency to try and hit everything can be overwhelming. 

How would you define the access you are afforded as NHL media? What 
is good? What should be improved? 

Goldman: I think the direction most are going to talk about is access 
directly to the players, but I think it’s important to point to accessibility (or 
lack thereof) with streams and more in-depth data for media. 
Improvements on both would only help how we cover the game. 
Blackouts can be tricky to navigate around, which can make it tough to 
do our jobs if we want any immediate replays to analyze. Most have to 
wait around 24 hours for those to lift and go back for any video; so if 
you’re looking for anything besides a goal replay or a big save, good 
luck. A lot of work has been done to build on the basic play-by-play data 
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that the league provides, but we’re stretching the limits of what we can do 
there. While there’s private services to provide more in-depth data, it 
would help to have it from the league instead (and then have the option 
to work with other companies, as well). 

Fantasy hockey cheat sheet: League-specific rankings and projections 
for 2022-23 

Lazerus: Maybe it’s because we spent two years with pretty much no 
access at all, but being back in the room is such a breath of fresh air 
(well, stale, sweat-laden air, at least). I feel like I’ve accomplished more 
in the first two weeks of training camp than I did the last two seasons 
combined. I was skeptical we’d ever be back in the room once we lost 
access, so to be able to flit around the room again and talk to four or five 
guys and flesh out three or four stories all in one fell swoop is such a 
relief. I do wish more teams were willing to go above and beyond and 
occasionally make players available in nontraditional, informal settings 
for more compelling and enlightening pieces, but after the last two years, 
I’m not going to complain. Much. For now. Ask me again in a month. 

Mendes: I know the league rules specifically say that every player is 
supposed to be available to the media after practices and games, but it 
rarely works out that way. That goes for most teams in the league. So I 
think there is too much “group think” in NHL media. On far too many 
occasions, we all crowd around one player and essentially do the same 
story because we only have access to a limited number of players. I’d 
love to see less of that moving forward. We all don’t have to do the same 
story. Sure, there are some nights when it makes sense to all crowd 
around a singular player — if he gets a hat trick or records a shutout. But 
90 percent of the time, we should all have access to the players we want 
on that particular day. I think a lot of this is dependent on the team you 
cover. Some smaller marketplaces afford their beat writers amazing 
access to players, executives and staff. But if you work in a larger market 
or most of the Canadian ones, you end up all talking to the same people 
when the locker room opens. I know that presents a challenge for the PR 
departments in the bigger hockey markets. But in an ideal world, I would 
simply like to see more access to individual players for features and long-
form pieces. 

Shinzawa: Access is not ideal. The room is usually empty after practice 
and games. The PR staff brings out requested players one by one for 
group interviews. The Bruins have been helpful about facilitating 
previously requested one-on-one interviews. Without those, the 
readership would not be served well. More players should be available 
when media access opens. 

Yousuf: In talking to my peers, I’ve come to understand that access is not 
so much a league-wide thing as it is market-to-market. In Dallas, which is 
not a primary hockey market, the access is solid. It helps when the front 
office members, coaches, players and public relations staff are helpful in 
facilitating that, but how much they need to cater to, in terms of media 
presence, also plays a role. I view good access as the ability to fulfill 
needs, when reasonable. Having access to players and coaches after a 
game for a media scrum is fine, as it is standard practice, but it doesn’t 
move the needle to good access. Being able to get a subject when 
needed for a story or be able to have some access, within reason, to 
player environments is what helps build stories and provide color. That’s 
one area I feel there can be improvement league-wide, especially after 
two years of not having to think about that and its impact. 

What is the storyline or subject your readership is most interested in right 
now? 

Goldman: Season previews are generally a hit this time of year because 
it’s a good way to catch up after a long summer about how every team 
has changed (or hasn’t changed). Readers want to know what players 
are projected to score, what their team’s trajectory is, and what’s 
expected of the teams around them in the league to compare. Once the 
puck drops on the regular season, I think there’s a lot of interest in 
analyzing changes and differences from where last year left off — how is 
a player performing in a new environment, how is a rookie acclimating to 
the NHL level, what tangible impacts are there from a new coach, etc. 

Lazerus: The fates of Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews will be by far the 
dominant storyline of the season in Chicago. A few short years ago, it 
would have been unfathomable for either of the two franchise tentpoles 
to wear another team’s jersey. Now, in the final year of their contracts 
and the first year of a potentially several-year rebuild, it’s unlikely either 
even finishes the season in Chicago. Where will they go? When will they 
go? What can the Blackhawks get for them? And how will they sell tickets 
and jerseys without them? 

Mendes: I really think there is an insatiable appetite when it comes to 
anything related to Hockey Canada and the scandal that has enveloped 
the organization over the past few months. Fans want to see some 
accountability, and I think they’re really looking to the media to cover this 
story with the attention it deserves. This feels like a watershed moment in 
Canadian hockey, and I don’t think there is a more important story in our 
industry — at least on this side of the border. 

Shinzawa: Probably how the organization prepares for transition. Patrice 
Bergeron is 37. David Krejci is 36. How long they stick around is 
unknown. There isn’t much to backfill their minutes at this point. So how 
do the Bruins bridge to the next generation of star players, whoever they 
may be? 

Yousuf: Up until very recently, it was the status of star forward Jason 
Robertson, whose contract holdout went two weeks deep into training 
camp. Generally speaking though, training camp position battles have 
been of high interest. The Stars are in a salary cap bind and have a 
strong contingent of young, promising talent in the pipeline, so readership 
has been intrigued by how that all plays out. The other big storyline 
hovering over the team is a new coaching staff. The Stars have struggled 
to score goals for nearly half a decade now, much of it attributed to the 
fall of some talented players and the system the team is being asked to 
run. How the new staff adds some offensive flair is of high interest to 
Stars fans. 

Inside the Jason Robertson contract negotiations: 'A win-win situation' for 
him and Stars 

Who is someone on your beat who you could see working in the sports 
media after his/her NHL career has concluded — and why? 

Goldman: Players: Ryan Reaves of the New York Rangers, Saroya 
Tinker of the Toronto Six, Nick Foligno of the Boston Bruins. From the 
coaching side, Marty St. Louis has a really interesting perspective. I’d like 
to see him stay behind the bench for a while — afterwards, maybe a shift 
to media could bring some fresh insight. 

Lazerus: I get the sense he’ll be on the general manager track when he’s 
done, but there might not be a current analyst in the game who knows 
more about the league, the game and its players than Kane does. So 
many hockey players don’t watch hockey, but Kane does, and he does 
so with a keen eye. Off the cuff, he can tell you why the Kings’ fourth line 
has been on a roll lately, dissect the Hurricanes’ second power-play unit, 
regale you with all the details of some random game Wayne Gretzky 
played in 40 years ago, and break down a goal with the kind of nerdy 
minutiae that’ll thrill the hardcore fans and engage the casuals. 

Mendes: As someone who covers the Ottawa Senators, the easy answer 
for me is Brady Tkachuk. He’s funny, honest and gives intelligent 
answers to hockey-related questions. He’s an easy-going interview, but 
he can suddenly turn opinionated when the situation calls for it. Just ask 
Brendan Lemieux. I would love to see a Manning-style broadcast one 
day involving the Tkachuk family. I think that would be highly 
entertaining. 

Shinzawa: Brad Marchand would be very good. He is comfortable on 
camera. Very smart about hockey and explaining complicated concepts. 
He is engaged when he’s interviewed. He is straightforward with his 
answers. Funny when he needs to be. Brad would be both entertaining 
and informative on TV. 

Zdeno Chara retires as a Bruin, leaving memories of a presence, a 
culture and a golden era: ‘It’s time to be home’ 
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Yousuf: For the Stars, it’s Tyler Seguin. The Stars have a handful of 
players who can contend for this status, but Seguin has the perfect mix to 
be in media. He’s been one of the elite players in the NHL, he’s played in 
two very different markets in Boston and Dallas, he has the ability to talk 
the game at a high level and perhaps most importantly, he has charisma. 
Seguin is already a favorite of fans and media when he’s mic’d up on 
national broadcasts. He also is the choice for a regular weekly segment 
on the Stars’ flagship radio station. Last season, during a coach’s 
challenge for goaltender interference, he was able to walk through the 
different circumstances with the booth calling the game. It was a peek 
into Seguin’s potential as a sports media professional. 

What is the best visiting arena for a member of the NHL media and why? 

Goldman: I don’t travel for my role, so I don’t have anything here. Hah. 

Lazerus: You can’t beat seeing a game at Montreal’s Bell Centre or New 
York’s Madison Square Garden, but Minnesota’s XCel Energy Center is 
the best rink in the league (especially now that there’s finally a Marriott in 
St. Paul and you don’t have to stay out by the airport). Great view, hot 
crowd, good pregame meal (with the best hot chocolate in the league), a 
dedicated press elevator that’s right next to the press room and just down 
the hall from the locker rooms, and the biggest visitors’ locker room in the 
league. The wifi can be spotty, but here’s a pro tip to my less-
experienced colleagues: Always bring an ethernet cord with you on the 
road. The ports in the Minnesota press box work. Oh, and the rink always 
smells like cinnamon donuts, which are baked fresh on the main 
concourse a couple hours before every game. The press box snacks 
could use some work (can’t beat Chicago and Montreal in that respect), 
but those donuts only cost like $5. 

Mendes: For me it’s the Bell Centre in Montreal — and it has nothing to 
do with the free intermission hot dogs. I love the fact that most of the 
major hotels are walking distance from the arena, so you can make it to 
the rink in the dead of winter without it being an issue. The press box is 
spacious, and its 360-degree setup makes it one of the biggest in the 
entire league. So you never feel cramped up there. It almost feels like 
you’re right on top of the ice when you’re watching a game from up there. 
The visiting dressing room is a decent size to work from too. So when 
you factor in all of these things — plus the free hot dogs — it’s hard to 
think of a better spot to watch a game than Montreal. 

Shinzawa: Dallas has been quite helpful in facilitating interviews when 
visiting. Their PR staff has been good about being open for player and 
executive requests in the past. 

Yousuf: I really enjoyed Madison Square Garden. I view the environment 
as an intricate part of the job, when covering the team on the road and 
the way MSG is structured in its press area, it allows for you to really get 
a pulse on how the fans are reacting to the performance on the ice. 
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ESPN / NHL season preview: Power Rankings, X factors, predictions 

 

Ryan S. Clark, Kristen Shilton 
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After a wild offseason that included multiple superstars joining or leaving 
the Calgary Flames, opening night of the 2022-23 NHL season is fast 
approaching. 

ESPN will be your home for hockey, including a doubleheader Tuesday 
night, with Tampa Bay Lightning-New York Rangers at 7:30 ET, followed 
by Vegas Golden Knights-Los Angeles Kings at 10 ET. 

We mentioned the Flames, but every team made changes this offseason. 
We're here to help get you up to speed with intel on all 32 teams, 
including the key players who were added or subtracted, best- and worst-
case scenarios, X factors and fantasy tips, plus bold predictions. 

Our season preview is also the first edition of our ESPN power rankings 
for 2022-23, which provide the order in which these teams are presented. 
The rankings were formulated through votes from ESPN hockey 
broadcasters, analysts and reporters, and will appear weekly on 
ESPN.com. 

How to watch the NHL on ESPN, ABC, ESPN+ and Hulu 

Note: Thanks as always to CapFriendly for salary and contract data. 
Advanced stats are from Hockey Reference, Natural Stat Trick and 
Evolving Hockey. Kristen Shilton profiled the teams in the Eastern 
Conference, while Ryan S. Clark handled the Western Conference clubs. 
Fantasy outlook for each team is courtesy of Victoria Matiash and Sean 
Allen. Stanley Cup odds are courtesy Caesars Sportsbook. 

Jump to: 

ANA | ARI | BOS | BUF 

CGY | CAR | CHI | COL 

CBJ | DAL | DET | EDM 

FLA | LA | MIN | MTL 

NSH | NJ | NYI | NYR 

OTT | PHI | PIT | SJ 

SEA | STL | TB | TOR 

VAN | VGS | WSH | WPG 

1. Colorado Avalanche 

Last season: 56-19-7 (119 points), won Stanley Cup 

Stanley Cup odds: +400 

Key players added: D Brad Hunt, G Alexandar Georgiev, F Evan 
Rodrigues, F Lukas Sedlak 

Key players lost: F Nicolas Aube-Kubel, F Andre Burakovsky, F Nazem 
Kadri, G Darcy Kuemper, D Jack Johnson, D Ryan Murray, F Nico Sturm 

Most fascinating player: Alex Newhook. Finding a new second-line center 
is arguably the most notable question facing the defending Stanley Cup 
champions. The belief is Newhook could be the person who replaces 
Kadri. Newhook has more than just replacing Kadri to contend with if he 
does get the second-line center role. He must also play a key role in 
finding continuity with a second line that returns Valeri Nichushkin as its 
senior member with Burakovsky and Kadri playing elsewhere. 

Best case: Winning a second straight Stanley Cup. It's no secret the Avs 
are in win-now mode and have many of the needed pieces to capture 
what would be the fourth Stanley Cup in franchise history. 

Worst case: They cannot fill one of their roster needs internally and have 
to mortgage future assets to do so. They have around $2.6 million in 
available cap space. They have four picks in the 2023 draft, and another 
four in the 2024 draft. Yes, the Avs have their first-round picks for 2023, 
2024 and 2025. So they could use those as capital. But there will come a 
point when they need their prospects to start filling those gaps that 
cannot always be outsourced. 

X factor: What could the Avs look like with a fully healthy Bowen Byram? 
The playoffs offered a glimpse of that, with Byram registering nine points 
in 20 games while averaging a little less than 20 minutes per contest. A 
healthy Byram alongside Samuel Girard, Cale Makar and Devon Toews 
could give the Avs one of the most treacherous top-four defensive 
groups. 
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Fantasy outlook: On the blue line, Makar is any fantasy team's choice 
No. 1 defenseman, particularly in leagues that reward power-play points 
at a premium. Second only to Roman Josi in points accrued with the 
extra skater (34) in 2021-22, and average fantasy points/game in 
standard leagues (2.9), Makar stands nearly alone in a class of three 
blueliners as an indisputably legitimate first-round draft pick. His oft-
underrated and overshadowed partner, Toews, holds sneaky appeal as a 
fantasy No. 3 or 4 defender. 

Bold prediction: Returning goalkeeper Pavel Francouz will outplay 
Georgiev. 

2. Carolina Hurricanes 

Last season: 54-20-8 (116 points), lost in second round 

Stanley Cup odds: +1,000 

Key players added: LW Max Pacioretty, D Brent Burns, RW Ondrej Kase, 
D Dylan Coghlan 

Key players lost: D Tony DeAngelo, F Steven Lorentz, C Vincent 
Trocheck, C Max Domi, D Ian Cole, Brendan Smith 

Most fascinating player: Dylan Coghlan. Las Vegas traded Coghlan -- a 
24-year-old right-shot defenseman -- to Carolina along with Max 
Pacioretty over the summer for basically nothing in return (except salary-
cap space). Bold move. Now Coghlan has a chance to break through on 
the Hurricanes' back end. Coghlan has yet to play a full 82-game 
schedule in his career, capping out at 59 (and 13 points) a season ago. 
But he has turned heads already in the preseason and has seen some 
power-play time. Could it be a perfect match between player and team? 
Given Coghlan's age and the coveted role he fills, this blueliner might 
blossom into a real difference-maker for Carolina. 

Best case: The Hurricanes harness all the young talent they've been 
growing for years and take the league by storm. Carolina's core -- led by 
Sebastian Aho -- crackles with offensive chemistry, while free agent 
additions Paul Stastny and Ondrej Kase help stabilize the bottom six. 
Brent Burns proves there's plenty left in his tank to anchor a blue line 
bursting with players in their prime, and Jake Gardiner -- now cleared to 
return -- is a viable option once more. Frederik Andersen stays healthy, 
and Carolina steamrollers its way up the standings to win the division and 
set up a successful postseason. 

Worst case: Carolina is loaded down by expectations entering the 
season and stumbles at the start. Coach Rod Brind'Amour struggles to 
find the right forward combinations, and that slows the team's offense. 
Andersen's past injury issues return, and the Hurricanes' goaltending 
goes back into flux. Integrating too many new pieces on the back end 
takes time, and the absence of DeAngelo is felt even with Burns in place. 
That all puts the Hurricanes on their heels and in a season-long battle to 
recover just to stay in the playoff picture. 

X factor: Reaching Carolina's ultimate goal requires the best out of all its 
players. Is this finally the time for Jesperi Kotkaniemi and Martin Necas to 
reveal theirs? Kotkaniemi has been unpredictable in the past, and now 
he's starting on an eight-year contract worth almost $5 million per 
season. He'll have a chance to be Carolina's second-line center, too; can 
the Hurricanes rely on him to perform there? And what of Necas, a player 
with great potential who has been up and down in Carolina for too long? 
Now on a two-year bridge deal, will Necas prove his doubters wrong with 
a breakout season? 

Fantasy outlook: The Hurricanes have taken a good thing and sprinkled 
in some veteran spice. Aho and Andrei Svechnikov -- even on separate 
lines -- will give you 2.0 fantasy points per game or better, with Teuvo 
Teravainen not far behind. Pacioretty will be there, too, once he's healthy 
for the final push. 

Bold prediction: The Hurricanes will make the Stanley Cup Final. 

3. Edmonton Oilers 

Last season: 49-27-6 (104 points), lost in Western Conference finals 

Stanley Cup odds: +1,300 

Key players added: G Jack Campbell, F Mattias Janmark, D Ryan 
Murray 

Key players lost: F Josh Archibald, G Mikko Koskinen, F Zack Kassian, D 
Duncan Keith 

Most fascinating player: Jack Campbell. Relying on the ability to simply 
outscore teams can go only so far. That strategy took the Oilers to the 
Western Conference finals last season, but consistent goal-suppression 
was an issue. This is why the Oilers signed Campbell to a five-year 
contract worth $5 million annually. The front office believes this could be 
the move that sees the Oilers go from conference finalists to potentially 
something more. 

Best case: At least returning to the Western Conference finals. Winning 
the West would further heighten what is demanded while also showing 
what the Oilers are doing could be sustainable over the long haul. Is it 
possible this could be the year Leon Draisaitl and Connor McDavid get 
the Oilers to the Cup final for the first time since the 2005-06 season? 

Worst case: Their defensive structure and goaltending struggle to 
connect, and the Oilers are eliminated within the first two rounds. Last 
year saw the Oilers make a significant jump from a team that was 
eliminated in the opening round in their previous two postseason 
campaigns to reaching the conference finals. They return several players 
and have added Campbell with the hope he can take them further. But 
there are no guarantees. 

X factor: This will be an important season for Evan Bouchard. His 12 
goals and 43 points in 81 games was a sign the Oilers have a young 
blueliner who can be trusted to play a big role. The fact that he continued 
that into the postseason by scoring nine points in 16 games while 
averaging a little more than 18 minutes per game was also another sign 
of progress. Another strong campaign could see Bouchard, who is an 
RFA at season's end, get rewarded going forward. 

Fantasy outlook: If Jack Campbell could survive the blistering spotlight in 
Toronto's suffocating hockey market and manage to not only survive but 
thrive, he can make it anywhere. Last year's healthy version of the 30-
year-old did just that. Some argue Campbell is no Mike Smith. Agreed. 
He isn't. The Leafs' former No. 1 is a top-10 fantasy netminder. 

Bold prediction: The Oilers will make the Stanley Cup Final. 

4. Florida Panthers 

Last season: 58-18-6 (122 points), lost in second round 

Stanley Cup odds: +1,500 

Key players added: C Nick Cousins, D Marc Staal, F Matthew Tkachuk, 
C Colin White 

Key players lost: D Ben Chiarot, C Claude Giroux, F Jonathan 
Huberdeau, LW Mason Marchment 

Most fascinating player: Spencer Knight. The Panthers have high hopes 
for the goaltender they drafted 13th overall in 2019. Knight's recent three-
year, $13.5 million extension makes him one half of the NHL's highest-
paid goalie tandem (alongside Sergei Bobrovsky), a pair that eats up 
$14.5 million of Florida's salary cap. Can Knight live up to that 
investment? After a sterling debut stretch for the Panthers in 2020-21 
following the close of his sophomore season at Boston College, Knight 
struggled enough last season to be demoted to the AHL before 
rebounding with a resurgent finish with the big club (10-3-1, .921 SV%). 
Which Knight shows up to start this season? And can the Panthers rely 
on him to perform all the way through? 

Best case: Florida is fueled by last season's playoff disappointment to 
become an even better version than the team that won the Presidents' 
Trophy in 2022. Matthew Tkachuk injects the Panthers' offense with a 
perfect complement of grit and skill, there is defensive buy-in across the 
board and Bobrovsky and Knight settle into a successful rhythm between 
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the pipes. The Panthers emerge more balanced than last season's 
offense-fueled squad, and when the playoffs arrive, they are well 
positioned to tackle challenges on both sides of the puck (not to mention 
special teams). 

Worst case: It was too big a risk for GM Billy Zito to trade his team's 
leading scorer, Jonathan Huberdeau, to Calgary for Tkachuk. 
Huberdeau's absence is felt immediately and proves difficult to overcome 
as Florida redefines its offense under new coach Paul Maurice. The 
Panthers encounter more injury issues with top stars, including 
Aleksander Barkov and Aaron Ekblad, which slows down their progress. 
The Atlantic ramps up faster than expected and Florida has a hard time 
keeping pace into the spring. 

X factor: The Panthers lost top-pairing defenseman Mackenzie Weegar 
in the Huberdeau/Tkachuk trade. What does that mean for his former 
partner, Ekblad, and Florida's top-four alignment? Will Ekblad find quick 
chemistry on a new pairing, or will that take time to develop? The 
Panthers scored their way through issues in the 2021-22 regular season, 
but that came back to bite them in the playoffs. Establishing a strong 
defense that supports Bobrovsky and Knight will be key for Florida to 
reach its ceiling. 

Fantasy outlook: There are countless combinations you can pencil in for 
the Panthers -- a product of having two superstar players who are good 
enough to carry a line single-handedly (Barkov and Tkachuk) and a 
sophomore on a path to be able to do the same one day (Anton Lundell). 

Bold prediction: The Panthers will drop at least 20 points in the 
standings. 

5. New York Rangers 

Last season: 52-24-6 (110 points), lost in Eastern Conference finals 

Stanley Cup odds: +1,500 

Key players added: F Vincent Trocheck, C Ryan Carpenter, G Jaroslav 
Halak 

Key players lost: C Ryan Strome, F Andrew Copp, F Frank Vatrano, F 
Kevin Rooney, D Justin Braun, D Patrik Nemeth, G Alexandar Georgiev 

Most fascinating player: Kaapo Kakko. It was the healthy scratch heard 
round the hockey world when Rangers coach Gerard Gallant tapped 
Dryden Hunt over Kakko in a do-or-die Game 6 of the Eastern 
Conference finals against Tampa Bay last spring. New York lost that 
game, and Kakko's RFA status muddied the waters on his future. He has 
since signed a two-year deal, and New York has high hopes Kakko 
develops quickly into a top-six stalwart. Is that in his sights this season? 
The 21-year-old is undeniably talented; with added consistency, Kakko 
could fly high -- and fast -- in New York. 

Best case: New York proves its run to the conference finals last spring 
was no fluke with a hot start to 2022-23. The Rangers' key offseason 
signee, Trocheck, locks into a center spot beside Artemi Panarin, who 
gets on pace for another career season. The team's young risers -- 
including Kakko and Alexis Lafreniere -- show added growth, and Igor 
Shesterkin is better than ever. New York dominates its way to the top of 
the standings and another long playoff run. 

Worst case: The Rangers have a youthful blue line, and that 
inexperience bleeds through early on. Gallant cycles through different 
combinations up front to maximize his emerging stars, and the chemistry 
doesn't come. New York's frustrations mount, and even stellar play from 
Shesterkin can't get them through. The Rangers make the playoffs but 
are ousted in the first round. 

X factor: How will New York handle its imbalance of left and right 
wingers? Copp and Vatrano leaving in free agency left the Rangers with 
few options on the right compared to left. Kakko is a true righty, and 
Lafreniere could conceivably swap to his off side. Is that too much to ask 
of him? Can Vitali Kravtsov take advantage of New York's need and push 
his way into the top-nine group? The preseason should give Gallant time 

to tinker positionally. What he finds in the process will be key for New 
York's offense. 

Fantasy outlook: The big fantasy question surrounds some youngsters 
with very high upside who just haven't clicked in the NHL yet. It's doubtful 
there is enough ice time for all three of Lafreniere, Kakko and Kravtsov to 
take a leap forward, but there is room for one of them on the top line with 
Chris Kreider and Mika Zibanejad. 

Bold prediction: The Rangers will trade for Patrick Kane. 

6. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Last season: 54-21-7 (115 points), lost in first round 

Stanley Cup odds: +1,000 

Key players added: RW Nicolas Aube-Kubel, D Jordie Benn, C Calle 
Jarnkrok, D Victor Mete, G Matt Murray, G Ilya Samsonov 

Key players lost: C Colin Blackwell, G Jack Campbell, RW Ondrej Kase, 
D Ilya Lyubushkin, RW Ilya Mikheyev, G Petr Mrazek 

Most fascinating player: Matt Murray. GM Kyle Dubas let Jack Campbell 
walk in free agency to sign Murray, who underperformed for two years in 
Ottawa. Murray is a Stanley Cup champion, though, and was better in the 
second half last season with the Senators. What sort of performance can 
he offer a Leafs team desperate to take the next step? Murray will be 
under intense pressure out of the gate. How the veteran handles the 
heat, and gets Toronto off on the right foot, will prove whether Dubas was 
right -- in his own contract year -- to rely on Murray. 

Best case: The Leafs ignite early on the offensive firepower of Auston 
Matthews and Mitch Marner. Murray stays healthy and racks up a strong 
record alongside Ilya Samsonov, who enjoys a resurgent season of his 
own. Toronto remains healthy into the postseason, where it finally gets 
over the hump with a first-round victory. 

Worst case: Preseason injuries to John Tavares and others along the 
blue line (Jake Muzzin, Timothy Liljegren) spell trouble for Toronto. 
Matthews gets off to a slow start, and the Leafs' offense struggles 
accordingly, putting a dent in the team's confidence. Murray is solid but 
can't make up for the Leafs' mounting deficiencies in front of him, and 
Detroit and Ottawa continue to rise around Toronto. They reach the 
playoffs as a wild-card team and lose again in the first round. 

X factor: How will the Leafs' top six shakeout? Matthews, Marner and 
Michael Bunting appear to be coach Sheldon Keefe's choice as the club's 
first line. Before Tavares' training camp injury, he was anchoring the 
team's second line with William Nylander and a rotating crop of wingers. 
Does Denis Malgin win that job? Will Alex Kerfoot end up on the wing 
again instead of center? What are newcomer Jarnkrok's prospects there? 
Building chemistry will be key to Toronto's long-term success offensively, 
and there still seems to be some moving parts Keefe and company will 
have to sift through. 

Fantasy outlook: This season, Tavares and Nylander will be seeking a 
winger to complete their line. Candidates include Adam Gaudette, 
Jarnkrok, Malgin and Nicholas Robertson. In the end, expect one to 
emerge for your lineup. 

Bold prediction: The Leafs will win a playoff round. 

7. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Last season: 51-23-8 (110 points), lost in Stanley Cup Final 

Stanley Cup odds: +1,000 

Key players added: D Ian Cole, C Vladislav Namestnikov 

Key players lost: D Ryan McDonagh, LW Ondrej Palat, D Jan Rutta 

Most fascinating player: Brandon Hagel. The Lightning didn't get as much 
out of Hagel post-trade deadline last season as they might have 
expected (seven points in 22 games). Tampa needs that to change now 
that Anthony Cirelli is sidelined until December and Ondrej Palat is 
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playing in New Jersey. Hagel can slot in at right or left wing and has the 
potential to be a 20-goal scorer. Where does that versatility take Tampa? 
Does it push Hagel to the Lightning top line and perhaps allow Steven 
Stamkos a return to center? If Hagel finds his footing, all of Tampa's top 
six will benefit. 

Best case: The Lightning push on from June's Stanley Cup Final loss 
with an early-season surge. In the early absence of Cirelli, both Hagel 
and Nick Paul establish themselves in Tampa's top-six rotation and 
coach Jon Cooper rolls his lines with ease. Mikhail Sergachev capably 
shoulders more blue-line responsibility to better complement Victor 
Hedman, and Andrei Vasilevskiy remains Vezina Trophy-worthy in net. 
Tampa high steps its way through the division to be playoff powerhouses 
again. 

Worst case: GM Julien BriseBois didn't make any major offseason 
additions to Tampa's roster. Going without Cirelli early proves to be 
harder than anticipated, and all the hockey the Lightning have played the 
past three years starts catching up to them earlier in the regular season. 
Atlantic rivals in Florida, Detroit, Ottawa and even Toronto are bolstered 
by fresh faces (not to mention fresher legs). Tampa hits some injury 
setbacks to slip further behind the pack and can't regain traction before 
the final playoff push. 

X factor: How much will Tampa miss Palat and McDonagh? Both players 
were vital to the Lightning's success. While Tampa has overcome the 
loss of other skaters in its past, has their luck run out in that respect? 
There is no clear-cut replacement for either player -- it'll either be by 
committee or require someone new to step up. It would be foolish to 
doubt Tampa's ability to overcome those loses, but McDonagh and Palat 
were quite a presence on and off the ice for a long time. 

Fantasy outlook: Victor Hedman can still push to be the top defenseman 
in the league, but Mikhail Sergachev is also primed to take a step 
forward. And, of course, Andrei Vasilevskiy is the ever-present linchpin 
that makes the whole machine function. 

Bold prediction: Andrei Vasilevskiy, motivated by his countryman's 
exploits with the Rangers, puts together another Vezina-winning season. 

8. Calgary Flames 

Last season: 50-21-11 (111 points), lost in second round 

Stanley Cup odds: +1,800 

Key players added: F Jonathan Huberdeau, F Nazem Kadri, F Sonny 
Milano, F Kevin Rooney, D MacKenzie Weegar 

Key players lost: F Johnny Gaudreau, D Erik Gudbranson, F Calle 
Jarnkrok, F Sean Monahan, F Matthew Tkachuk 

Most fascinating player: Nazem Kadri. Operating as a top-six center who 
can be trusted on a first-team power-play unit is exactly how the Avs 
used Kadri in recent seasons, and it's likely how he will be used with the 
Flames. The intrigue is in how he will produce. Kadri reached the 50-
point mark three times in Toronto, while averaging 0.64 points in his first 
two seasons in Denver. Last season, he set a new career high with 87 
points, which shattered his previous high by 26 points. Could he do the 
same with the Flames? 

Best case: The Flames find cohesion with their new additions and get 
beyond the second round. It starts with Kadri and Huberdeau filling the 
void left by Gaudreau and Tkachuk. The goal for the Flames is that 
Huberdeau, Kadri and Weegar can be players who create chances for 
themselves and others. Having that all work out could potentially result in 
a longer playoff run than last season. 

Worst case: The Flames don't receive the same level of goal-scoring as 
2021-22 and are battling for a playoff spot to the end of the regular 
season. The Flames were sixth in goals last season, with five of the 
NHL's seven most prolific teams in the West. If their scoring diminishes, 
they could be overtaken by one of the conference's risers. 

X factor: Getting Weegar gave the Flames a few options. He offers them 
another puck-moving defenseman who could potentially run their first-
team power-play unit. Weegar's arrival also means the Flames might be 
able to tap into their blue line again for secondary scoring. The Flames 
had five defenseman who finished with more than 25 points last season. 
Weegar, who scored a career-high 44 points in 2021-22, hypothetically 
makes that group more formidable. 

Fantasy outlook: Jacob Markstrom is a top-five fantasy goaltender, 
however you slice it. In 2021-22, he started 63 games, won 37 of them 
(lost only 15) and pitched a .922 SV% and 2.22 GAA. Only one person 
wrapped last season with more total fantasy points than Calgary's No. 1, 
and that guy won the Vezina Trophy. 

Bold prediction: Huberdeau will outscore Gaudreau and Tkachuk. 

9. Minnesota Wild 

Last season: 53-22-7 (113 points), lost in first round 

Stanley Cup odds: +2,200 

Key players added: G Filip Gustavsson, F Nic Petan, F Sam Steel, D 
Andrej Sustr 

Key players lost: F Nick Bjugstad, D Dmitry Kulikov, F Kevin Fiala, G 
Cam Talbot 

Most fascinating player: Marco Rossi. Kirill Kaprizov might be the easy 
answer here. But a debate could also be had as to whether it is Matt 
Dumba, Marc-Andre Fleury or Ryan Hartman, among others. Our pick is 
Rossi. He was drafted ninth overall in 2020 with the expectation he could 
someday give the Wild another homegrown top-six forward. Could this be 
the season Rossi starts tapping into that promise? 

Best case: Hartman improves on his breakout 2021-22, and the Wild 
don't have to trade for more scoring help. He was part of the Wild's 
contingent of players who did more than set new career highs. They 
shattered their previous accomplishments, and Hartman was one of the 
strongest examples. Having another 30-goal and 60-plus-point season -- 
or better -- while earning $1.7 million this season with one more year left 
on his contract would prove massive for Wild GM Bill Guerin when it 
comes to cap management. 

Worst case: The Wild can't score enough after trading Kevin Fiala. If the 
group featuring Joel Eriksson Ek, Frederick Gaudreau, Marcus Foligno, 
Mats Zuccarello and Hartman cannot match what they did last season -- 
and the rise of Kaprizov, Rossi and Matt Boldy doesn't make up for it -- 
they might face an early playoff exit again. 

X factor: Fleury combined for 56 starts between the Blackhawks and Wild 
last season. He could be asked to do that again this season. But no 
matter Fleury's workload, the Wild will need to see what they have in 24-
year-old Filip Gustavsson. Several teams rely on tandems, and the Wild 
are no different. The contrast is that Fleury played in more games last 
season than Gustavsson has in his NHL career (27 appearances). 

Fantasy outlook: Superstar Kaprizov earned his fresh $9 million annual 
salary in scoring 47 goals on 289 shots, while pitching in another 61 
assists. Entering the second season of his five-year deal should produce 
similar results. Kaprizov's a standout and should be drafted in the first 
round. 

Bold prediction: The Wild will add an impact forward early in the season. 

10. St. Louis Blues 

Last season: 49-22-11 (109 points), lost in second round 

Stanley Cup odds: +2,500 

Key players added: F Noel Acciari, G Thomas Greiss 

Key players lost: F Tyler Bozak, G Ville Husso, F David Perron 

Most fascinating player: Jordan Binnington. Husso is gone, and the belief 
is Greiss can play a role within the Blues' tandem. Those factors, among 
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the fact the Blues are Cup contenders, is what makes this such an 
alluring campaign for Binnington. He's coming off back-to-back 18-win 
seasons, but the 2021-22 campaign saw him post a career-low 3.13 GAA 
and a .901 save percentage. Then, Binnington went 4-1 with a 1.72 GAA 
and a .949 save percentage in the postseason. Tapping into the 
consistency he showed in the playoffs could potentially be key toward 
him turning in the sort of performances that made him a 30-game winner 
a few years ago. 

Best case: Binnington is sharp in the regular and postseason, and the 
Blues are a top contender. Winning the Cup amid the potential roster 
uncertainty could potentially soften the blow depending on what happens 
next summer. Ryan O'Reilly and Vladimir Tarasenko are both UFAs at 
the end of the season. The Blues are projected to have a little less than 
$16 million in available cap space next offseason. Granted, the Blues 
have already won a Cup with O'Reilly and Tarasenko. But those 
circumstances hypothetically heighten what is expected to be an 
important year for the franchise. 

Worst case: The Blues have a quick playoff exit, then their big stars exit 
in the summer. It is possible this could be the last season O'Reilly and/or 
Tarasenko spend in St. Louis. Each stand to be among the most sought-
after free agents should they hit the market. Plus, the Blues' cap 
problems could become even more complicated if Ivan Barbashev, who 
will also be a UFA, has another strong season before needing a new 
deal. 

X factor: Barbashev represents the chaos potentially facing Blues GM 
Doug Armstrong this season. O'Reilly and Tarasenko are legitimate top-
six presences. O'Reilly is the two-way forward who can anchor a line, 
while a fully healthy Tarasenko is looking like one of the most dynamic 
wingers in the game again. Coming up with deals for them is one thing. 
Doing that for Barbashev is a harder one to predict. He had previously 
been a double-digit goal-scorer but burst through to score a career-high 
26 goals and 60 points in 81 games in 2021-22. Another step up could 
lead to him requesting more than the $2.25 million he has made the past 
two seasons. 

Fantasy outlook: Blossoming point-per-gamer Jordan Kyrou, who 
finished second only to Tarasenko in power-play production for St. Louis, 
is another forward to target before most fantasy drafts are through. On 
defense, Torey Krug brings it on the power play, Colton Parayko pitches 
in with the tougher heavy lifting (blocked shots), while Justin Faulk is 
appreciated as the full package. 

Bold prediction: This is O'Reilly's last season in St. Louis. 

11. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Last season: 46-25-11 (103 points), lost in first round 

Stanley Cup odds: +2,500 

Key players added: F Ryan Poehling, F Josh Archibald, D Jeff Petry, D 
Jan Rutta, D Ty Smith 

Key players lost: F Danton Heinen, D Mike Matheson, D John Marino 

Most fascinating player: Rickard Rakell. The 29-year-old winger is an 
interesting study. Rakell was a rising star in Anaheim, posting back-to-
back 30-goal seasons, until that production began to stall and the Ducks 
traded him to Pittsburgh last season. The Penguins signed Rakell to a 
six-year, $30 million extension. Now they need the veteran to be that 
offense-driving playmaker of his past. Coach Mike Sullivan can -- and 
has -- offered Rakell an opportunity to skate with Sidney Crosby and 
Jake Guentzel. The organization clearly believes Rakell has more to 
offer. Can he now deliver them another 30-goal campaign? 

Best case: Pittsburgh got the band back together with new deals for 
Evgeni Malkin and Kris Letang, and any notion of an impending rebuild is 
swiftly silenced. The Penguins' concerns up front are unfounded, as 
Rakell, Jeff Carter, Kasperi Kapanen and Bryan Rust all show promising 
signs early. Pittsburgh's core carries the team to another successful 

regular season and, with some health luck, the Penguins win their first 
playoff round in four years. 

Worst case: Injury problems that Pittsburgh deals with in the preseason 
leak into October and affect the Penguins' overall team building. The 
decision to rely on an aging nucleus turns questionable over concerns 
that the group has lost a step. Chemistry is slow to come on the wings 
and as Pittsburgh's offense sputters so, too, does its confidence. The 
Penguins head to another first-round playoff loss and pensive offseason 
about the club's future direction. 

X factor: Pittsburgh has dealt with an inconsistent power play since losing 
special teams staples Patric Hornqvist and Phil Kessel. Last season, the 
Penguins finished 19th overall (20.2%) with the extra man, a low landing 
spot given the talent Pittsburgh has to deploy. The man advantage didn't 
look improved early in preseason either, when the Penguins went 0-for-9 
against Detroit and Sullivan admitted the team hadn't really worked on it 
much at practice. Will special teams struggles come back to haunt 
Pittsburgh in the regular season, too? And how might it affect their long-
term prospects in a tightly contested division? 

Fantasy outlook: The Penguins enter what is essentially their 15th 
season with the same C1, C2 and D1 core. In 2008-09, Crosby, Malkin 
and Letang shared the power-play minutes with the likes of Petr Sykora 
and Miroslav Satan. Now, in 2022-23, they'll be out there with Guentzel 
and Rust -- which also feels like old hat. 

Bold prediction: Rakell gets a Sidney Crosby glow-up, topping 69 points. 

12. Dallas Stars 

Last season: 46-30-6 (98 points), lost in first round 

Stanley Cup odds: +4,500 

Key players added: D Will Butcher, F Mason Marchment, D Colin Miller 

Key players lost: G Braden Holtby, D John Klingberg, F Vladislav 
Namestnikov, F Alexander Radulov 

Most fascinating player: Roope Hintz. A 25-year-old, 6-foot-3 winger who 
can score, create for himself and others. He can operate on the power 
play while also proving he can be trusted on the penalty kill. Breaking 
through to score 37 goals and 72 points last season only adds to the 
intrigue of what the Stars have with Hintz. It also happens to work out 
that Hintz is a pending RFA who could make the case for a significant 
pay bump from the $3.15 million he annually earns. 

Best case: Peter DeBoer's system results in more scoring and a 
postseason run. DeBoer has had lengthy playoff runs in his first season 
in charge at previous stops. Another trait those teams had was they 
could score. The Devils were 11th in goals, while the Golden Knights and 
Sharks finished in the top four. Creating and scoring goals is key for any 
team, but the Stars struggled with that last season. They finished the 
regular season with the fewest goals of any team that made the 
postseason. 

Worst case: A lack of scoring prevents a return to the playoffs. Just look 
at what the teams that finished above the Stars in the Central had last 
season. The Avs had seven 20-goal scorers and 11 who finished in 
double figures. The Blues had nine 20-goal scorers and 10 who had 
more than 10 goals, while the Wild had six 20-goal scorers but 10 players 
who amassed more than 10 goals. The Stars had only four 20-goal 
scorers and seven players who reached the 10-goal mark. 

X factor: Marchment's production will be critical. He scored a career-high 
18 goals and 47 points in 54 games while playing in a Panthers setup 
that saw multiple players set new personal bests. Marchment has the 
potential to give the Stars another scoring layer. 

Fantasy outlook: Top heavy in the fantasy department, only the club's 
leading trio neared and/or cleared the 2.0 fantasy-point mark in ESPN 
standard leagues. With Jason Robertson and his 41 goals leading the 
way, Roope Hintz and Joe Pavelski duly served as precious assets in 
contributing regularly at even strength and with the man advantage. 
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Bold prediction: The DeBoer Effect will carry the Stars to the playoffs. 

13. Washington Capitals 

Last season: 44-26-12 (100 points), lost in first round 

Stanley Cup odds: +4,000 

Key players added: F Connor Brown, C Dylan Strome, LW Henrik 
Borgstrom, D Erik Gustafsson, G Darcy Kuemper, G Charlie Lindgren 

Key players lost: D Justin Schultz, G Ilya Samsonov, G Vitek Vanecek 

Most fascinating player: Dylan Strome. The Capitals are without Nicklas 
Backstrom following his offseason hip surgery. In the meantime, 
newcomer Strome is expected to fill Backstrom's role as Washington's 
second-line center. It's a high-profile spot for Strome, who made 
headlines in the summer as an RFA whom Chicago failed to qualify after 
a 22-goal season. Once the third overall pick by Arizona in 2015, Strome 
has struggled to reach the loftier expectations of his draft positioning. 
Now on a one-year, show-me deal with the Capitals, Strome has a 
chance to prove that, at 25 years old, his best years are still ahead. 

Best case: Washington is in win-now mode, and it's clear why when it 
bursts into an early-season point streak. Kuemper displays championship 
form in net that breeds confidence throughout the lineup, and the 
Capitals barely miss a beat without Backstrom and Tom Wilson. Alex 
Ovechkin stays on pace for another record-breaking scoring season, and 
Washington's defensive depth stands tall as the club is once again 
playoff bound. 

Worst case: The Capitals' core shows its age with a slow start. 
Washington is too reliant on its top six to produce and doesn't get similar 
contributions from lower down, making the team too one-dimensional to 
beat the better clubs around it. Kuemper is inconsistent playing behind 
an unfamiliar defense, and Washington starts missing the physical punch 
Wilson packed. The Capitals are a quick playoff out as their window for a 
Cup closes further. 

X factor: Is Washington running out of championship opportunities? The 
Capitals are an older team in the Eastern Conference, stacked with 
players on expiring deals. There's a now-or-never feel that creeps in. 
How will Washington handle that pressure to seize the moment when two 
of its most important players (for different reasons) are unavailable to 
start the year? Can Conor Sheary and Garnet Hathaway step up to fill 
the void? Will the Capitals get enough from their defense to make up for 
potentially less scoring up front? Washington is no stranger to high 
expectations; how it manages those in the face of adversity is the 
question mark. 

Fantasy outlook: With no Backstrom and Wilson for quite some time, 
there are gaps open for Anthony Mantha and Strome to establish 
themselves as key parts of the offense with Ovechkin and Evgeny 
Kuznetsov. 

Bold prediction: The playoff streak will end. 

14. Boston Bruins 

Last season: 51-26-5 (107 points), lost in first round 

Stanley Cup odds: +2,500 

Key players added: F David Krejci, C Pavel Zacha 

Key players lost: D Josh Brown, C Erik Haula, C Curtis Lazar 

Most fascinating player: David Pastrnak. The scoring winger enters an 
all-important contract season right as Boston faces several key early-
season injuries -- Brad Marchand, Charlie McAvoy and Matt Grzelcyk will 
all miss at least a month following offseason surgeries. How well the 
Bruins weather their storm will depend in large part on Pastrnak. He was 
the club's second-leading scorer last season (40 goals, 77 points), and 
while discussions are underway on a new deal, nothing has been signed 
yet. Can Pastrnak punch up his asking price with a savior-like season? 

Best case: Boston reaches Thanksgiving in playoff position, and holds on 
to it from there as reinforcements return to the lineup. The Atlantic will be 
more competitive than ever with the potential emergence of Detroit, 
Ottawa and even Buffalo. Surviving the season's first six weeks with a 
solid position in the standings will set Boston up for a smoother road to 
the postseason. Where, as we know, anything is possible. 

Worst case: The Bruins struggle without their top scorer (Marchand) and 
defenseman (McAvoy) while getting acclimated to a new system under 
fresh bench boss Jim Montgomery. Aging stars Patrice Bergeron and 
David Krejci have less in the tank than expected and Boston's offense 
dwindles. By the time the Bruins get healthy and up to speed, they've lost 
crucial ground in the division, can't catch up and fail to clinch a playoff 
spot for the first time since 2015-16. 

X factor: How quickly will the Bruins take to Montgomery? He previously 
turned Dallas into more of a defense-first team, and Boston already has 
that framework after allowing the fewest even-strength shots against last 
season. Can Montgomery use that to Boston's advantage if offense is 
harder to generate in October and November? How well the veteran 
coach can gain his team's trust and find the right mix of personnel to 
cover for its deficiencies out of the gate will be critical. 

Fantasy outlook: David Krejci returns from a season in Europe to center 
what will be a new top line featuring David Pastrnak and Taylor Hall, 
while Patrice Bergeron bides his time waiting for Brad Marchand to return 
to health. It means reduced expectations for Bergeron to start, but maybe 
we'll get the best we've seen of Hall for some time. 

Bold prediction: Jim Montgomery will be a Jack Adams finalist. 

15. Vegas Golden Knights 

Last season: 43-31-8 (94 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +1,800 

Key players added: G Adin Hill, F Phil Kessel 

Key players lost: D Dylan Coghlan, F Evgenii Dadonov, F Mattias 
Janmark, F Max Pacioretty 

Most fascinating player: Jack Eichel. Bruce Cassidy has maintained he 
will make adjustments during training camp. So far, he has kept Eichel on 
a line with Phil Kessel and Reilly Smith to create a combination that can 
score. Eichel is fully healthy. It also appears he could be playing with 
veteran wingers to form a trio that could be a constant threat. 

Best case: The proposed approach of using Laurent Brossoit, Hill and 
Logan Thompson is one the Knights use en route to returning to the 
playoffs. Robin Lehner missing the 2022-23 season creates questions 
about whether the Golden Knights have enough in net. But those queries 
can eventually be quelled should Brossoit, Hill and Thompson provide 
the sort of performances that get the Knights back to the postseason. 

Worst case: Not capitalizing on everything they have could result in 
another disappointing spring for the Golden Knights. They traded for 
Eichel last season to solidify their top six. They sneakily signed Kessel in 
free agency to add one more forward to a team that can already score in 
bunches. They hired a coach in Cassidy who knows how to get teams 
into the postseason. This is a team that carries expectations of not just 
making the playoffs, but going on the longest run possible. 

X factor: Chandler Stephenson's production continues to rise with each 
season. Last year, it led to him having one of the more notable breakout 
campaigns of any player in the league. He went from 14 goals and 35 
points over 51 games in 2020-21 to scoring 21 goals and 64 points in 79 
games in 2022-23. That version of Stephenson is why Cassidy has him 
in a second-line role while pushing William Karlsson to the third line. 

Fantasy outlook: As for that particular fresh fantasy forward pairing, 
prescient managers everywhere could be in for a real treat. Jack Eichel 
and Phil Kessel could combine for some jaw-dropping digits. While the 
former Sabres captain isn't likely to survive many draft rounds unclaimed, 
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his new ironman winger well might, in turn serving as one of this season's 
more valuable sleepers. 

Bold prediction: The goaltending is fine, and the Golden Knights return to 
the playoffs. 

16. Nashville Predators 

Last season: 45-30-7 (97 points), lost in first round 

Stanley Cup odds: +5,000 

Key players added: F John Leonard, G Kevin Lankinen, D Ryan 
McDonagh, F Nino Niederreiter, F Zach Sanford 

Key players lost: D Matt Benning, F Nick Cousins, F Luke Kunin, D 
Philippe Myers, G David Rittich 

Most fascinating player: Matt Duchene. Never mind scoring a career high 
in goals and points that appeared to seemingly come out of nowhere 
given his prior seasons. Duchene scored more points last season (86) 
than he had in the previous three seasons combined (67). Another 
campaign like that, coupled with Ryan Johansen building on one of the 
strongest offensive seasons of his career, could make the Preds one of 
the NHL's most intriguing teams. 

Best case: Both Duchene and Johansen are able to build upon or 
maintain what they did in 2021-22. Having two top-six centers who can 
drive play would have big results for the Predators. The first being it gets 
them into the playoffs for an eighth straight season, with another being it 
advances them beyond the first round. 

Worst case: A fifth straight opening-round playoff exit. The first round and 
the Predators are not exactly what one would consider "a good place." 
They have won only five playoff games in the past four seasons and 
were swept in four by the eventual Cup-champion Avalanche last spring. 
Yet this is where it could all be philosophical: What is worse? Getting to 
the playoffs and losing in the first round or not making the postseason at 
all? 

X factor: The Predators' entire defensive setup. McDonagh's arrival adds 
to a unit that already had Alexandre Carrier, Mattias Ekholm, Dante 
Fabbro and former Norris Trophy winner Roman Josi. It gives the 
Predators five defensemen who could be used interchangeably while 
providing another option who can offer assistance to Juuse Saros. 

Fantasy outlook: Matt Duchene isn't going to score 43 goals again this 
season. Not because last season's shooting percentage of 18.9% will be 
too difficult to copycat (although it will be), or that there isn't much to 
appreciate about a veteran finally finding his scoring groove in shrugging 
off the suffocating pall of unachievable expectation (because for sure 
there is), but because he has never even neared that mark before. 

Bold prediction: Johansen will regress, Duchene will not. 

17. New York Islanders 

Last season: 37-35-10 (84 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +2,500 

Key players added: D Alexander Romanov 

Key players lost: D Zdeno Chara, D Andy Greene 

Most fascinating player: Noah Dobson. The Islanders' got a breakout 51-
point season from the right-handed defenseman in 2021-22. It earned the 
22-year-old a three-year, $12 million contract with the club. At the same 
time, GM Lou Lamoriello publicly stated, "We have to see more with 
Noah," and repeated the expectation for Dobson to show even more 
growth. What will that look like? Dobson's trajectory could be toward 
superstardom on New York's back end. But did Lamoriello's hesitancy at 
going longer on a new deal hint that the organization has doubts about 
that happening? Watching how Dobson handles things from here will be 
fascinating. 

Best case: The Islanders made almost zero changes to their roster from 
a season ago, and the familiarity pays off. New York has no building-
related drama to halt its strong start, one that includes cementing a 
permanent top-line combination highlighted by Mathew Barzal. Dobson 
and Romanov prove to be a reliable second pairing to make life easier on 
Ilya Sorokin and Semyon Varlamov in net. Newbie coach Lane Lambert 
has no trouble transitioning to a head role, and the Islanders cruise into a 
postseason slot. 

Worst case: New York comes out clumsy under Lambert's eye. That lack 
of personnel turnover makes the Islanders' attack predictable and stale. 
The club's defensive buy-in is there, but without the offensive output to 
match, the Islanders can't rack up enough wins to be a true contender 
through the season's first half. New York doesn't keep pace with other 
top teams in the Metro and eventually is too far behind to regain lost 
ground. 

X factor: Lamoriello unseated a proven head coach in Barry Trotz to 
insert assistant Lambert behind the bench. It was a surprising move to 
say the least; how does it pay off for New York? Lambert has been in the 
organization and knows its players, yet the pressure will be on to pull the 
Islanders back into the postseason fight quickly. That will start with 
redefining -- or reidentifying -- who and what this team is at its core, and 
how the Islanders can wield that to success. It's a tall task for any coach, 
especially one new to the role. How well Lambert does will in part dictate 
how far the Islanders can go. 

Fantasy outlook: With Ryan Pulock established and Dobson emerging 
last season, it's Romanov's turn to translate his physical presence into 
fantasy points on this stalwart blue line. Meanwhile, Adam Pelech and 
Scott Mayfield do enough defensively to have low-end value in deeper 
leagues. 

Bold prediction: The Islanders will return to the playoffs. 

18. Los Angeles Kings 

Last season: 44-27-11 (99 points), lost in first round 

Stanley Cup odds: +2,500 

Key players added: F Kevin Fiala 

Key players lost: F Andreas Athanasiou, F Dustin Brown, D Olli Maatta, 
D Troy Stecher 

Most fascinating player: Kevin Fiala. Kings GM Rob Blake and the front 
office have used the build-from-within approach. They went into the free 
agent market in 2021 for Phillip Danault, and made a trade a year later to 
land Fiala. Danault's first season saw him score 27 goals, which was 
more than what he had in the previous two seasons combined before 
coming to L.A. The belief with the Kings is that Fiala can follow suit by 
having the same sort of immediate impact Danault enjoyed in Year 1. 

Best case: Drew Doughty continues what he was doing before getting 
injured last season, and the Kings take another step forward in the 
playoffs. Doughty had seven goals and 31 points over 39 games while 
logging more than 25 minutes per game. He was averaging 0.79 points 
and would have been on pace for a career-high 65 if he played a full 82-
game schedule. A healthy Doughty adds another dimension to a rising 
franchise. 

Worst case: The Kings don't get what they need from their young players, 
and miss the playoffs. Being able to trust their young players was such a 
critical component of how the Kings returned to the postseason after a 
three-year hiatus. Mikey Anderson reached the 50-game mark for the 
second consecutive season. Tobias Bjornfot went from 33 games to 70, 
while Sean Durzi had 27 points in 64 games. Plus, Arthur Kaliyev had 14 
goals and 27 points in 80 games for the club. The progression of those 
four along with Quinton Byfield and others could prove massive for the 
Kings' short- and long-term plans. 

X factor: Adrian Kempe went from a consistent double-digit scorer to 
suddenly scoring a career-high 35 goals and 54 points. Sure, the goals 
are what many will point toward when it comes to evaluating his 
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importance. Don't forget. Kempe logged another career high 115:06 in 
short-handed ice time last season. He offers the sort of versatility that 
gives the team a two-way winger who could be used in several 
scenarios. 

Fantasy outlook: Fantasy fanatics are ready to fall for Fiala in L.A. After 
busting out for a career-high 33 goals and 52 assists this past campaign 
in Minnesota, Fiala is taking his speedy services to the West Coast. 
Alongside star center Anze Kopitar, the 26-year-old is capable of nearing, 
if not quite equaling, last season's haul. 

Bold prediction: The Kings will win a playoff round. 

19. Ottawa Senators 

Last season: 33-42-7 (73 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +5,000 

Key players added: LW Alex DeBrincat, C Claude Giroux, G Cam Talbot 

Key players lost: RW Connor Brown, G Matt Murray 

Most fascinating player: Jake Sanderson. Ottawa drafted the University 
of North Dakota product No. 5 overall in 2020, and Sanderson is finally 
graduating from the NCAA to NHL level. That could spell big things for a 
Senators blue line in desperate need of reinforcements. Sanderson had a 
great final season at North Dakota, scoring 26 points in 23 games, and 
has looked excellent in the NHL preseason. How soon will Sanderson be 
a top-four staple in Ottawa's defense and start providing that group with 
some real stability? 

Best case: Senators general manager Pierre Dorion added exciting 
talents in DeBrincat and Giroux to the roster this offseason. They 
immediately make Ottawa a higher-octane team that can challenge 
Atlantic Division rivals Toronto and Tampa Bay on the offensive end. 
Sanderson transitions successfully onto an improved backend anchored 
by Thomas Chabot. Talbot recovers fully from a rib injury in minimal time, 
and Anton Forsberg proves more than capable of carrying the load in his 
absence. If a few of those things go their way, the franchise could skate 
to its first playoff berth since 2016-17. 

Worst case: Ottawa's roster turnover proves complicated as new 
linemates aren't clicking and coach D.J. Smith has to make heavy 
adjustments. Talbot's absence looms large as Forsberg struggles to take 
command of the crease. That results in a slow start the Senators can't 
find their way out of in the ultra-competitive Atlantic. 

X factor: Ottawa didn't get the goaltending it needed last season from 
Matt Murray -- hence, the switch to Talbot. Only now, Talbot will miss up 
to seven weeks because of a fractured rib. Enter Forsberg. The 29-year-
old outdueled Murray for Ottawa's starter's job last season, and earned a 
three-year, $8.25 million contract extension on the strength of his 22-17-4 
record and .917 SV% in 2021-22. Can Forsberg keep Ottawa's 
goaltending on the rails until Talbot returns? Or will it be the waiver claim 
Magnus Hellberg on whom the Sens are forced to rely? 

Fantasy outlook: The Sens brought in sniper DeBrincat from the tanking 
Blackhawks and lured veteran captain Giroux from free agency to add to 
another rising star in Tim Stutzle for one helluva top six. 

Bold prediction: Smith will be the first coach fired. 

20. Vancouver Canucks 

Last season: 40-30-12 (92 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +5,000 

Key players added: F Andrei Kuzmenko, F Curtis Lazar, F Ilya Mikheyev 

Key players lost: F Alex Chiasson, G Jaroslav Halak, D Brad Hunt, F 
Nicolas Petan, F Brandon Sutter 

Most fascinating player: Bo Horvat. Nearly everyone else considered to 
be a long-term piece within the Canucks' core has an extension. The 31 
goals he scored last season were a personal best, while the 52 points 

were tied for the third most of his career. The Canucks are going to have 
$14.6 million in cap space but must also make decisions on other players 
in need of a deal. 

Best case: Hiring Bruce Boudreau led to a turnaround. The Canucks had 
the NHL's sixth-best record while Boudreau was on the bench. They 
allowed the third-fewest goals in the NHL while having an attack that was 
above league average at 12th. To continue what Boudreau has 
established could result in the Canucks being in the discussion for at 
least a wild-card berth with the aim of returning to the postseason after 
missing the past two editions. 

Worst case: Supplemental scoring is key, and not receiving that could 
significantly alter the Canucks' postseason aspirations. They are hoping 
Mikheyev can either match or surpass the 21-goal season he had with 
the Leafs in 2021-22. Conor Garland broke through to have the best 
season of his career in the first year of his new contract. Tanner Pearson 
is another player who can score at least 15 goals a season. There is also 
the expectation that Nils Hoglander, Kuzmenko and Vasily Podkolzin 
must also be contributors. 

X factor: Kuzmenko comes to the NHL after scoring 20 goals and 53 
points in 45 games with SKA St. Petersburg in the KHL last season. He's 
on a one-year deal before becoming a UFA at the end of the season. 
Kuzmenko appears to give the Canucks another top-nine forward, with 
the realization a strong campaign could give the front office another item 
to think about in addition to the Horvat contract. 

Fantasy outlook: Center Elias Pettersson and winger Brock Boeser (out 
until late October) merit targeting in middle (Pettersson) to later (Boeser) 
rounds in most fantasy drafts. Bo Horvat provides extra fantasy pop in 
leagues that reward faceoff success. KHL export Kuzmenko -- projected 
to compete in Vancouver's top six -- has wild-card appeal after potting 20 
goals and 33 assists in 45 games with St. Petersburg last season. 

Bold prediction: Thatcher Demko will lead all NHL goalies in 
appearances. 

21. Detroit Red Wings 

Last season: 32-40-10 (74 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +5,000 

Key players added: D Ben Chiarot, C Andrew Copp, G Ville Husso, LW 
Dominik Kubalik, LW David Perron, D Olli Maatta 

Key players lost: G Thomas Greiss, G Calvin Pickard, D Marc Staal 

Most fascinating player: Dominik Kubalik. The former 30-goal scorer 
coming off a down season (32 points in 78 games) wasn't extended a 
qualifying offer from the rebuilding Blackhawks. But at 27, Kubalik could 
easily just be entering the prime of his career. Detroit will offer Kubalik 
more top-end linemate options to play with, and the impact he might have 
on the Red Wings' offense could far exceed expectations -- and make 
GM Steve Yzerman's two-year, $5 million investment in Kubalik a real 
steal. 

Best case: Yzerman made some noise in the offseason, acquiring the 
likes of Husso, Perron, Copp and Chiarot. Put them all together with 
Dylan Larkin, Tyler Bertuzzi, Lucas Raymond and Moritz Seider, and the 
Red Wings are able to build on last season's promise without slowing 
down in the second half. Instead, Detroit gets stronger down the stretch 
and pushes its way back into the playoff picture after a six-year absence 
and starts writing a new chapter of its storied history. 

Worst case: Detroit's many summertime changes included swapping 
longtime bench boss Jeff Blashill for first-time head coach Derek 
Lalonde. Managing all the Red Wings' new faces would be tough for an 
incumbent who knows the team already; Lalonde has to get to know an 
entire team while implementing his inaugural NHL system. Chemistry 
takes time to build as the players figure out the new landscape, and 
Detroit stumbles hard early, hurting the team's confidence in its ability to 
turn the corner. 
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X factor: The Red Wings' defensive play ultimately failed them last 
season (even with the Calder Trophy-winning performance from Seider), 
and Detroit was last in the NHL in goals against (4.33) from late February 
onward. How much this group improves in that area, especially with a 
veteran addition like Chiarot around, will be a massive part of the Wings' 
story this season. Assuming Seider avoids a sophomore slump, he'll be 
the blue line's top performer as Chiarot, Filip Hronek and Maatta provide 
stability. Oh, and those forwards will be challenged to step up their 200-
foot games. 

Fantasy outlook: Up front, Dylan Larkin and Tyler Bertuzzi are locks, but 
it's not a sure thing that Lucas Raymond can take a step forward in his 
sophomore season and join them at the elite threshold of 2.0 fantasy 
points per game. 

Bold prediction: Moritz Seider will be a Norris Trophy finalist. 

22. Winnipeg Jets 

Last season: 39-32-11 (89 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +10,000 

Key players added: D Kyle Capobianco, F Sam Gagner, G David Rittich 

Key players lost: G Eric Comrie, F Zach Sanford, F Paul Stastny 

Most fascinating player: Blake Wheeler. Rick Bowness' decision to 
remove the captaincy from Wheeler has created a number of questions 
about what happens next. Namely, what does the leadership structure 
look like going forward? And is there a way for Wheeler to be involved 
even though it appears he might not wear a letter? 

Best case: A somewhat chaotic preseason jolts the team back on track 
and into the playoff picture. All the talk about Wheeler, the team's 
leadership dynamic, Pierre-Luc Dubois being a pending RFA and a new 
coach is a lot to start the season. But Bowness was hired to return the 
Jets to the postseason after they missed the playoffs for the first time in 
four years. A playoff berth would offer more confidence in the team's 
vision going forward. 

Worst case: None of what the front office has planned works. The Jets 
miss the playoffs for a second straight season. It could then lead to a 
discussion about where the franchise goes next, and whether there could 
be changes. A slew of players -- including Connor Hellebuyck, Mark 
Scheifele and Wheeler -- could hit the open market after the 2023-24 
season 

X factor: Cole Perfetti had his first foray into the NHL cut short after 
sustaining a back injury that led to him missing the Jets' final 34 games. 
Yet he still had two goals and seven points in 18 games. The 20-year-old 
has stood out on the international stage representing Canada while also 
making an impact in the AHL. Is it possible that a fully healthy Perfetti 
does the same in 2022-23 over a full, 82-game season? 

Fantasy outlook: Top-15 fantasy forward Kyle Connor is a scoring 
machine and should be drafted as such in all goal-friendly leagues. 
Irrespective of linemates, the former Michigan Wolverine could tally 50 
this season, plus 40 or so assists. As for who might line up next to 
Connor, rookie Cole Perfetti intrigues as a sleepy fantasy rookie with 
surging upside. The dynasty league gem will fall into a point-per-game 
pace at some point in his career, it's only a matter of when. 

Bold prediction: Rick Bowness vs. the Jets' core is this season's best 
drama. 

23. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Last season: 37-38-7 (81 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +6,000 

Key players added: LW Johnny Gaudreau, D Erik Gudbranson, D David 
Jiricek, D Denton Mateychuk 

Key players lost: None 

Most fascinating player: Johnny Gaudreau. It was the free agent signing 
no one saw coming. Now all anyone wants to see is what Gaudreau can 
bring to Columbus. It's easy to critique Gaudreau's choice of landing spot 
given how many teams were (reportedly) interested in his services. And 
Gaudreau has said all the right things about why the Blue Jackets were 
ultimately the best fit for him off and on the ice. But the real talking gets 
done between the whistles, and Columbus adding a skater like Gaudreau 
should make them an immediate playoff contender. There's a compelling 
first season (of a seven-year commitment) ahead here. 

Best case: It's a seamless transition for Gaudreau into Columbus, where 
he and Patrik Laine are perfectly paired on the team's top line. 
Gudbranson brings punch the Blue Jackets have lacked in the past, and 
helps guide rookies like Nick Blankenberg to eventually do the same. A 
resurgent Elvis Merzlikins provides consistently strong netminding behind 
a team that's dialed in on its defensive habits. The Blue Jackets ride the 
excitement of their turnaround back to the postseason. 

Worst case: All the hype of Columbus' offseason moves unexpectedly 
weighs on the team. Early bumps in the road lead to craters as Gaudreau 
and Laine struggle to find the right center on their line. Veterans Jakub 
Voracek and Gustav Nyquist have lost a step, and the Blue Jackets' 
offense stalls. Columbus runs into injury issues on its blue line and in net 
to send GM Jarmo Kekäläinen reeling for replacements. Slowly, the 
regular season slips through the Blue Jackets' fingers leading to another 
playoff absence. 

X factor: Columbus was derailed in part last season by its defensive 
deficiencies. The Blue Jackets gave up the second-most shots against 
(35.2 per game) and allowed the fifth-most goals (3.62), which was 
hardly a winning combination. Kekäläinen has talked about being tougher 
-- hence adding Gudbranson -- but it's also a mentality everyone must 
embrace. There was deserved excitement around Gaudreau making the 
team's offense better. That won't be the key to Columbus' ultimate 
success, though, unless it's coupled with improved play away from the 
puck, too. 

Fantasy outlook: Who ends up securing the gig between Gaudreau and 
Laine? While it probably won't impact either of them from a fantasy 
perspective, as they are good enough to be immune to the third member 
of the top line, this is a spot that could pay huge dividends for the pivot 
who plays there over the long term. Is it gritty Boone Jenner? Jack 
Roslovic, who has been play-tested but has underwhelmed so far? What 
about the youngsters Cole Sillinger or Kent Johnson? 

Bold prediction: Cole Sillinger centers Gaudreau and Laine. 

24. New Jersey Devils 

Last season: 27-46-9 (63 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +5,000 

Key players added: G Vitek Vanecek, F Ondrej Palat, D John Marino, D 
Brendan Smith, D Simon Nemec 

Key players lost: C Pavel Zacha, D Ty Smith, D P.K. Subban 

Most fascinating player: Nico Hischier. The Devils' captain -- and 2019 
first overall pick -- has been on a bewitching NHL journey. The 23-year-
old has struggled to find his footing, has dealt with injury issues and then 
last season burst through with a career-high 21 goals and 60 points in 70 
games. It should have set Hischier up for a great start to this regular 
season -- until he was sidelined by an undisclosed ailment in training 
camp. Will that hurt his progress? Or just be a blip on the radar in what 
turns out to be an even better campaign than his last one? Hischier 
needs to be an integral part of any success New Jersey has. What can 
he do for an encore in these coming months? 

Best case: The Devils have been patiently building a foundation of young 
talent, and it's ready to challenge the league. Led by the dazzling Jack 
Hughes, a healthy Hischier and the veteran skill of Palat, New Jersey's 
offense ignites and pairs with a rejuvenated blue line anchored by a 
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returning Dougie Hamilton. Mackenzie Blackwood meshes perfectly with 
new partner Vitek Vanecek, and the Devils challenge for a wild-card spot. 

Worst case: New Jersey brims with youthful energy but can't turn that 
into wins in the early season. Those continued growing pains last into the 
winter, and the Devils get left behind by their Metropolitan competition. 
Past injury problems return, and the team's confidence wanes. New 
Jersey falls out of the playoff race by the trade deadline and faces 
another offseason of questions. 

X factor: Goaltending has been a major issue for New Jersey. Blackwood 
has been inconsistent -- and often injured -- in recent years, and the 
Devils finished 31st in save percentage a year ago while cycling through 
six different starters. Vanecek was brought in to remedy that, but he was 
also let go for nothing by Washington in the offseason after posting a 
.908 SV% last season. Is this the fresh start Vanecek and Blackwood 
need? New Jersey's potential for success hinges largely on getting 
goaltending it has been lacking for lately. 

Fantasy outlook: All the pieces are beginning to fall into place, and there 
might be enough here now to see some of the long-building stars truly 
shine. Jack Hughes is primed to put himself into the conversation as one 
of the league's elite, with Hischier only a small step behind. Jesper Bratt's 
breakout will be allowed to continue with big minutes and key power-play 
time, while Palat is the veteran presence who can bring the whole 
offensive stew to a simmer. 

Bold prediction: Hughes will play 80 games, eclipse 100 points 

25. Anaheim Ducks 

Last season: 31-37-14 (76 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +7,500 

Key players added: D John Klingberg, D Dmitry Kulikov, F Ryan Strome, 
F Frank Vatrano 

Key players lost: F Zach Aston-Reese, F Ryan Getzlaf, F Sonny Milano, 
F Sam Steel, D Andrej Sustr 

Most fascinating player: John Klingberg. A number of hypotheticals are in 
play when it comes to Klingberg. He's on a one-year deal, and that 
creates options. If he and the Ducks are aligned on their collective future, 
then maybe there is a conversation about a contract extension. If that is 
not the case and the Ducks are out of contention by the All-Star break, 
there is a chance there is a Cup hopeful willing to give up a first-rounder 
in trade to get Klingberg. That would give the Ducks another asset they 
can add to a future led by Jamie Drysdale, Troy Terry and Trevor Zegras. 

Best case: The Ducks can stay above .500 and potentially give the front 
office something to think about when it comes to their chances to claim a 
wild-card berth. Adam Henrique averaged a career high 0.72 points per 
game last season. They added a 20-goal scorer in Strome, along with a 
winger who can score 20 in Vatrano. Klingberg gives them a legitimate 
top-four puck-mover, in addition to what they already have on the blue 
line with Cam Fowler and Kevin Shattenkirk. And there are the potential 
gains Drysdale, Terry and Zegras could make in 2022-23 as well. 

Worst case: Potentially losing Klingberg for nothing is one scenario. 
Another is they struggle to show progress beyond what they did last 
season. The Ducks entered February with a 23-16-9 record. It was the 
sixth-strongest mark in the Western Conference and created questions 
about whether the postseason was possible. Then, they lost five of their 
seven February games before losing 11 in a row in March. Figuring out 
how to avoid a similar fate could be one of the most notable challenges 
facing the Ducks this season. 

X factor: The Ducks have something a lot of teams in the NHL covet -- 
other than Drysdale, Terry and Zegras being on team-friendly contracts. 
The Ducks have a little more than $15.7 million in cap space. It's the type 
of money that allows them to hold leverage in deals or offer cap-strapped 
teams some relief (with a pick or young player included for their trouble). 
But, this is also the kind of space they must use responsibly considering 
Drysdale, Terry and Zegras are all going to need new contracts next 

offseason. That said, the Ducks are projected to have a little more than 
$43 million in cap space next summer. 

Fantasy outlook: Fantasy managers should be excited about what Trevor 
Zegras has in store for an encore. After potting 23 goals and 38 assists in 
his 75-game rookie campaign, and following the retirement of Ducks star 
Getzlaf, Zegras launches 2022-23 as the club's top-line and power-play 
center. Competing consistently alongside last season's points leader, 
Troy Terry, will translate in another jump in production. 

Bold prediction: Zegras will cause a rule change. 

26. Buffalo Sabres 

Last season: 32-39-11 (75 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +7,500 

Key players added: G Craig Anderson, G Eric Comrie, D Ilya Lyubushkin 

Key players lost: D Colin Miller, D Mark Pysyk 

Most fascinating player: Casey Mittelstadt. Healthy again after an injury-
plagued 2021-22 season, where will he fit in Buffalo's lineup? The 
versatile forward can play on the wing or at center, and coach Don 
Granato used training camp and preseason games to figure out where 
Mittelstadt will be at his best. The Sabres haven't yet seen all that their 
former first-round pick (eighth overall in 2017) can offer. Or have they? 

Best case: Buffalo explodes out of the gate with a consistent offense led 
by Jeff Skinner (coming off a 50-point season), Tage Thompson (fresh 
from a 38-goal campaign) and Alex Tuch (who had 30 goals last season). 
Comrie is the perfect complement in net to veteran Anderson, and the 
continued growth of Rasmus Dahlin stabilizes -- and elevates -- Buffalo's 
blue line. The Sabres take advantage of their talent and end their pesky 
11-year playoff drought. 

Worst case: Buffalo general manager Kevyn Adams didn't take any big 
swings in the offseason in order to prioritize getting prospects, such as JJ 
Peterka and Jack Quinn, playing time. The lack of turnover and new 
additions slows the Sabres down early as they try to establish an identity. 
The ultracompetitive Atlantic heats up without them and, despite past 
evidence of successful late-season pushes, the Sabres see their 
postseason drought hit Year 12. 

X factor: Where would Buffalo have landed last season with better 
goaltending? As it was, the Sabres averaged the eighth-most goals 
against with 3.50. Anderson was hurt through much of the first half, and 
the Sabres cycled through a half dozen other netminders looking for a 
reliable replacement. Buffalo has (on paper) an improved tandem with 
Anderson and Comrie. If the Sabres get in a rhythm and avoid injuries, 
that should have a significant impact on Buffalo's chances -- not to 
mention the team's overall confidence. 

Fantasy outlook: From a team full of lottery tickets, it's probably worth 
purchasing a couple for your fantasy portfolio. Tage Thompson's 
breakout campaign was legit, Jeff Skinner still has more in the tank and 
Alex Tuch will play a heavy role in the offense. 

Bold prediction: Peyton Krebs becomes the new Tage Thompson. 

27. San Jose Sharks 

Last season: 32-37-13 (77 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +8,000 

Key players added: D Matt Benning, F Luke Kunin, F Oskar Lindblom, D 
Markus Nutivaara, F Nico Sturm 

Key players lost: F Rudolf Balcers, D Brent Burns, F Jonathan Dahlen, G 
Adin Hill 

Most fascinating player: Timo Meier. It has been reported the Sharks and 
Meier will talk about a new contract after the season. Meier is a pending 
RFA coming off a four-year deal that saw him earn $6 million annually. 
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His 35 goals and 76 points last season were career highs, and it created 
the expectation he could have another big season. 

Best case: Kevin Labanc is fully healthy, and returns to being the player 
who can reach double figures in goals. Rookies Thomas Bordeleau and 
William Eklund are able to make an impact at some point in the season. 
Meanwhile, free agent signings Kunin and Lindblom can help with the 
secondary scoring load. All of it adds up to the Sharks either staying in 
the wild-card race later than some might expect or improving upon what 
they did last season. 

Worst case: Last season, they were 23 points out of the final playoff spot 
while having enough points to finish with a 3% chance at the first pick in 
the NHL draft only to have the 11th pick, which they later traded. It 
appears the Sharks could potentially be stuck again in that bizarre space 
between not being a playoff team while not being close to one that tries 
to rebuild with a top-three draft pick. 

X factor: Say Erik Karlsson had played a full, 82-game schedule last 
season. He was averaging 0.70 points per game, which would have put 
him on pace for 57. That would have been the most points he has scored 
since joining the Sharks. Karlsson's 10 goals last season were the most 
he scored since the 2016-17 season. His health and production will be a 
critical factor. 

Fantasy outlook: Forwards Meier, Tomas Hertl, and Logan Couture 
round out an otherwise limited corps of Sharks with fantasy panache -- 
led by Meier, who finished third behind only Auston Matthews and Alex 
Ovechkin in shots with 326 this past campaign. 

Bold prediction: Karlsson will have his best season as a Shark. 

28. Seattle Kraken 

Last season: 27-49-6 (60 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +12,500 

Key players added: F Oliver Bjorkstrand, F Andre Burakovsky, G Martin 
Jones, D Michal Kempny, D Justin Schultz 

Key players lost: D Haydn Fleury, F Riley Sheahan, F Victor Rask 

Most fascinating player: Matty Beniers. Leaving the University of 
Michigan to score nine points in 10 games is how Beniers announced 
himself to the NHL's newest market. Now? It is about seeing what the 
former No. 2 pick can do in an 82-game season. Beniers projects as a 
two-way, top-six center who could anchor a line. It appears the 
expectation in Seattle is he could be asked to operate in that role for a 
franchise that is seeking to rebound from what was a challenging 
inaugural campaign. 

Best case: Everything new Kraken goaltending coach Steve Briere does 
with Philipp Grubauer and Martin Jones has results. The Kraken's 
defensive structure is one that limits shots and forces teams to take 
those shots from distance. Yet, there was a disconnect with their 
goaltending. It led to the front office making a change and hiring Briere as 
the new goalie coach. Finding a way to get improvement from Grubauer, 
refine Jones and eventually reintroduce an injured Chris Driedger back 
into the fold is what lies ahead. 

Worst case: None of the issues that plagued Grubauer last season get 
fixed. If that happens, it then raises more questions about the fact that 
the Kraken will have him under contract for four more years at $5.9 
million per campaign. But the goaltending conversation goes beyond how 
Grubauer, Jones and eventually Driedger perform. The Kraken have 
committed $11.4 million toward goaltending, which accounts for nearly 
14% of their cap. 

X factor: Here is why signing Burakovsky and trading for Bjorkstrand 
were viewed as such critical moves. For one, the Kraken wanted to 
reinforce their top-six scoring options -- and give themselves more 
choices. The Kraken finished last season with the fourth fewest goals in 
the league. They had five players who accounted for 45% of the goals. 
Getting Burakovsky and Bjorkstrand suddenly gives the Kraken two top-

six wingers capable of scoring 20 goals, which in theory will lessen the 
scoring burden on the returning group. 

Fantasy outlook: This time last year, there was concern about where the 
goals would come from in Seattle. In Year 2, that worry continues to 
linger. But there's scoring hope on the approaching horizon, in the form 
of rookie center Beniers. In last spring's brief taste of NHL competition, 
Beniers collected nine points in 10 games. 

Bold prediction: Beniers will win the Calder Trophy. 

29. Montreal Canadiens 

Last season: 22-49-11 (55 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +12,500 

Key players added: F Kirby Dach, F Evgenii Dadonov, D Mike Matheson, 
F Rem Pitlick, F Juraj Slafkovsky, F Mitchell Stephens 

Key players lost: D Alexander Romanov, F Cedric Paquette, D Jeff Petry, 
F Tyler Pitlick, F Ryan Poehling 

Most fascinating player: Juraj Slafkovsky. Montreal made the 6-foot-4 
winger a surprising No. 1 overall pick in the 2022 draft. But will he also 
make the team's roster out of training camp? There will be swirling 
curiosity around Slafkovsky's transition to the NHL level on a Canadiens 
team deep with young forward talent desperate for growth opportunities. 
Montreal is still in rebuilding mode, so a nine-game stint to start the 
season isn't out of the question for Slafkovsky. 

Best case: The Canadiens use a strong camp and preseason to establish 
a top-nine mix of veteran performers and rising stars. New additions 
Dach and Dadonov add punch up front, top defenseman Joel 
Edmundson returns fully recovered from a lower-back injury to anchor 
the back end and Jake Allen improves on a 9-20-4 campaign. Martin St. 
Louis pushes the right buttons to help guide his club to a better-than-
expected finish in the Eastern Conference. 

Worst case: Montreal has had its share of injury troubles (with 
Edmundson and Nick Suzuki already) and if health continues to be an 
issue in 2022-23, that could snowball into some other issues. Working 
multiple 20-somethings into major lineup rolls is always difficult and if the 
team's play suffers accordingly, a slow start could put the Canadiens on 
a bumpy path. If Montreal finds it's lacking in veteran leadership and has 
trouble establishing an identity, a slide down the standings to another 
bottom-feeder finish could set their rebuild back. 

X factor: Carey Price will start the season on long-term injured reserve 
and might not be able to dress at all in 2022-23. However, the veteran 
netminder is expected to stick around the dressing room as a sounding 
board for new captain Suzuki and the Canadiens' other less-experienced 
players. How much of an impact can Price have as a purely off-ice 
presence? The Canadiens aren't going to be contenders, but these years 
are crucial for laying the framework for what's to come. 

Fantasy outlook: The defense is so devoid of obvious offensive talent 
that youngsters like Justin Barron or Jordan Harris could find themselves 
quarterbacking a power play. But I don't mind betting on David Savard 
either, as he's a minute-munching veteran who has plugged power-play 
holes in the past. 

Bold prediction: GM Kent Hughes will win the trade deadline. 

30. Philadelphia Flyers 

Last season: 25-46-11 (61 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +12,500 

Key players added: LW Nicolas Deslauriers, D Tony DeAngelo, D Justin 
Braun 

Key players lost: G Martin Jones 

Most fascinating player: Tony DeAngelo. Philadelphia traded for 
DeAngelo from Carolina in July, immediately signed him to a two-year 
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deal and has since popped him next to Ivan Provorov on the team's top 
pairing. It's a critical role for DeAngelo to fill on a Flyers' team that 
projects to struggle for offense this season. Winning those lower-scoring 
affairs will require reliable performances from the blue line. Can 
DeAngelo deliver on that? The Hurricanes opted not to keep the 26-year-
old right-shot defender, despite their own needs on the back end. Will 
DeAngelo prove Philadelphia was correct to give him a lucrative new 
deal and a new heft of responsibility? 

Best case: Incoming coach John Tortorella pulls off a 180-degree turn 
with the Flyers' culture. His hard-nosed approach translates into 
Philadelphia's play, and it's competitive out of the gate. Cam Atkinson 
and Kevin Hayes provide some offensive prowess, and the Flyers 
actually have some fun. Philadelphia narrowly misses the playoffs but 
lays a foundation of confidence and internal respect to build off. 

Worst case: The Flyers' missing pieces -- namely Ryan Ellis and Sean 
Couturier -- leave them vulnerable once more and unable to keep pace 
most nights through three periods. Tortorella's bruising nature eventually 
grates on players who tune out his message. GM Chuck Fletcher has no 
choice but to trade any remaining assets at the deadline, and 
Philadelphia free falls to another bottom-place finish in the Metro. 

X factor: Can Philadelphia actually get by on brotherly love? That 
sentiment has been a theme in the preseason, starting with Tortorella's 
overhaul and translating into the "power of friendship" assistant coach 
Brad Shaw cited as a Flyers strength for the season. It's hard to fathom 
Philadelphia being markedly better on the ice than last season, but what 
impact could enjoying the process of playing have on this group's 
psyche? 

Fantasy outlook: The defense is a bright spot, with Ivan Provorov able to 
achieve fantasy points through his defense and newcomer Tony 
DeAngelo expected to do the same through offense. 

Bold prediction: Travis Konecny will be traded. 

31. Arizona Coyotes 

Last season: 25-50-7 (57 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +30,000 

Key players added: D Josh Brown, F Nick Bjugstad, F Zack Kassian, D 
Patrik Nemeth, D Troy Stecher 

Key players lost: D Kyle Capobianco, F Jay Beagle, F Phil Kessel, F 
Antoine Roussel, D Anton Stralman 

Most fascinating player: Jakob Chychrun. Building toward what they 
believe can be a better future is the current plan for the Coyotes. An 
argument could be made that Chychrun is part of that plan, but one could 
also argue it makes more sense to trade him. He has three years left on 
his deal carrying a $4.6 million AAV and is a top-four defenseman who 
can operate in several roles. It's the type of cap figure the Coyotes can 
appreciate, because it gives them a productive player on a team-friendly 
cap hit. But his contract is also a major reason contending teams (who 
are tight against the cap) are so intrigued. 

Best case: Finishing 32nd and having the strongest odds to win the 
lottery. The Coyotes have never won the draft lottery. In fact, the closest 
they have come is by getting the No. 3 pick, which happened last season 
en route to them selecting Logan Cooley. Executives throughout the 
league have pointed toward teams like the Avalanche, Lightning and 
Rangers, among others, as those who built through the draft. Getting the 
chance to draft the presumed No. 1 in Connor Bedard could play a 
significant role in their future plans. 

Worst case: The Yotes play better than expected, and land outside of the 
top five in the draft order. Believe it or not, the Coyotes have had only 
five top-five picks since relocating from Winnipeg in 1996. The franchise 
has attempted to use mid-round picks to take the next step. As of now, 
the Coyotes appear to have a plan for long-term success, and getting 
more high-end talent in the 2023 draft is the next step. The alternative 
would be a step back. 

X factor: Mullett Arena and what it offers as a new venue could ultimately 
be the answer. There is also a case to be made for Lawson Crouse. He 
went from a forward who could score between 10 and 15 goals per 
season to having a 20-goal season and 34 points in 65 games in 2021-
22. It led to Crouse, who went 11th in the 2015 draft, signing a five-year 
extension worth $4.3 million annually. How he continues to build upon 
last season could give the Coyotes more optimism about their future. 

Fantasy outlook: At the ripe old age of 24, forward Clayton Keller could 
finally hit the 30-goal mark this season while racking up another 40 or so 
assists. Linemate Nick Schmaltz has a supporting fantasy role to fill in 
most scoring leagues. The same goes for offensive defenseman Shayne 
Gostisbehere, who amassed 51 points this past campaign, including 19 
on the power play. 

Bold prediction: The ASU experience turns the Coyotes into "faces." 

32. Chicago Blackhawks 

Last season: 28-42-12 (68 points), missed playoffs 

Stanley Cup odds: +20,000 

Key players added: F Andreas Athanasiou, F Colin Blackwell, F Max 
Domi, D Jack Johnson 

Key players lost: F Alex Debrincat, F Kirby Dach, D Calvin De Haan, D 
Erik Gustafsson, F Dominik Kubalik, G Kevin Lankinen, F Dylan Strome 

Most fascinating player: Patrick Kane. A number of scenarios could play 
out throughout this season when it comes to Kane and the Blackhawks. 
They are an organization going through a rebuild, and he's a top-six 
forward who had one of the best individual campaigns of his career in 
2021-22, with 96 points. Kane is also a 33-year-old who is in the final 
year of a $10.5 million AAV deal and will be a free agent next summer. 
Both Kane and Jonathan Toews are members of a pending UFA class 
who could either remain in Chicago or be moved in the event the front 
office wants to gain more assets for the future. 

Best case: The Blackhawks maximize their resources to build toward 
their aforementioned future. They have nine picks in the 2023 draft. Two 
of them are first-round picks, while six are in the first three rounds. It is 
possible that moving on from some combination of Athanasiou, Domi, 
Kane and Toews could see them add to their haul for 2023 and/or future 
drafts. It is also possible at least one of those players re-signs with the 
team to give them one more player on the active roster who can aid in 
turning things around. And another best-case scenario is they win the 
2023 draft lottery and the chance to select Connor Bedard. 

Worst case: If they let any one of those pending UFAs leave without the 
Blackhawks getting assets back in a trade. So far, Blackhawks GM Kyle 
Davidson has worked to get the type of pieces he feels can aid the 
organization in the future. Can he continue that trend throughout the 
2022-23 season? And of course, another worst-case scenario is the 
Blackhawks finish at the bottom of the standings but don't draw the No. 1 
pick in the lottery. 

X factor: What is this first season going to be like for Luke Richardson? 
He is a former assistant who is making the adjustment to head coach for 
the first time in his career. So, there's that. He is also going to be 
coaching a team with a roster that appears to be in a state of flux given 
the Blackhawks are not expected to compete for a playoff spot. 
Furthermore, two of the best players in franchise history in Kane and 
Toews might or might not leave at some point in the regular season. 

Fantasy outlook: Let's look at Chicago's blue line and Seth Jones, who 
averaged 2.2 fantasy points per game in ESPN's standard scoring this 
past season. Then there's the Hawks' shot-blocking duo of Connor 
Murphy and Jake McCabe to consider in deeper leagues. 

ESPN LOADED: 10.11.2022 
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Sportsnet.ca / How the Maple Leafs landed on their NHL roster (and why 
they might open short) 

 

Luke Fox 

October 10, 2022, 7:33 PM 

 

TORONTO -- Depending on your point of view, the Toronto Maple Leafs 
are either mathematical wizards or playing with fire. 

When Kyle Dubas squeaked his final salary-cap-compliant roster across 
the goal line before Monday’s 5 p.m. ET deadline, surely assistant GM 
and resident capologist Brandon Pridham was credited with a primary 
assist for navigating such a tricky puzzle. 

Fair or not, the cap wields significant influence on who gets to stay and 
who must go. 

“It’s a factor, no doubt,” head coach Sheldon Keefe says. “I’ve been in 
some meetings I’ve left pretty confused about a lot of the factors that are 
at play outside of the actual evaluation of the players.” 

After a series of signings and cuts, injury evaluations and waiver 
placements, the Maple Leafs came within the cost of a fancy coffee of 
maximizing their long-term injured reserve pool — the second-tightest 
witnessed in the league’s cap era. 

Forced by the pandemic-flattened ceiling, teams are getting increasingly 
clever and crafty when it comes to using the maximum $2.15 million in 
LTIR relief and milking as much talent for as little financial pain as 
possible. 

According to our pals at PuckPedia.com, the Tampa Bay Lightning did 
the best job last season of maximizing their LTIR potential, coming within 
$712 of the limit. On Monday, the Maple Leafs ($4), Vegas Golden 
Knights ($17), Lightning ($33), Edmonton Oilers ($165) and Vancouver 
Canucks ($0!) all beat that mark. 

Without getting too entangled in the calculus here, here's what fans 
should know about the Maple Leafs’ 2022-23 opening roster, which uses 
all 50 permissible contracts and carries a scant 20 of 23 players on the 
big-league roster. 

• Healthy scratches are a luxury the Leafs cannot afford. 

So tight is Toronto to the ceiling that if John Tavares is unable to lace ’em 
up Wednesday in Montreal, the Leafs must dress 19 and play their 
opener a man short. 

While Tavares was originally said to be sidelined a minimum of three 
weeks with an oblique injury, the captain practised in full contact, led 
Monday’s stretch, and hasn’t ruled out an early return to action after 
roughly two weeks. 

Keefe says Tavares ‘will come to practice as though he’s preparing to 
play’ 

“Chances only grow with every day,” Tavares tells reporters. “I want to be 
part of it more than anybody.” 

Kicking off with a back-to-back and four games in six nights, both 
Tavares and Toronto must be cautious here. The centre will skate again 
Tuesday, then Keefe will make the call on the flight to Quebec. 

Regardless, the coach will be handcuffed in his ability to mix his lineup 
from day to day carrying so few bodies. 

• Denis Malgin deserved to make the team — and did. 

Nick Robertson deserved to make the team — and did not. 

Both the Swiss returnee and the blue-chip prospect did everything in their 
power during a competitive camp to warrant a job in the show. 

Malgin put up eight points in six pre-season games. Robertson hung 
eight in five. Only one NHLer, Minnesota’s Marco Rossi, was more 
productive in exhibition play (nine points). 

Yet with money tight, Dubas could only afford to keep one undersized, 
skilled winger. 

Rather than risk losing Malgin on waivers, the GM (temporarily) demoted 
the 21-year-old Robertson, who does not require waivers to join the farm 
and feast on lesser competition. 

“It’s an unfortunate situation for a player that’s worked really hard,” Keefe 
laments. “We have all the confidence that he’ll be back here when 
needed.” 

If Tavares needs more time to heal, Robertson’s time could arrive as 
early as Thursday on emergency recall. 

As for Malgin 2.0, Tavares notes the winger’s growing comfort and 
confidence, plus his nose for the net. 

Malgin has his own theory as to why he made the cut: “Played good 
hockey, right?” 

Hard to argue. 

• Zach Aston-Reese will look like a steal. The bottom-six checker and 
defensive specialist arrived in Canada on a nudge-wink tryout, finally 
signing off on a team-friendly one-year, $840,630 contract on 
Thanksgiving weekend — essentially the most salary available while 
keeping the Leafs compliant. 

The former Penguin and Duck gained Keefe’s trust almost instantly and 
brings speed and edge to Toronto’s young, cheap fourth line. 

He wouldn’t be the first role player to flip a strong showing for a major-
market contender into a better payday down the road. 

• The Leafs knew the crunch was coming as soon as they committed to 
Calle Jäarnkrok. 

Signing the utility forward to a four-year, $8.4-million commitment over 
the summer gave Järnkrok more term security than any Leafs skater not 
named Morgan Rielly. It also guaranteed a pinching of the depth. 

As a result, all Marlies hopefuls (Robertson, Pontus Holmberg, Alex 
Steeves, et al.) were returned to the farm. New recruits (Adam Gaudette 
and Victor Mete) and trusty vets (Wayne Simmonds and Kyle Clifford) 
alike were placed on waivers — and cleared. 

If Toronto could carry more bodies, Keefe says several of these players 
would be in the NHL today. 

“The system is what it is, and our situation is what it is,” he says. 

• Timothy Liljegren ($1.4 million cap hit) and Jordie Benn ($750,000) 
begin the season on LTIR, meaning they are still weeks away from 
return. 

Depth defenceman Carl Dahlström is on season-opening injured reserve. 

So, what happens with Liljegren (hernia) — and his cap hit — are ready 
for recall? 

Well, something must give. 

At that point, Toronto may have another body/salary it can shift to LTIR. 
Or it could risk placing a decent skater on waivers. Or make a trade. 

• Where does Simmonds go from here? 

The past three weeks have not been easy on the proud, 1,000-game 
power forward, but he has conducted himself like a true professional 
throughout. 

Simmonds, 34, has never played an AHL game in his pro career. Does 
he report to the Marlies, ride the bus and wait for an injury or a match in 
need of his truculence? 
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Or is he granted a trade to a roster where he can be of immediate NHL 
impact? 

There is will in the engine and gas in the tank. Speculation has a return 
to Philadelphia as one potential option worth exploring, and Nick Kypreos 
reports that the Ottawa Senators have at least some level of interest. 
Spicy. 

That Simmonds has already cleared waivers makes him more movable 
via trade, and according to Elliotte Friedman, Dubas has emailed the rest 
of league making him available. 

Keep an eye on this situation as the Leafs and Simmonds work toward a 
resolution. 

Projected opening night lineup 

Forwards 

Bunting – Matthews – Marner 

Malgin – Tavares* – Nylander 

Engvall – Kerfoot – Järnkrok 

Aston-Reese – Kämpf – Aubé-Kubel 

Defence 

Reilly – Brodie 

Muzzin – Holl 

Giordano – Sandin 

Goalies 

Murray 

Samsonov 

*If healthy 
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Sportsnet.ca / One bold prediction for every NHL team heading into 
2022-23 

 

Rory Boylen 

October 10, 2022, 1:50 PM 

 

This post will self-destruct in a month. 

Bold predictions are different than your run-of-the-mill "normal" 
prediction. Instead of thinking, you know, Connor McDavid will win the 
Hart Trophy, a "bold" take would be to suggest Trevor Zegras scores 130 
points and unanimously wins the award. 

Anyone prepared to get that bold? 

In doing these, I find it important to not just shoot random thoughts from 
the hip, but try and root it in something that -- to some extent -- is 
possible. These may not be the most likely outcomes, but there is a 
pathway to each. If 50 per cent come true, I'll consider it an A+. 

So, before we really get going into this NHL season, have a laugh, an 
eyebrow raise, or a disgusted head-shake at what we boldly predict for 
your favourite NHL team in 2022-23... 

Anaheim Ducks: They acquire Jakob Chychrun in trade 

Ottawa is the "non-bold" landing spot pick for Chychrun, so we'll go with 
a rebuilding team that hasn't gotten quite as aggressive with its additions 
yet. Anaheim for years had a deep, young and hyped defence corps that 
has deteriorated somewhat and could use another young, productive 
player like Chychrun. The Ducks have four 30-plus defencemen in their 
lineup, but a decent collection of young-ish forwards up front. Add 
Chychrun to Jamie Drysdale (and, one day, 10th overall pick Pavel 
Mintyukov) and the Ducks have a strong defence core to build around. 

Arizona Coyotes: Mullett Arena becomes a positive 

It's not great that an NHL franchise is playing in a roughly 5,000-seat 
capacity rink for a few years -- and it's not great that they think they'll sell 
as many tickets this way for now. But if we can look past the initial shock, 
you can see opportunity. While Vegas embraced the "big" when it arrived 
into the league, can Arizona embrace the "small" in a big way? You're in 
a college rink, so lean into that vibe. The on-ice product won't be strong, 
but the rink could become a fun place if the cards are played just right. 

Boston Bruins: Jeremy Swayman takes over the crease, becomes 
difference-making goalie 

The 23-year-old split 41 games apiece with Linus Ullmark last season, 
and the two finished with comparable numbers. Now Swayman is playing 
for a contract, in the final year of his ELC. He took the job in the playoffs 
from a struggling Ullmark after Swayman himself didn't finish the regular 
season all that strong. Put it all together this season and Swayman could 
help the Bruins stabilize through some early-season player injuries, and 
elevate them in the back half and the post-season. 

Buffalo Sabres: Jack Quinn earns more Calder love than Owen Power 

In 45 AHL games last season, Quinn scored 26 goals and 61 points, 
nearly leading the team in scoring with just over half the schedule played. 
He found his way into two NHL games and scored a couple of points. If 
Quinn can earn and maintain a top-six spot in the Sabres lineup, and 
then get some PP minutes too, he'll be in a great position to produce. We 
think Power should have a strong first season too, but with Buffalo still 
likely facing plenty of losses this season, Quinn could be in the better 
spot to wow with his numbers. 

Calgary Flames: They win the Stanley Cup 

The five-game demolition by the Oilers is fresh in mind, but it was about 
the worst performance we'll see from Jacob Markstrom. These Flames 
return at least as good on paper as last season, and possibly better in 
depth up front and in skill on the blue line. Last year is more likely to be a 
building block than a setback. 

Carolina Hurricanes: They get to the Stanley Cup Final 

Neatly these two teams fit back-to-back in alphabetical order! The 
Hurricanes were demolished by the Lightning and Bruins in the playoffs 
from 2019-2021 and then took the Rangers to the Game 7 brink in Round 
2 last year. They have been building and pushing for that breakthrough, 
which we believe happens in 2023. They had the goaltending last year 
and seemingly, finally, had the offence. They've added Max Pacioretty's 
goal-scoring when he's ready to return later this season, and Brent Burns 
adds more potency from the blue line. This team is dripping in depth, with 
a nice combination of experienced vets, and still-young players 
(Svechnikov, Jarvis, Kotkaniemi) who haven't hit their peaks. This is the 
year they represent the East in the final. 

Chicago Blackhawks: Seth Jones is traded before the start of the 2023-
24 season 

Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews are in the final year of their contracts 
and both could be dealt away in-season before testing the market next 
summer. The Blackhawks already traded away Alex DeBrincat and Kirby 
Dach, two players in their early 20s who could have been bright spots in 
the post-Kane/Toews era. Former GM Stan Bowman went all-in on 
acquiring Seth Jones in what was a wild trade at the time, and one that 
looks even more horrendous now that Chicago is looking to rebuild. 
Jones, about to start Year 1 of an eight-year, $76 million contract, just 
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doesn't fit into this picture now and could be starting to decline whenever 
the Hawks are ready to win again. He has a full no-movement clause and 
so is completely in charge of his fate, but is he even going to want to 
stick through what's coming? 

Colorado Avalanche: Pavel Francouz takes over the No. 1 role and at 
least equals Darcy Kuemper's 2021-22 performance 

Kuemper came in to Colorado for one year, posted a .921 regular season 
save percentage, and then a .902 in the playoffs when he missed some 
time to injury. With Kuemper gone and replaced by unproven Alexandar 
Georgiev, don't overlook Pavel Francouz. The 32-year-old had a .926 
SV% last season, and in 2019-20 he posted a .923 in 34 games. He's 
more likely to earn the bulk of the starts, and his 57-game NHL career 
sample screams potential dark horse on a contending team. 

Columbus Blue Jackets: Patrik Laine scores 50 goals for the first time, 
challenges for the Rocket 

If the top line duo of Laine and Johnny Gaudreau stick, it has the 
potential to be one of the most terrifying in the league. Gaudreau is one 
of the best transition players in the NHL and logged 75 assists last 
season. Pair that with Laine, a shoot first, ask questions later type player, 
and the Finn is in a great spot to top his personal career-best of 44 goals 
scored in 2017-18. Maybe he even challenges for the Rocket Richard 
Trophy. 

'That's a lot of fun for me': Gaudreau excited to play along with sniper like 
Laine 

Dallas Stars: Jamie Benn and Tyler Seguin both return as 30-goal 
scorers 

Neither have reached that number since 2018-19 and Seguin, especially, 
has dealt with serious injury concerns in the years since. The Stars 
weren't a high-octane offence by any measure four years ago, but they 
really leaned into defence and elevating the likes of Roope Hintz and 
Jason Robertson under coaches Jim Montgomery and then Rick 
Bowness. Now Peter DeBoer is at the helm and part of the motivation to 
change coaches was to bring about a different style. If that means more 
offence, then these two 30-somethings will have to be a bigger part of it. 

Detroit Red Wings: Ninth place in the Eastern Conference 

There are a lot of non-playoff teams from the Eastern Conference last 
season that have reason to believe they could improve this year. But out 
of Ottawa, New Jersey, Detroit, NY Islanders, and Columbus, is there 
anyone you feel very confident will actually make the playoffs? The Red 
Wings made several veteran additions over the summer that should at 
the very least make them harder to get two points off of. Being the first 
team out in 2022 would be a big step forward for the team. 

Edmonton Oilers: Dylan Holloway wins the Calder Trophy 

The opportunity looks like it could be there for Holloway. If he sticks with 
the Oilers, it will be as a top-six forward, which means he'll be tied to one 
of Connor McDavid or Leon Draisaitl in that role. Considering that you or 
I could tap in a few markers next to those players, you can imagine the 
potential that an actually skilled player -- and a 14th overall pick -- would 
have. Holloway scored 22 points in 33 AHL games last season and 
would become the first Oiler to win rookie of the year. 

Oiler's Holloway completes natural hat trick against Canucks 

Florida Panthers: From Presidents' Trophy winner to playoff bubble team 

The best regular season team in the league last season underwent more 
change than you'd think a roster with that success would need, but the 
quick second-round sweep loss to Tampa led to some unpredictable 
reaction. I think this team's blue line is going to miss MacKenzie Weegar 
a heck of a lot, that it's going to be a stretch for Sergei Bobrovsky to 
improve on last season at 34 years of age, and that the offence won't be 
as potent (value scorer Mason Marchment is gone too). Are they better 
built for the playoffs with a Matthew Tkachuk type? Perhaps. But you 

gotta get there first, and the bold prediction here is that the Panthers 
have to fight for one of the wild card spots until the bitter end. 

Los Angeles Kings: They miss the playoffs 

Teams that look to move out of a rebuild don't always have straight lines 
up -- there are often bumps along the way. Last season, the Kings 
benefitted hugely from Vegas falling out of contention and Vancouver's 
exceedingly cool start, but they had the worst offence of all the playoff 
teams. If Vegas returns to being a threat and the Canucks' showing 
under Bruce Boudreau continues, the Kings will be in tough to build on 
their playoff appearance. They're still on the way up to be sure, but in this 
bold prediction they have one season of taking a little step back. 

Minnesota Wild: Kirill Kaprizov wins the Art Ross Trophy 

Absolute blasphemy these days to suggest anyone besides Connor 
McDavid could win this award -- the guy got over 100 points in a 56-
game season for crying out loud! Ah, but here comes Kaprizov, who 
scored 47 goals and 108 points in his first full NHL season. It's not a 
stretch to suggest he could go up from there as the Wild need him now 
more than ever. Kaprizov gets over 120 points this season, and narrowly 
beats out McDavid. 

Montreal Canadiens: Cole Caufield breaks out with a 40-goal season 

Looking at Caufield's final stat line from last season, it'd be quite a leap 
for him to go from 23 to 40 goals in one year. But you have to remember 
the 21-year-old was used differently in the back half of the season 
compared to the front. Caufield struggled under coach Dominique 
Ducharme, scoring just once in his first 30 games. But under Martin St. 
Louis, Caufield exploded for 22 goals in 37 games -- a better-than-
necessary pace to hit 40 goals over 82 games. 

Nashville Predators: They miss the playoffs 

While Nashville did make some positive additions in Ryan McDonagh 
and Nino Niederreiter, it must be noted that some of their highest (and 
most surprising) scorers from last year might be due some regression. 
Ryan Johansen scored 26 goals (his most in seven years), but had a 
shooting percentage nearly twice as high as his career average. Matt 
Duchene scored a career-high 43 goals on the second-highest shooting 
percentage of his career. Filip Forsberg also scored over 40 for the first 
time, with a career-high shooting percentage. All three of them were top 
30 in on-ice shooting percentage in the NHL last season. These players 
likely won't fall off a cliff, but the Predators made the playoffs by just three 
points last season, so they were already on the bubble. 

New Jersey Devils: Dougie Hamilton wins the Norris Trophy 

Rewind two years and this prediction would have been far less "bold." 
About halfway through the 2019-20 season, Hamilton was second among 
all defencemen in goals, fourth in points and was one of the mid-season 
favourites for the award. Then he got injured and missed the last two 
months of the interrupted season. In the shortened 2020-21 season, 
Hamilton finished eighth in scoring at the position. Last season Hamilton 
joined the Devils and again sustained a mid-season injury that limited 
him to 62 games. Health will be a major component, but as the Devils 
rise and Hamilton settles in to his setting, the 29-year-old could still have 
another push for the award in him. 

New York Islanders: The last year of Lou Lamoriello 

The Islanders will be a potential bounce-back team this season. After 
back-to-back appearances in the conference final, they fell out of the 
playoffs last season but also had to deal with an extended road trip to 
start the season, and a COVID outbreak. But what if they don't get back 
on track and miss the playoffs again? At that point, the decision to fire 
Barry Trotz and not change over any of the roster will be scrutinized, and 
could lead to the dismissal of the GM. 

New York Rangers: K'Andre Miller is the breakout defenceman of the 
season 
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Most years there is at least one defenceman who elevates a couple of 
tiers in the league hierarchy, opening eyes across the continent and 
earning respect as an "underrated star." Think along the lines of Devon 
Toews or MacKenzie Weegar. This year that player is Miller, who scored 
20 points last season and perhaps doesn't have the same national name 
recognition as teammates Adam Fox or Jacob Trouba. We see his 
points, ice time and measurable impact all rising as he establishes 
himself as a real force. 

Ottawa Senators: Shane Pinto scores 20, becomes an X-Factor in 
franchise's quick rise 

All the attention is being paid to the top-six in Ottawa, and how they 
might still seek a defenceman on the trade market. But that third line has 
the potential to make for something special, too. With Josh Norris and 
Tim Stutzle leading the charge down the middle, if 21-year-old Shane 
Pinto can put together a season that's Calder Trophy finalist worthy (or 
even just in the discussion) then the Sens will be strong and deep at an 
important position. 

Philadelphia Flyers: Chuck Fletcher is the first GM fired 

Is this the least bold prediction of the bunch? Perhaps. The Flyers are a 
mess right now, caught trying to push forward for wins when their winning 
percentage might suggest a rebuild is in order. Fletcher is in Year 5 at 
the helm of the Flyers, overseeing one playoff appearance and the 
franchise's first back-to-back playoff misses since his dad was GM of the 
Maple Leafs in the early '90s. 

Pittsburgh Penguins: The landing spot for Jonathan Toews 

I'm more writing this one to will it into existence. At the 2006 NHL Draft, 
the Penguins took Jordan Staal second overall, leaving Toews for the 
Blackhawks at third. Now here we are, with Toews on the way out of 
Chicago and the Penguins trying to duct tape together a contender year 
by year. Toews isn't the force he once was, and salary retention is 
absolutely necessary, but it's a nice storyline to think about Toews and 
Crosby coming together finally in the later stages of their career. 

San Jose Sharks: Erik Karlsson throwback, bounceback season 

Karlsson has been significantly slowed by injuries in recent years, so 
we're banking on some health luck here. The Sharks will be doing 
everything to bring out the best in Karlsson, especially now that Brent 
Burns is out of the picture. He'll get plenty of ice time, PP time, and the 
opportunity to rack up points. He hasn't scored 60 points in five years, but 
gets back to that level as long as the games played are there. 

Seattle Kraken: Their goaltending bounces back and finishes middle of 
the league 

Only the New Jersey Devils and Seattle Kraken had team save 
percentages worse than .900 at 5-on-5 last season. The Kraken, though, 
had the sixth-lowest expected goals against at 5-on-5. Philipp Grubauer, 
signed to a long-term contract with a $5.9 million AAV after he was 
acquired, saw his save percentage go into the toilet, falling from the .916-
.926 range he posted every year from 2015-16 through 2020-21, all the 
way to .889. If he bounces back to even league average and the 
Kraken's off-season scoring additions boost their 28th-ranked offence, 
then Year 2 should be a noticeable improvement for the franchise. 

St. Louis Blues: Vladimir Tarasenko finally gets traded 

It's been a couple of years since Tarasenko requested a trade out of St. 
Louis, and he's coming off a bouncDe back campaign in which he stayed 
healthy and scored 34 goals. Now Tarasenko is entering the final year of 
his contract. If the Blues are a top-of-the-league contender, they'll 
probably keep him for a run, but anything less than that may leave them 
pondering a move to return an asset -- or NHL player -- if Tarasenko's 
intending to test the open market anyway. Especially if Tarasenko has 
another productive year, he should draw interest. 

Tampa Bay Lightning: Somehow, someway, they acquire Patrick Kane in 
trade 

The biggest trade candidate all season is going to be the Blackhawks 
superstar, and Kane's full no-movement clause will also give him 
complete control of his destination -- if he chooses to go at all. It would 
definitely take some salary retention (as it will for most possible 
destinations) but we've seen teams including the Lightning nimbly weave 
through the cap to fit impactful players around the deadline. 

Toronto Maple Leafs: They reach the Eastern Conference Final 

It might be bold enough to predict just one playoff round win for the most 
cursed franchise in the NHL, but let's really lean into this and go for 
another one. Eventually, this roster has to turn the corner, right? The 
forwards are as strong as ever and this is the best blue line when healthy 
that Kyle Dubas has put together in his tenure. The X-Factor is in net, 
obviously, and if just one of them catches fire, it should be enough to lift 
the Leafs. And having two-time Stanley Cup winner Matt Murray as one 
you're banking on isn't the worst gamble in the world. 

Keefe says performance will sort Maple Leafs' goaltending tandem 

Vancouver Canucks: The captain gets traded 

With the season about to begin and no extension yet signed, it's unclear 
just how open Bo Horvat is to negotiating during the season. If he's more 
likely to shelve business talk until after the season, then there are a few 
avenues towards a departure. One is if the Canucks are well out of it by 
the trade deadline and need to move him for assets. But even if the 
Canucks are hanging around the playoff picture, can you go into the 
summer without Horvat's name on a contract, and risk losing him for 
nothing? Unless the Canucks are challenging for the division title or 
something, they may have to consider the possibility of moving the 
captain (and, yes, this one could get blown up in a week). 

Vegas Golden Knights: Logan Thompson is a fantasy hockey MVP 

After having so much goaltending that it became something of a 
controversy with Robin Lehner and Marc-Andre Fleury, this year's 
Golden Knights start off with questions and concerns at the position. 
Logan Thompson, 25, will be the starter out of the gate after going 10-5-3 
with a .914 save percentage last season. Vegas still has a talented lineup 
in front of him, even after having to shed some of it in the off-season. If 
the goaltending holds up, Vegas could get back to challenging for the 
division again and that would provide enough wins and a good enough 
save percentage for some lucky fantasy owner who plucks Thompson 
later than some more recognizable names. 

Washington Capitals: Peter Laviolette will be the first coach fired this 
season 

Someone has to wear this. Laviolette has lost in the first round of the 
playoffs in both of his first two years behind the bench, which is the same 
result his predecessor Todd Reirden had. But while Reirden was able to 
claim two division titles, Laviolette has overseen two seasons of decline. 
And now he has to start this year without Tom Wilson or Nicklas 
Backstrom in the lineup. If the Islanders return to form and the likes of 
New Jersey or Columbus take a step up and push Washington early, the 
team may feel it needs to act and change the voice in the room. 

Winnipeg Jets: They have two 100-point scorers 

Kyle Connor, still one of the most underrated stars in the league, scored 
47 goals and 93 points last season, so it's not too far of a leap from there 
to get him to 100. But if new coach Rick Bowness is committed to getting 
the most out of Nikolaj Ehlers and allows him to succeed with a 
permanent spot on the top line opposite Connor, he could be in a great 
position to blow up. His 2.95 points per 60 minutes ranked third on the 
team last season behind Connor and Mark Scheifele and his 1.5 goals 
per 60 ranked second to Connor. Ehlers was averaging three-plus 
minutes less per game than these two, though, so more ice time on an 
offensively-happy line could lead to a big-time breakout. 
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TSN.CA / Tavares trending toward Wednesday return for cap-strapped 
Leafs 

 

Mark Masters 

11-14 minutes 

 

The Maple Leafs practised at the Ford Performance Centre on Monday.  

John Tavares participated fully in practice and didn't feel limited in any 
way.  

"I wanted to get myself back out there and competing just like I normally 
would," the 32-year-old centre said. "I tried to have that mindset. It was 
good to go out there and not be measured or feel my way through things 
and I think I hit those boxes, checked them off." 

Will Tavares, who sustained an oblique strain early in training camp, play 
in Wednesday's regular-season opener in Montreal?  

"Everything's been trending really well so hopefully that's the case," 
Tavares said. "Chances probably only grow with every day ... I want to be 
a part of it more than anybody, but also understand the big picture." 

"He's encouraged," said coach Sheldon Keefe. "If all goes well for the 
rest of the day, he'll come to tomorrow's practice as though he's 
preparing to play."  

"He looked great," said linemate William Nylander. "We had a couple 
really nice plays out there too so hopefully he gets cleared." 

Initially, Tavares was projected to miss the start of the regular season, 
but the Leafs captain is ahead of schedule.  

"Sometimes the body takes a little longer than you'd like," Keefe noted, 
"in this case it seems to be a little bit quicker." 

Tavares suffered a more serious oblique injury in the spring of 2019, 
which cost him a chance to play in the World Championship.  

"It's felt more like a contusion than a muscle strain compared to what I 
had the last time," Tavares said. "Right from the get-go I was able to do 
quite a bit. Obviously, I didn't skate for the first week, but I was able to do 
quite a bit in the gym on the rehab side and staying fit. So, I was really 
happy with that." 

Tavares optimistic about playing opener: 'I want to be a part of it more 
than anybody' 

John Tavares says he's trending in the right direction to be ready for the 
Maple Leafs' season opener but also understands that he needs to keep 
the big picture in mind. 

If Tavares cannot dress on Wednesday, the Leafs will play a man short in 
Montreal, because of the team's tight salary cap situation.  

"That is something we're prepared to do," Keefe confirmed. "We knew 
there could be predicaments like that ... We have had several teams in 
the league playing short and I am sure there will be again this season. 
When we look at the big picture and in the long run, we feel adding a 
player like [Calle] Jarnkrok was something that we wanted to do. Thus, 
we run into these types of situations, but it doesn't make it any easier for 
sure." 

Jarnkrok signed a four-year deal with a cap hit of $2.1 million in the 
summer. Per CapFriendly.com, Toronto's roster is only $4 below the cap 
with Timothy Liljegren (hernia surgery on Sept. 16) and Jordie Benn 
(groin injury on Sept. 28) on long term injured reserve. Benn was spotted 
on the ice Monday, but hasn't skated with teammates since getting hurt. 
Liljegren will be sidelined until November.  

"I believe our group is as deep as we have been since I have been here," 
Keefe said. "We have really clear and defined roles throughout the group. 
We have lots of competition. Guys will be challenging to move up 
throughout the lineup. I think we are in a really good spot there." 

In order to get cap compliant, the Leafs placed Wayne Simmonds, Kyle 
Clifford, Victor Mete and Adam Gaudette on waivers. All four players 
cleared on Monday and were assigned to the American Hockey League.  

"It doesn't say anything about how we feel about the players that won't be 
on the roster," Keefe continued. "They are still very important players. 
They will be here in time, naturally, as we face the realities of an NHL 
schedule." 

The Leafs will start the season with the minimum 20 players (12 
forwards, six defencemen and two goalies) on the active roster.  

Keefe confirms cap-strapped Leafs will play a man short if Tavares can't 
dress Wednesday 

Maple Leafs head coach Sheldon Keefe confirmed that if captain John 
Tavares isn't able to play on Wednesday in the team's season opener, 
they will play a man short in Montreal. Mark Masters has more. 

Denis Malgin edged out Nick Robertson for the final forward spot. 

"The fact that he is protected by requiring waivers works in his favour in 
this case," Keefe said. "In Robertson's case, it works against him. That is 
the reality of the situation we are in with the salary cap and carrying a 
really tight and short roster. We are going to have players you would 
otherwise have in the NHL that are going to have to start in the American 
League." 

Malgin produced four goals and four assists in six pre-season games. 
Robertson scored three goals and added five assists in five games. 

Robertson, 21, was trying to crack the opening-night lineup for the first 
time.  

"It is an unfortunate situation for a player who has worked very hard and 
is as competitive as he is," Keefe acknowledged. "He did all of the things 
we asked him to do. A player like him at his age is never a finished 
product. There is always a benefit to playing in the AHL and helping a 
Marlies team that we want to see take steps and grow. That growth is 
only going to happen through the growth of the individuals. He can be a 
part of that. At the same time, he will be playing lots and staying fresh 
and ready for when we need him as opposed to maybe being a scratch 
here." 

Denis Malgin shares his excitement to have made the Maple Leafs to 
start the season, while Sheldon Keefe explains the decision-making that 
went in to keeping Malgin and sending down Nick Robertson. 

Malgin will be playing in the NHL for the first time since 2020 when he 
suited up in eight games with the Leafs following a trade from the Florida 
Panthers. He didn't record a goal or an assist during his first tenure in 
Toronto, but Malgin did put up 60 points in 184 games with the Panthers 
over four seasons.  

"He already has 200 NHL games to his record," Keefe pointed out. "He 
has produced during that time. He has had some time away and, from 
what I have seen, he has grown and developed his game. That is really 
what I wanted to do in this camp and pre-season — just watch and see 
where he is at mentally and let him use the opportunities he was getting 
to prove he can play in the NHL and help our team. I think he has done 
that. He produced at a high rate and also worked really hard away from 
the puck. He found ways to create no matter which game [he was in] or 
what the competition was like. It seemed like he was still making his mark 
on each of the games. He was good and competitive in our practices." 

Malgin sealed the deal with a highlight-reel tally in Saturday's exhibition 
finale against the Detroit Red Wings. Auston Matthews described the 
goal as "crispy." Matthews also played with Malgin in the Swiss League 
(Zurich) during his NHL draft season (2015-16).  
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"I can't say enough good things about him," Matthews told TSN. "He's 
played unbelievable all throughout camp. He's shown a lot of confidence 
out there. He's been dominant. He's looked incredible."  

"It was a hell of a goal the other night," said Tavares. "This time around 
he just seems really comfortable with himself and his game and the 
confidence is really growing. Certainly, his quickness and playmaking 
ability [stands out] and he has great touch around the net. Not only did he 
make a great move, but the quick hands he showed on the finish was 
fantastic. He's had a good nose for the net." 

During Saturday's game, Malgin played on a line with Nylander. He 
skated with Nylander and Tavares at Monday's practice.  

"His speed and the way he was able to create offence every game," 
Nylander said when asked what stood out about Malgin's camp. "He 
played five games and was dominant every game. He, for sure, deserves 
it." 

It's been a long road back for Malgin, who lit up the Swiss League the 
last two years.  

"I'm happy to be here, finally," he said. "Of course, I knew I could play 
here and I think I showed it. Now, I'll try and play the same way."  

Matt Murray will start Wednesday's opener in Montreal. 

"We wanted Murray to get the first game and get rolling that way," said 
Keefe.  

Murray allowed just two goals in three pre-season appearances posting a 
.969 save percentage.  

"Just trying to build each and every part of my game each and every 
day," he said following Saturday's final dress rehearsal. "That's where my 
focus is at." 

"Just solid," Matthews observed of Murray. "Solid all around. He 
competes in there. He doesn't really get, like, emotional whether he lets 
in a goal or not. He's just solid in there and it's been really nice to see 
that." 

Murray is undefeated (5-0-0) during his career in Montreal. He looked 
sharp during a pre-season start at the Bell Centre.  

Ilya Samsonov will start Thursday's home opener against the Washington 
Capitals, who did not extend him a qualifying offer in the summer.  

"Maybe not absolutely ideal, but maybe it is," Keefe said with a smile. "I 
haven't talked to Sammy about that specifically. [Goalie coach] Curtis 
[Sanford] has been handling that. It will be our home opener and his 
former team coming in. There will be a lot of excitement around that." 

Leafs Ice Chips: Murray starts in Montreal; Samsonov faces old team 

Sheldon Keefe revealed that Matt Murray will start in goal for the Maple 
Leafs in the season opener in Montreal. With Toronto having a back-to-
back to open the season, Ilya Samsonov will get the nod for the team's 
home opener Thursday. Mark Masters has more on the goalie front. 

Lines at Monday's practice:  

Bunting - Matthews - Marner 

Nylander - Tavares - Malgin  

Engvall - Kerfoot - Jarnkrok  

Aston-Reese - Kampf - Aube-Kubel 

Holmberg, Robertson  

Rielly - Brodie 

Muzzin - Holl  

Giordano - Sandin  

Kral - Villeneuve 

Murray  

Samsonov 

Forward pairs in 4-on-4 work:  

Matthews - Marner  

Tavares - Nylander 

Kampf - Aube-Kubel  

Kerfoot - Jarnkrok  

Engvall - Aston-Reese  

Malgin - Bunting  

6-on-5 work:  

Rielly, Matthews, Tavares, Nylander, Marner, Bunting  
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